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SP R O C E E D I. N G S

2 JUDGE YOUNG:. Good-morning, everyone.

3 My name is Ann Marshall Young. I'm the chair of,

4 this :licensing board,:-and I'-m going to ask the, other

5. members of the Board to introduce themselves. Judge-

6 Mignerey..

7 JUDGE MIGNEREY: I'm Alice:Mignerey.

8 I'm a part-t-ime technica Ijudge. andi'm a f-u•l-time

9 professor of nuclear chemis tryýat the University 'of.

10 Maryland.

11 JUDGE ARNOLD: Gary Arnold, and I'm a

12 full-time technical judge at. the NRC.

13 JUDGE YOUNG'.,: And- I'm the lawyer one, so

14 the. nontechnical one. Be warned.

15 Let me ask the parties, starting "

'16 let's-start on the right- this morning -- to

17i introduce yourselves and whoever you have with you.

18 MR. -EYE: Thank you, Judge. Myýname is

19 Robert Eye. 'I represent the Intervenors. Also at

20 counsel table will .be Karen Hadden and Elizabeth

21 Brown, and-also-present today .is 'one of our.experts,

22. Dr. Ray Dean, and also one of the Intervenors 'is

23 here, and that's representative Lon Burnham.

24 JUDGE YOUNG:. Thank you.

25 MR. EYE: You're welcome.

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND:TRANSCRIBERS
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i JUDGE YOUNG: Go ahead.

2 MS. VRAHORETIS: Good morning, Your

3 Hor.I'm SusanVrahoretis, here on behalf of the,

4 NRC Staff. With me is James Biggins,. also with the

5 -NRC Sta•fff'and Christopher-Hair.

6 JUDGE YOUNG: Thank you.
... .: .. .R N M. -t i- . . . .

7 .MR. FRANTZ: My ame is ýSteve Frantz.

8 represent the Applicant., Luminant. With me is"Jon-

_9 -Rund to0-my left .'

10 JUDGE YOUNG:. Thank you. All right'. On

11. how we':re p:oing'to proceed, weý've got.,,a lot'' to'4 ,

12 address ýtoday, -so our approach is going to be. that

13 we are going to ask you: questions, and-then on e6ach

14 separate issue, at the end -of all our questions,.-

15 we'lil:ask if any of the parties have anything to add

16 that we have not covered, and that way, maybe we can-

17 sort of move through things a little bi-t more -'*

18 efficiently.

19 - We thought we would start with the.two

20 motions to dismiss for mootness. There are some

21 common issues there. There's some common issues to

22 basically all of the contentions and the mootness

23 issues. And then after we have discussed those,

24 we'll move on to the contentions, and probably

25 - unless anyone sees any reason not to -w Well, we'll

" NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W. ...
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. .20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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1 think abouit'which ones we'll go first with, and if

2 .;any,-of-th e parties have- any thoughts on' that', we'll

3 -ask you when we' re finished with the mbotness-

4 -argUrments.

-5 On the mootness .argumenfts,.": -Iguess_-!i',:ll

6 'start and give you a few of my. thought-s,, which-

7! hshould ot be taken to .indicate any. direction'"in

8- which-.we'ree going tobbe' ruling. ubu are.intended to:

9 " :get your responses, to. some issue. that least I

10 -see, we see, and that is as -- the last t~ime we .were

11 ,together, we discussed' the .fissue ofb''on•tentions]' of
12' -omission and motions to dismiss f6r-mo6nhe'ss.."'

13 And the. general Commission case.. law. that

14 says that when a contention of omission--•.is-admitted

15- and -then the Applicant subsequently supplies the-

i6 -information that's alleged to have been omitted,

17- then the omission is cured, *so to speak,"and: a'nyý

18 challenges to the adequacy of what has .been supplied

19 by the Applicant or later it might be' the NRC in

2.0 the NEPA context would be.brought- through new

21 contentions. The-term "amended contentions" is

22 sometimes also used. But'that's the general model.

23 - In thiscase, in this instance, with-

24 both of the original contentions of omission that

25 we'.re talking about today, 13 and18,"the6argument's

- NEAL R. GROSS.
-COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS,

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W. -',
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been made that the information that's been supplied

by the Applicant. is not -- does not completely fill

the hole or the omission,. so to..-speak, .complet-e1y,

and so' we really -- so we need to look-at thatinma

little bit -diffetent way than has been -,the case

generally with-these contentions of omission,' more•

in the traditi6nal ,way, that a mot:ion t o i-dismis'si foic---

motness would, be' considerid'. A treall-y goes to

.what is. the -information, .whethehr •the. Applicant,: has.

Supplied theiinformation that"'s alleged to'.have been

,omitted.

So approaching. it ifn -that manner,, 'the

1Applicant,-as. the movant, <wouLld. ,have 6the burden of

persuas'ion on the issue of whether the information

that's 'alleged to have been omitted has been'

'supplied. So I guess probably a good way to start

-would'.be to ask -- we'll star-t ;-wi:,th -the Applicant,

:and then ask. all the parties just, to -briefly provide

any. argument-you'd like to provide on the issue of

the burden and whether the information has been

supplied.

'And I guess -w.- •lel:,.if we don't have

.extensive argument on the standard and the burden

issue., then we'll move into the specific issues of

the information that the Intervenors say.has not

NEAL R. GROSS. '

COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.-
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been supplied. In the case of the alternatives,-

Contention 18, the' information would.be the that

the information does not include the combination

s6lar and wind.or alternatives that' woiid include

both solar and wind. •And .then..in" the collocation

.contention, the- aIternative being that the types of

.acciden-ts.-that -the ýApplicant determined did not need

'to be consideread fiurther because they were remote

ýand :speculative.,-

SoSo let'-,ss start just gefnerally on the

persuasion, burden of persuasion and the standard

that we're talking abuEu. here, anything that you'd

'like to. say on that.- •

MR. FIRANTZ: Judge Young, you provided a

good summary of the status. We don',t have any

disagreement with that 'sUmmary. As the movant,

obviously we have. the burden. Additionally, I.think

the case law, and especially the Duke Energy case,

it is very clear that if we supply the omitted

information, it-then bec6mes up to -the Intervenors

to supply new contentions or amended contentions to

address the amended information.

In fact, in this case, the Intervenors

have done just that. They've followed the correct

process,. They havesubmitted amended contentions,

NEAL R.. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

.1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.
.(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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1• •-and to the extent -those contentions now allege

2 missing or omitted information or deficient

3 -information in our revisions to the environmental

4 report, I think the-correct process and the .most-

5, ekpedtious process is -to address those new

6 ,,contentions and dismiss, the existing contentions,

.7< •because we, havesuppliednew sections of our

.:'8 .,environmental report to address each contention.
9' -9.. We-supplied 7ý..5 to address the issue of

10 -. 0 the impact of serious accidents on collocated

11. events. We,: supplied Section 9 --

12 . JUDGE YOUNG: Let's hold off on -the

13 specifics at .this point, and just- quickly go through

14 and see if anyone has anything to say on the burden,

15 because obviously the'issue of who has the burden

16 could be significant if the burden's on the

17 Applicant with regard to a particular issue thatis-

18 different than looking at a new contention where the

-- ,19. burden would be on the Intervenors. So in each

20 case, I think they're sort of parallel contentions.

ý21 So let's move to the Staff on the general issue..

22 MS. VRAHORETIS: This is Susan

23' Vrahoretis on behalf of the NRC Staff. Your Honor,

:24 we agree with the summary that you have given on

-2'5' what the process should look like. We do not oppose

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLANDAVE., N.W.
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the motion to dismiss this contention, because we

agree that it is~moot, and I would just add that

arguments that get into whether the hole has been

adequately or ,sufficiently ,filled really get intol

the adequacy of the information and not whether-it's

been omitted, and those are a ptocess for new, -

amended contentions which could b5e Contentions of

omission, but I don't believe that the original

contentions. apply. ,,...

JUDGE YOUNG: Mr. Eye?.

MR. EYE: Thank you, Your Honor. Again,

this is-Bob Eye with the Intervenors. Your Honor,

as the panel Will recall, we went over this ground

somewhat during our oral arguments in November on

the fires and omissions contentions that we

advanced. To a certain extent, we see this in terms

of looking at not just whether information has been

submitted, because that's really-almost a

ministerial act in a way, but rather whether in a

substantive way, the information actually does

address in a specific way the contention, and we

think that in both instances -- and I agree-with Mr.

Frantz that the panel has summarized it well in

terms of where we see the gaps occurring.

Because there are~gaps, the mootness.

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.
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1 motion does not really address the gaps.. It-simply

2 says, We submit -- made our submittal; therefore,

3 the contention,- theoriginal contention, should be

4 considered moot. We see it in a bit more of a

5 nuanced.-way, inasmuch as merely submitting

6 information does not necessarily address the facial

7. aspects of the contention that- we believe have very

•- .important dimensiois', and,.thatrthe standards 'should

9. be higher than merely- -aking a submittal, -that there

10 should be another ievel of analysis todetermine

11 the.-- whether there has been--any attempt to address,

12 the -substantive aspects of the contention.

3 -.Now, I agree that if there is an attempt

14 to address the substantive aspects of the

15 contention, then the technique of analysisis a bit

16 different. Then it does go to whether the quality.

17 of that submittal is adequate. But when there has

18 been, as we've pointed out in both motions, gaps

19 that have not been addressed, we think that the

20 contentions are still ... the original contentions

21 are still viable and not moot.

22 It goes back to whether is there. still a

23 justiciable issue, -as we cited I think we cited

24 the Georgia Institute of Technology case, and that's

25 really more 'of a judicial concept, I suppose, in

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.neairgross.com
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1 terms of how mootness motions are.addtessed. So to

2 the extent that we believe that there are still

3 justiciable issues that pertain 'to. these.

4ý contentions, that the mootness motion ,ought to be

- 5 denied.

6 The Intedrvenors recognize that there, is

7- overlap certainly between that-whiCh we ..have argued
8/ in the mooitness -- response to'the moothess motions

9 and-that which we have presented in the new

,10ý contentions., but because we've addressed them in the

11 new. contentions, that does not necessary- detract

12 from the arguments-that we made in the mootness

13 motion, because as'the panel has pointed'out, ,the

14 different really is the burden of proof or the

15 burden of persuasion rather on these mootness

16 motions-is back with the Applicant.

17 JUDGE YOUNG: All right,. -Well, let'rs,

18 get to the 'specific omissions,.andrthen after that,

19 I will have.-- or do either of you 'have any

20 questions on the --

21 JUDGE ARNOLD: No.

22 JUDGE YOUNG: '-- general? Okay. All

23 right. Then-on Contention 18, let's.look at that

24 first. .That's the first one that came in. The,.

25 information the omission from the information

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS,

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.
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1 that' camelin that's asserted to be missing is the

2 -combination of wind and solar, and I believe that

" !3 the contention as we admittedit 0a'd, "cmninations

Of"; and then followed it by, wind,: solar.and storage

'an5 and natural. gas supplementation.

6 ,So.I -went back and looked at h support

7 for.the' cont:ention., to See 'whether there 'was any

Sba:sis for the argument.tht tthe: ,combinaion,.f' fwind

9 and solar should'have been .considered, and I.

10 think y--and let meask-you to address- this,-,Mr..-

11 Frantz. I think you pr6bably agree that the

12 tcombination of wind and-:solardis nbt addressed -in

13 the information that you submitted.

14 In looking back-at the support, at -Dr.

15 Makhijani's report, Nuclear Costs nhd-Alternatives,

16 there is a reference on page 35 to.-- the sentence'

17 says, "It is also important to coordinate sol.arand

18 wind investm This reduces the requirement for

19 added reserve capacity." And there,',s another>

20 reference on page 36 to,. "Various renewable energy

S21 -sources can be, coordinated with each other and.

22 optimized in terms of the proportions on the grid."

23 But the first thing I read from page 35

24 is what I found on the -- to support the..

25 Intervenors' argument that the original contention,

NEALR. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE.,ý N.W.
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1. along with its support, did raise the issue of

2 combination of wind and solar. So why',don't you

3 <address :that at this point..

4 MR. FRANTZ-, First of, all, the-

5--, contention itself as proposed by, the intervenors did

6 not mention wind and solar. In fact-,, lboking at the.

7 contention itselfethe original Contention 18, there

8. is, I think, essentially just one s'ehtence,.. and that

9 appears on page 42, ..that addresses :combinations; and

10 it says., "Recent advances in tchnoo gsuch as

11-- compressed -air and.,air in., storage. and, iuproved value

12'. in storage capacity.casts doubt on some -of the`-

13 environmental, reports' assumotl•nsici c'concerning. •.

14 problems with intermittency."

15 That's all it has. There's no mention

16 there of combining wind and solar, "and all we can go

17 on is what they've written, and the fact -that they

18 have a report that they've attached-that happens to

19 mention is really quite irrelevant, gi en what they

20 have stated as their contention itself. •

21 JUDGE YOUNG: -Well, let's assume -- they

22 do mention the report in the support for-the

23 contention. Let'-s assume that the statement that I

24 read from the Makhijani report does support their

25 argument that they did raise the .issue of

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLANDAVE, N.W.-
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combining -- they'didn't exclude the issue in

anything they said'and that they did- raise it in, the

-quotation on page 35. Is there any, particular

reason why the information did not incl1ude the

combination, of wind and solar?

MR. FRANTZ: .:•Well, there are two

reasons. One, I just mentioned the fact that the,

contention itself does not,.men.tion that. "

JUDGE YOUNG:,. But .did it exclude i-t?

MR. ,FRANTZ: The contention didn't

typical-ly you don't.have iexclus•ions:fr ...om

contentions. You. proffer f -

JUDGE-YOUNG: Butr,: Imean, theway it's

written.

MR. FRANTZ: The .wa'y it's written,

there's no mention of wind' andSolar, and so --

JUDGE'YOUNG: But' does the way it's

written nedcessari-y•.exclude: the contention

'MR. FRANTZ: It doesn't exclude

JUDGE YOUNG: exclude the

.,combination.

MR. FRANTZ: There's a myriad of things

it does not exclude', and we-can'.t address everything

that is.not excluded. All we can do is address what

it does include, and-it would be' an impossible

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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function for us to address everything it does not

mention. All we can address is what the affirmative

assertions are.

Imight also add that we believe that

under NEPA we..aren't required to address every

conceivable alternative -out there. There.'s a law of

- case law oh that point.- All -we need to do is

address a reasonable set 6f alternatives'. We have

addressed a reasonable set-of alternatives. We've

.looked at. wind, and-we've looked at solar .and

.thermal storage. We've- looked at both of those in

conjunction with natural gas. We've looked:at wind

with natural gas. We've looked at solar with

natural gas.

We've looked at, as I said, probably a

half a dozen different alternatives involving

renewable energy. We believe that forms a

reasonable set of alternatives under NEPA, and that

there was no reason to go further,. absent any.

-explicit statement in the contention that would ask

us to look at wind and solar.

JUDGE YOUNG: Let me -- in a minute I

want to get to the general issue of the NEPA• rule of

reason. I think I'll just put that aside for now,

but' let me'ask you .to address -- Ibelieve in

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
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your -- and I can't remember exactly where it is

.now, but I believe you made the argument that-'even

if*.you had addressed wind and so.lar- together, that

. it wouldn't make-any difference. Do you want to

expand. on that? ':

-MR.' FRANTZ: Yes.. If you look at the-

environmental i-mpact s of the- combinations, we have.

looked att wind 'with other accommodations involving

storage- and -natural gas, and we've shown there that

the environmental impacts from land use and

.!.:aesthetics; are large; that the environmental impacts.

-on terrestrial- ecology- and-othet-.4spects are large.

We've done the same thing on the solar side and

again shown that the land impact uses are large, the

aesthetic impacts are large, and that there are

moderate impacts on terrestrial ecology and other

resources.

So even if you looked-at those together,

the conclusion is going to be the same: that the

land impacts from a combination of wind and solar

are large; that the terrestrial impacts are going to

..be moderate;- that the aesthetic impacts are going to

be large. Given those necessary conclusions, a

combination of wind and solar plus storage plus

natural gas would not be environmentally preferable..

NEAL R. GROSS
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to nuclear power.

JUDGE YOUNG: The Intervenors have

challenged your conclusions or arguments on the

impacts being large, If )iou accepted the

hypothetical that'the-impacts ,were not large but

they were -- I don't know how many grada tions _there
are but', say, moderate or - how to what-degree

would that -change your argument?- ,.

MR. FRANTZ: Well, first of all-,- they',ve

not challenged all of our assertions. They've-. ••

challenged the assertion on land use --

JUDGE YOUNG: Land use. Right.

MR. FRANTZ: They have not challenged

our assertion on aesthetics. They have-nott,,'

challenged our assertions on terrestrial impacts.

So those still remain.

JUDGE YOUNG:- Would. it make a difference

if you lowered the -land use impacts to moderate from

large?

MR. FRANTZ: I think, again, you'd still

find that nuclear-power i s preferable' from an

environmentai standpoint.

JUDGE ARNOLD: Could T ask a question

here? Reading from your revised environmental

report, you basically say that, "Solar power
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technologies in combination with storage is not a

reasohable alternative' to the propQsedproject," and

then you gave a number of reasons.

"Solar power, combined with storage,- is

not deel0oped, proven, and available in: the releevant.

region." Let's see. "Solar power -generation,

combined with storage, has 'not been proven tob

provide power generation lcapacity equiva~ent to

Units :2 and 3." And, "Solar power generation with

storage with a capaclty to generateý- baseload power

equivalent fo ,Units 3 and 4 is not, cons-idered to be

available during the time frame of the-pro~ject."'

Once you're-at that point that -you'v.e

ruled it out, to what extent are you required to

address the environmental impacts, •-and whether

they're large or small, are they really -relevant?

MR. FRANTZ: We were not required to-go

further. We did try for each of the alternatives to

address the major factors listed in NUREG-1555, the.

environmental standard review plan., and that's why

we addressed environmental. We could have, I think

as-you suggest, cut that discussion off'once we'show

that there are no proven and developed alternatives

for producing baseload power.

I might add in that regard.that tbothe
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1 extent the Intervenors are proffering a dontention

2 related to combinations of wind and *solar, they have

3 not shown.or even alleged-that atcombinationof, wind

4 and solar exists anywhere in the world, that it's --

5 JUDGE -YOUNG: -Well,.let':s -- ifyou

6 don't mind, let's vie could hold th~at 6fkf until

7 the discussion onthe contenti6ns.,Thecause-that

8 really is more relevant to that. Right, or not?

9 MR. FRANTZ: Exactly:, Judge'. -I mean,

10 that goes -_to the'he'art. ofý this-whole debate. We.'re

11 now getting,.into the substance of these contentions,

.12 and I thinký it' s better to ýdeal,. with these "kinds ý'of.-

13 issues when we approach.the contentions themselves,.

14 rather 'than- as part of the motion to dismiss. I

15 -think this very discussion indicates that it's

16 appropriate to grant our motion to dismiss and move

17 on to the contentions themselves, because we're

18 getting involved in really the merits or, the

19 admissibility of the contentions.

20 JUDGE YOUNG: I understand what you're

21 saying, but I do want to spend some time on the

22 mootness issue,. though, because if the burden is on.

23 you to show that you included everything and the

24 allegation is made that, well, you didn't include

25" the combination of solar and wind, then the. burden-l"
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is on you to Show-that there isa valid reason.

MR. FRANTZ: Judge, I don't -think it' s

our burden to show that We covered everything. I

thinhk it's our burden to showe'that we've'satisfied

NEPA, that we've proposed a reasonable set and

evaluated a reasonable set of alter-natives, ;and I

t•hi~nk we',ve -done .that. But to -- -

JUDGE-YOUNG: 'But let me I'mn -getting

back to what I was refer1ring..to. _Thdt<.wasý,the

burden on a motion 'ýto. dismiss. fori. moothess. The.

burden is on the Movant to. show .that you- havY

rendered moot the original contehntion ýby6prbviding

information that addresses- every,-part ol that.

contention, and your argument, is ,the contention

doesn't specifically say, combinations of wind anda

solar. Their argument is it implicitly included

combinations of wind and solar. .,And so you. have the

burden of.persuading us on the issue of ei-theri the-

original contention did not include-- well,.,

basically that, because you admifttedly haverenot'

included the analysis of the combination of wind and

solar. So --

MR. FRANTZ: Well, we've also--

JUDGE YOUNG: And then we can get into

the more substantive issues of the -- the specifics
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of wind and solar and the NEPA i~ssues.i"n regard to

the contentions definitely.

MR. FRANTZ.-, -I think it's.also possibl~e

for us to show that- from a. legal perspective, from a

NEPA perspective, Me,, weren',t re quired::Ito -provide any
more information onhat particular issue, given

,ýwhat: we. did supply.,

JUDGE YOUNG: It may be that now is a

:good time to justi- raise ,thi's generaI. issue, because

it's'-one that from a legal perspective, Irn• sort of

stumbling oDve, v and. tha;t, .i s: ýWhen .-you lookW at. NE.PA

issues, there's-a rule--of reason, and feasibility

comes into play: But in- makinga-determinations- on

whether- something is reasonable or feasible, as in

your s~tatement of proven1 ,-, available -- and what was

the third term?

MR. FRANTZ ", Developed.,

JUDGE YOUNG: 'Developed. Developed,

proven and available.. There'.s almost. no-way to

avoid going into the merits in determining if --

you're asking us to determine whether .various things

involved in basically all the contentibns and the

two mootness motions, whether various ýthings are.

reasonable and/or feasible. In making those

determinations,, it goes beyond what's required in 10
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CFR 2.309 (f) (1) (I) through (vi), so my general

-question that pertains- to everything that youyve

already been getting into -- and that's why I'm

raising this now.-- is where's 'the line between how

you de termine that at the ,cotent ion-,'admissibility

stage and at the hearing stage.-

You- make :a.- lbt-.of statements in your

filings-about whether things are developed, proven

and available, ra sonable,' whether they meet the

rule of reason. When we 'get into the specifics, I

can ask you,, Well, what''s the basis for this

statement; have you determined if something -- how

have yor./determined that, a particular type of,

accident is remote and speculative; how -- what are

your arguments -that something's reasohable or not

reasonable.

I'm ihavingdifficulty with.where you

draw the line, and you're. making the types of

arguments that ft we were in a hearing, it would

there would be' evidence. A lot of the issues are

factual-. In one sense, you seem. to be arguing that

we need to be making these determinations now,

without the benefit of evidence., based on the

assertions made'in the pleadings, and so I'd like to

have all the parties address the-issue of where do
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1 we draw the lin, there. And do we just ask you,

2 okay, what's the basis for this statement about

3 reasonableness in. any given context? I think that's

4 sort of a fundamental question that, goes.throughout

5 all "the.issues before us today.

6 - MR.: FRANTZ:- With respect to

7 reasonableness 6f energy alternatives, the NRC Staff'

8 in:NUREG-1555, again, .the environmental standard

9' reviewxplan, tsays hat to be reasonable, an

10 alternative must be developed, proven and available.

•11 If the Intervenors are claiming that we have an

-12 omission because We haven't addressed a particular

13 alternative, they need to come forward with some

14 fact-based discussion showing that that particular

15- alternative --

16 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, let's not get in the

17 . contention. I'm sorry to interrupt, but ,I really

18 want to keep it on the mootness now, because, yes,

19 in the contention stage, whatever the -- wherever

20 you draw the line, the burden's on the Intervenors.

21 We agree. I think everyone agrees on that.

22 But in the mootness context, which is --

23 -we have to address that first, because unless the

24 original contention is moot or we have to determine

25 to what extent it may be moot, and what's left.
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. MR. FRANTZ: And I would suggest that

2 this issue was never raised in the original

3 contention. There's -- again, looking at- Contention

4 18, at both thebstatement and the bases, there is

'• 5 " nothing ih there on combinations of wind and solar..

6 p.Power:

7 JUDGE YOUNGr: Okay,. ', Do you want <.to."

-.8 -address the NEPA reasonabl'eness-standard and.how far

9 we go in contention admissibility and -how far we go

10 more generally now, or do you want to hold 'that

11-.i later? At least everyone knows-, the concern at this

12 point, that: I, at least, am having.

13 . MR. FRANTZ: Well,,again, the contention,

14 _ admissibility stage is the burden of the Intervenors

15 to come forward with at least some facts to indicate

16 that the alternative that they're proposing is

17 reasonable. They can't just simply say, You should

18 consider this, you should consider that. They need

19 to provide some reason for that consideration. They

20 need to show that there is a requirement under law

21 .or regulation to give consideration to that

22 particular issue. Theyjust can't make a bold

23 statement, that we need to consider something.

24 JUDGE YOUNG: Let's say that they

25 'provide enough to meet the sort of minimal
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contention.admissibility standards. Then:what,'.s

what do you-have to show to respond to that?.

MR. FRANTZ: We have tbo:show --

JUDGE YOUNG: In terms of facts -and how

do they-get-to us.*-.

MR. FRANTZ: Assuming that they .have

made the showing to-pass the standards of,

2.309(f) (1), then we have to come 'back with the..

facts or-additional facts and show why it's not

preferable, why from a legal perspective .we. need to

address- it, so there are a lot of ways we •can

approach that from a substantive standpoint".

JUDGE YOUNG:.. Well, here's'my7"

difficulty, and I'm. having it throughout-. To

support a contention that- the Intervenors have to

show -- they have to provide-eithet expe•r.opinion

or documents or at least a fact-based argument,-.so.

they don't have to have witnesses; they"don't have

to meet the rules of evidence. Expert opinion,

documents, or at least a. fact-based argument...

In responding to that, are we at the

contention admissibility stage just.to accept all

the statements that you make as being true, 'as being

essentially the equivalent of being proven?

MR. FRANTZ: I think unless ,they are
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1 contested by the Intervenors, the answer is, yes.

2 Now, to the extent they have expert statements or

3 consultant statements: or other reports .they. rely'

4 Upon,- I think at the -contention admissibility stage,

5 -. you -assume that those statements ar-e. correct,- and

.6 ý-then look to see, 0one.-whether-they..ra ise a.genuine.

7. issue -of. ma'terial'-fact. or- whether :they',re ..even:
8. material. Theymay-not be material.

•9 - For example, with the statementsi that-

10 you.quoted from ýDr. -Makhijani':s report., he does not

11 allege that combinations of -wind :and solar are

12 developed, proven, and because we don't have- -that in

ý13 the record, there's no basis for even considering

14 that alternative.

15 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, tow, rememb~r, the

16 NUREG is guidance, and --

17 MR..FRANTZ: I understand, but: I believe

18 it also reflects case law, too. For:.example, we

19 see

20 " JUDGE YOUNG: Feasibility. .

21 MR. FRANTZ: Yes.

22 JUDGE YOUNG: Right. And then that gets

.23 back to the same question of I see what you're

24 saying, but they-have to at least raise the,

25 argument, make the allegations in alleged facts, and
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then .you respond. My difficulty comes when you're

going back and forth in the replies, they challenge

what you're-saying. Then how's that different-

from-- I mean, it is getting in'to, the.merits, and

it'becomes a little bit more dif ficult .for, me from'ia

lle gal' standpoint than- it would, in any n-rNEPA

contention.context.

'-Anything- else on,: those '.two, i~ssues?" And

we .started out on the issue-of the wind and so lar,

and.then got into the, NEPA because I- felt .likeyou

were raising~some of those issues, so- Ijust throw

it-'out there.

o Do you have any-more questions for ýMr.

Frantz? .

JUDGE MIGNEREY: No.,

JUDGE YOUNG: Any more --

MR. FRANTZ': We have nothing more.

Thank you, Judge Young.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.' Staff?`

MS. VRAHORETIS: .Your Honor, if I could

just go back to something that. the Intervenors'

counsel said, and I believe bears on the issue o'f"

mootness. Mr. Eye talked about the fact of merely

submitting information to address a contentio.n of

omission does not suffice arnd there should be
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1 further evaluation. And I think that may be why

2 this discussion is so difficult and raises issues of.

3 getting into the merits, because I believe that that

4 "statement is inconsistent and contrary' to the

5 holding;:in McGuire,/Catawba that says that no further

6 analysis is needed at-- that"- point..

SJUDGE YOUNG: well, letme. focIus ,

8 though, because the concern -i have -` we~doh' t get

9• into questions. of;Ehie;adeuacyof the i'nformaation.'.-.

10. I think-that's: clear: under. Catawba..- However,

11 there's still a-questioh on •Wha t the information,

12 consists -of, and I don.ýý,t believe it's, ever come up.

i3 I looked for cases in.which it may have,.but in' this

14 instance, the Intervenors'have raised a-.question

15 about whether --- and let's-just -limit i'ttb this, at

16 least from my standpoiht. '.This is-where I am on it.

17 The .-- whether, the information has been

18 - submitted, whether the information'that.,has been

19 submitted is complete', completely fills-the hole,

20 the omission, that.'s really the questiion;-and-on the

21. alternatives, as I'm-recalling -- and any 'of-you can

22 correct me if I'm wrong, but it's-the windl.and solar

23 combination, and on the collocation, it's the

24 . accidents that were"excluded, because they were,

25 remote and speculative, that might cause-damage
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within less. than 12 hours such that the operators at.

the other units would not be able to achieve cold

shutdown, as I .recall.

Does that-make any sense, khat I just

said to you in terms`.of focusing the question?

Because Ih aree. w 'you thata'dequacyw n ook

at in the mootness context-.:

MS_ VRAIORET IS::- •think,.th'ough, Your

Honor, that why th'e-dontention has- to be statedHonor,6 th £ss-ei wc et

specifically, and:take issuewith the, specific aspect

of the application,..-and the-Intervenors have'the

burden, not. just t0o ttach expprt reports but- t6

actually explain ,how- t.hose expert reports support

their contention. And I don't- think that-that's

been done here. --

JUDGE YOUNG:. You-don't think that was

done back .in with,the first "

MS.. VRAHORETIS.' Right. We don't hold

with-the original contentions on that basis, because

then you do get into feasibility. And if it's not

reasonable 'and if it's not: feasible, then there is

no legal obligation 'to go into all of the impacts of

it, and the Intervenors have not provided a legal

basis for these, facts or this information to be

included in the applicationl and that's why we keep
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going back to that,. because they have not met -their

burden.

-JUDGE"YOUNG: And When yQu. say, they

have. noltmet their burden, you're referring back to-

the' ,originai,,Contention 18?

MS. VRAHORETIS:. Yes.

JUDGE YOUNG:*. So' let' s look, at th'e;:..

Contenti-on: 18 as -we admitted it, and as we admitted

it, wee did not lim t or speci.fy."the types of

combinations.- Obviously if we had had the. benefit

:-.-.of: hindsight,, -we.,'iight-have' speci fied that., but. we

didn'.t, and the'original contention didn't. The
boriginalrcontention was-based on'the report.,.:'so

that's.why. I went back and looked at the report. So

you haee-to sort of interpret what the contention

means. Right?

MS. VRAHORETIS: To a certain extent,

Your Honorý, but not if that means rewriting it at

this stage,' because we think that it did not

Iexplicitly include, and particularly when they don't

lose. anythingby having to write new contentions to

address the alleged inadequacies or omissions,.which

they don,'.t have. So when you look at the issue of

mootness, they.don't lose-anything. They have the

opportunity tO raise every issue, that they wanted to
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raise in new contentions.

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, except the burden.

That's, the-difference. They lose the benefit of the

burden being on the opposite party.
MS. VRAHORETIS: Well,-and we do*agree

the burden is on the Applicant to demonstrate that

this contention is moot, but we believe that :that's:

been met. That's 'why we didn't oppose the'motion to

dismiss.

JUDGE'YOUNG: Mr. Eye?

MR. EYE: Thank you, Your Honor. I'm

sitting kind of far, away from the microphone:

JUDGE YOUNG: Before you start -- we may

ge~tback -- we-may be -- I may be asking more

questions as we go through for the Staff here. I

may get back to you on the question about getting

into the merits and how to approach this whole issue

of reasonableness and feasibility. You didn't

address that real specifically. Do you want to

before we go on to Mr. Eye, or shall we just come

back to that as we go through?

MS. VRAHORETIS: I think it wouldbe

better to come back to it with respect to the

specifics mentioned here.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Mr. Eye.
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MR. EYE: Thank you, Your Honor.

JUDGE YOUNG: And as you are talking, if

you could -address the issues that the Staff -has

raised about your original burden toJbe explicit-,

i about what your contention met. And like I -said.,

I've found.the reference to wind and .s6olar inh Dr.ý.

Makhijani's report,. but you did not make the,

specific explicit' argument that a combination of

wind. and solar -- at least I. didn't see it in the

contention itself or in your arguments on that.

MR. EYE: Your Honor, I believe ,thdt'. -

the and' let me address that particular rather

narrow question first. To the extent that- the..

omission contention that we raised. to be'gin with was

general and asserted.'that there had.been a failure

to consider in a reasonable way alternatives, I

think that we couched that contention purposefully

in a broad sense, because as we read the

environmental report, it seemed that:there was a

real paucity of information that addressed that.

particular aspect.

And it was particularly noteworthy to'

us, primarily because of the abundance .of wind and

solar, for example, that exists right in this

particular area where we are physically located
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1 today. And so to thewextent that we did not hone in

2 on a particular combination, if the contention as it

3 . was stated itself is,-, I think .again,7 I'think we

'4- did that purposefully, because we were addressing

5 what we considered to be a hole in the environmental1

6 •-report.

7 JUDGE YOUNG: But-if you weren't
8 specificd,.then -how would the.Applicant -- I mean,

9 howcould 'they possibly fill -'everye. ossible

10 alternative out there without some explicit signal

.1, to them on what they*.needed to provide.to fill that

12 .'hole?

13 MR. EYE: The signal was.provided by.'

14 this panel, because the panel,- in its good judgment,

15, determined that the contentions 'should be admitted',

16 but in a reconstituted way that did direct that

17 there-be-attention given to combinations of wind and

18 solar. I mean; the facial -- the contention as

19 admitted on its face directs that there be that sort

20 of consideration.

21 JUDGE YOUNG: But it doesn't specify

22 wind and solar. It said, combinations of wind,

23., solar, storage, natural gas. And so,'as

24 reformulated, it did not specify which particular

25 .combinations.
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MR. EYE: Your Honor, I .- the

contention as admitted says, "consisting of

combinations of, renewable energy sources such as

wind and solar.". If it' said, wind. or solar, it/1s a

different sort. of analysis -at:that :point,: but-the

.term "and".was. used. -And we recognize that" the.

contention bn its face did make a mfio-re spec.fici task..

f o~r.the-Applicant to follow or to ta•ke on.

And we frankly.•were pleased. that the'

contentionrrmade that sott of combination" something

that should be'dealt..with, because ft "i-imade .sense in

the context, both of the. geographi€q region- wher'e.

we're located and the rather rapidly developing' .

field of wind and solar technol'ogy,..: which is

advancing•almost on a daiiy'basis, it seems; in

terms of the-technological capabilities of'those

particular'.modes -of generation.

- So we saw it that it made sense that the

Board reconfigured the contention as it did, so that

in a way, notwithstanding'what was-,in the -original

contention as it was in our petition to intervene,

whatever was there or wasn't there was subsumed by

the Board's reconfiguration.of Contention 18 which

.did explicitly call for a consideration of wind and

solar power. So in that regard, we were taking the
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contention as it was reformulatedand arguing

accordingly.

On the question that the-panel raises -

.and i•t:is perplexing in ai-way to have to0 conf ront

these.NEPA rule-of-reason questions. A law

professor that I-had one time said th'at anytime the

word.-"reasonable"_.is used in a law,-we'-ve j-'st hired,
wo d'- b we..e 3 u

S"anotherJ10,000 lawyers nationwide to figure out' what

it means. 'And I- do think•_ that there is someth ng. -

there is, some validity to that observation.

And it really, I think, to' me indicates

that: there is no particular :bright- line test. to•..

determine whether in a particular -- or in a general

sense,;just where the cutoff is between that which

has to be considered under the rule of reason and

that which can be safely excluded under the rule of

reason. Instead, I think, that,' looked at on.a- case-

by-case basis, it gives it a more viable conto.ur •to

be able to understand exactly what needs to be-dealt

wi th.

But perhaps inh a more.general senseq,

it's important to drop back and remember what NEPA

really commands us to do. :One is to develop'

adequate information to inform you and your

colleagues at the NRC and the Commission itself as
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1 to just exactly what it is that's being proposed and

2 the implicationsof- it, and at the heart, of. NEPA is

3 a discussion alternatives..

- 4 And if we were submitting .an alternative

5 that was just ou-tlandish we .can come up with-some

6. outlandish combinations, you know, where you would.

7 list individuals t6%o pedal- ýbicycles ina way--to.

-. 8 generate electricityi. .'You -know, that: just. doesn 't

9,ý- even pass the grin- -test, -so to speak.;-.._

10 On the :other hand-, when ;.we a'advance

11 something t.hat".draws on t•echnologies. ,that, are toda-y

12 ' supplying electricity to the grid, we'-don't, see that

13 as necessarily- something- that .is so outlandi:sh as to

14 be disregarded as an alternative that.. NEPA would

15 implicitly require. cOnsideration of. - "

16 So we want to help the panel as much as

17 possible. I think that's one of our.functions, to

18- try to navigate, this-;question ,of. just--•where' is the

19 line in this par~ticular case for where ,the rule of

20 reason would cut 6ff discussion of certain

21 alternatives, ýand it,- would- have been- Ine thing had

22- the Applicant been able to advance an-argument that

23 said, Wind doesn't work,, or solar doesn't work.

24 But those sorts.of alternatives " and I

25 want to avoid getting into0the merits, but it goes
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to thiis::question of rule of reason. If we really

could not bring forth to the panel evidence that, in

fact; these two technologies are viable anrid work

today, :I think that the panel would be'.safe to say

it' Sbeyond the rule of reason,- and no further

analysis, is requi-red. But in this particular case,

w I ve. -think-.ýthe line ought to.d be dra w .in,:a way that

includegs that, eespecially in tandem, wind and solar

working ,in tandem to' meet.:. a' generatio'nneed.:

And, again,- it would have been " well,

.I'11 leavemy comments-at. thatJother tthan teo say:

If we were -to take all of the Applicant's assertions

as correct,- there's. no. ne'ed for adjudication. There

would be 'no need for any kind-of adversarial process

whats6e er:; But. we know that the adversarial

process 'is there for the purpose of ferreting out,

if you':wilil; :what we consider to be weaknesses or

omissions- -- since we're talking about the mootness

motion ý.`now,- I'll focus On omissions -- in the

Applicant'"s papers.

And in that regard, we think that we

have moved beyond 'contention admissibility, the

phase. .This is'an admitted contention, and because

it's anrtadmitted contention, I think it raises the

bar somewhat, at least, for the Applicant to address
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exactly what's in the contention as admitted;,,

notwithstandihgwhat it may have saidor not said in
• itsc qrigin.al pef ition. phase. So.in that .regard, we

.think that the hole that was created-..by the ,omi~ssion

of.thinforiatioi in•:the original environmental

r:rEport may have been partially, filled, but it's not

ompletely filled, .an

JUDGE"YOUNG: Let me ask you the same

or foblldow up on the ,same ýquestion I asked-,Mr. '

Frantz, and that is: The Applicant says in n some of

itsi ppeaings.-that. itwouldn't make that much, if-

..any, difference,-it wouldn't make any difference. if

..:_.you combined wind and solar, because the' land-use

impactslare-large in both cases, and so they would'

remain large. What's your response to that

argument? I mean, would it make a difference such

'that it would make -- such that there's areason to

Consider the two of them together as opposed to

separately?

MR. EYE: This is a problem we get into

..a lot when we consider these alternatives

contentions, either as originally admitted or in the

versions that we've advanced as additional or new

contentions. It's really kind of an apples and

o:°anges, comparison problem. On the one hand, one
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dould posit the argument that a combination of wind

and solar takes up large expanses of ground. On the

other hand, one could say that those expanses of

ground are frequently available. for alternative uses

while-still being put to the purpose of generating

electricity.

On the one-hand, one could say that the

large expanses of ground are a necessary means by

whiic h to generate renewable electricity;,!and compare'.

that to the use of both the site, the 7,000-some-odd

acres of the site at Comanche Peak' That" is a

fairly large-dedication of land as well, and that.

the qualitative nature of generating, electricity

with nuclear fuel has its own set of ramifications

that are absent from the use of renewable fuels to

generate electricity.

The two, as a matter of comparing, don'-t

match up very well, because of the very different

meanings upon which --

JUDGE YOUNG: The two being nuclear and

renewables, or the two being -- okay.

MR. EYE: Right. Nuclear as a general

proposition and renewable as a general propQsiti'on.

The two have some aspects where you can compare,

land use, for example, but in terms of other
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1 qualitative aspects of comparison, that is.where the

2 match doesn't work very well in terms of --

3 JUDGE YOUNG: The- compariso.n i actually
.4, was wanting you to address was ethediffernce it

5. would make had the Applicant included the

6- Combination of wind and solar- in. the. informatinon

'that" it provided,. and they'fer,.saying i•t eal-y.-

8 wouldn't ''make.. any difference, because the, .land- .•use

9 impacts are large oS.both. So what'. sý your .respons.9e ,

10 to .that?

11 MR. EYE: Land use is one parameter.to.

12- be considered in terms ofiimpacts. It's not the

131 only impact that should be considered.: It isone of

14 a number.

15 JUDGE YOUNG: So-would it make a

16, difference -- do you think it would make a

17 difference to have included the wind and solar

18 together with the storage and gas? Would it make a

19 difference in the cost benefit analysis?.

20 MR. EYE: The short answer is, yes, it

21 would. And the reason we think it.would make a

22 difference is because you get the synergistic effect

23 of wind and solar, and that-particular synergism has

24. not been addressed whatsoever. Now, it would be one

25 thing if wind and solar had .been addressed, the
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I' combination of wind And solar had actually been

2 addressed and found to be nbt feasible-. That would

3. be one -- that would be a dimension that would be, I

4 think, justiciable at that point.

5 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, they -are saying that.

6 ýnone of them are feasible, because none ýof them are

7 "developed, proven and available.

8 MR. EYE: Well, nowwe g1et tinto afact

9 ýissue as to whether-they are-, and I,-think that 'to

10 the extent that today-on-the grid, there are

11 contr:ibutions from t-hose particular renewable

12 sources at least calls into question the -conclusion

13 of th6 Applicant in. that regard;-

14 JUDGE YOUNG: okay.

15 MS. VRAHORETIS: Your Honor, before we

16 move on, if'I could just address a few things..- I

17 don't believe the Intervenors' counsel's statement

18 that there is no line is really accurate. The line

19 here is defined by the -- --

20 JUDGE-YOUNG: -The line between?

21 - MS. VRAHORETIS: Reasonable and not

22 reasonable.

23 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

24 MS. VRAHORETIS: Is defined by the

25 purpose and .need of the project. We can talk about
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all.sorts of different alternatives and different

ways to optimize them, 'but with the original.

Contention 18 and with .the reformulated admitted

Contention 18, we still do..not have any inforrmatioh

from the Intervenors to show that a cornblnation-.:of

.wihd and solar,, wind and solar by itself or with any

of the.- .s~t0rage ;mechlnisms ýdanh provid•e base•lad

power> That was.: the purpose: and need'of:this -

q_,projec~t,, not just.to pirovide poWer ,in the .region,:ý.

but :baselo0ad power.

JUDGE. YOUNG: -Your argumeht sounds. like

an argument that goes,.moreq to the,'admissibility 6f .a

contenttion- and justý looking at what you're saylng

in the context of we've got a motion to.-dismiss-the

admitted Contention 18 for imoothess, and the

argument's made, Well,.they'didn't completely -i the

information they provided.was not-complete, becaus.e

"it did not include consideration of wind and solar.

That's sort of what I'm trying to get you-to focus-

on at this point.

So the burden's not on the Intervenor.

The burden's on the Applicant to show that they did

provide complete ,information to answer the

contention of omission that-we admitted in

Contention 18. And -if you look at how we admitted
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1 it, we did say that, "The Comanche-Peak

2 environmental report is inadequate because -it fails

3 to include consideration of alternatives to the

-4 proposed Comanche Peak:,Units 3 -and 4, consistingf o

5 combination's of renewable energy :sources -such as

6 wind and'so ar power,-with techndo6gical. advances in

..7 storage methods'and supplemental,_ouse off haturai gas,,

8, to cdreate baseload powe."f,

9. We fo..nd that the?&, was -enough -- that "

10 they had provided. enough to •admit.. that contention,

11 so 'the contention is ad-iitted. Now,, .the,.•pplicant

12 has provided its report., its revi sions to the

13 environmental .report: that relate to alternatives,'

.14 -and the question is: Is' what they have provided

15 complete? Does-it fill:the omission that -is defined

16 in the contention as I just read. it? And: it does

17 say wind and solar.. It.was supported by Dr.

18 Makhijani's report in.which he referred-to wind and

19 solar. And I think it's undisputed that the

20 revisions' do not include a discussion of wind and

21 solar together with'anV of the other -- "the storage.

22 and gas.

23 The argument's been made by the

24 Applicant that it doesn't make any difference,

25 because the land use impacts are large for'both, so
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the negatives would be so high for the combinatioh.

Now, one thing I want to' ask the Applicaht before we

move on from this is: Would-it make a difference in

the benefits? But it sounds like your argument goes

to contention :admissibi-lity whereas we"'-vea lrea'dy

admiitted-the contention. ITt".s .there. -The question

is:- Do these-revisions that the Applicant

:provided -: are they- complete?'..

By virtue:-of the -fact.tha-t they do no t

include a 'discussion.of the alternative of a

combination. "of'. wind ahndsolar with 'the storage and

gas, is.thatha '- does 'that .1 eave iti. with-a remaining

hole? -And the'-.. it" seems to me :there's at*'least-.a

colorable argument that that could.be the case.

Without sayi'ng how we'.re going to-rule-, that's the

thing that I want you to focus on at this point, not

to go-back and-say whether the original contention

was admissible< -."P It was. .we. admitted -it.

MS.,.VRAHORETIS: Your Honor, I was

intending to direct my argument to the conversation

that"s taking place today, that is, rewriting the

admitted contention to include things implicitly

that were not explicitly stated. That's the--

JUDGE YOUNG: But Mr. Eye did point out

that the original contention said,' "renewable energy
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sources such as wind and solar."

MR. FRANTZ: Judge Youngj can I address

that? .The

JUDGE YOUNG: If she doesn't mind, Do

you want to continue., or db you mind him

interrupting?

MS. VRAHORETIS:: The only thing ;that I

wanted tow -,state on- that is it's not. permissible to

teformulate, a' contention toadd things that were- not

expl ictly.,stated. It's okay to reformulate the

contention, to remove.-.
.JUDGE YOUNG:Okay-. Now you're arguing

things that you may want t-.argue tco the Commission

,lateron, that we should not have admitted it as we.,

did,'but we.did admit it. So let's deal with what

we.,admitted.

MS. VRAHORETIS:- No. I'm addressing now

as to-what we're doing here today, and not the

contention end of it.

JUDGE YOUNG: But it does say, wind and

solar: -That's where it starts. So it could be

argued that it does not specify which particular

combinations, but it does start with the words,

"wind and solar power."

',''MS. VRAHORETIS: And if you look at NEPA
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as, a rule of reason to, provide information that's

going to help the decision-maker make decisions, if

.the information 'is there on wind and it is there On

solar, and from the information that 'is-there,_ the

decision-maker can 'make a determination. f the.,.

impact and whether it would be a superior,-

al---alternat ive then- there really is n. o_ oission,.,,

regardless of..'whether there's a separate-discussion

about that. If all' the information' is there,

there's no omission.

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, let me just-- let-

me put it from the standpoint of -- we"'re.'in the

'reaim: of reasonablene.ss, so let me just --. as a

nontechnical person here, let-me just put it to you

this way. If I look at -- and renewable energy

sources are obviously a big topic these days.

There's a lot of talk about them.

And if I look at, okay, one option being

wind plus storage and natural gas, and one option

being solar plus storage and natural gas, and ohe

option being wind and solar and storage of natural

gas, just from a nontechnical standpoint, it seems

reasonable to assume, at least I think someone like

me-.might find it reasonable to assume that by having

wind and solar, you address the intermittency issues
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of,both -to an extent, because when the sun's not

shining, the wind might still b e blowing. When the-:

wind's not blowing -the sun might still be shining.

It might not make for complete coverage, but then'

you have the storage' and the natural gas.

And as I understand the general

argument, that by having both,,-that Would provide

greater-benefit. Now, theApplicant's saying it

would be more negatives in terms, of the land use. D,

don't know whether you can put the s6lar panels in

between the windmills, if you had a c.ombination of

both, but just from a general, .nontechnical

reasonableness standpoint, it does seem ,t make some -

sense that combining the wind and solar would

provide more. So, I mean, that's sort of sitti.ng

out there. We're getting into !questions of

reasonableness.

From a general standpoint of

reasonableness, one-might wonder, Well, why didn't

they include both, particularly when the contention

as admitted does say, wind andsolar, not, wind or

solar. So whydidn't they include both? One might

wonder, would it make a difference; would itmakea

difference in the positives, so ,that it would change

the cost benefit analysis. Does that make sense?
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1 MS. VRAHORETIS:. Yes', it does. .And I

2 suppose one might wonder that, but for the fact

3 that, as the Intervenors- pointed out, landa.use is no

4 just -- it'Is not the only parameter. It's One of

5. many parameters, but-it's the only One that .the.

6- Intervenors challenged,-. aid, hey' re'ally haveh' t

ý7 demonstrated that that --

8 'JUDGE YOUNG: -When you say, challenged,

9 are you talkihg about the first contention 'or'. the

10 new contentions?

11 MS. VRAHORETIS: 'The'whole argument

12 about this contention being moot.'or not.

13 JUDGE YOUNG: Right. But the land use

14 impacts didn't come into.play with the original

15-. contention, did they? They come-into play with the

16 new contentions. So forget the arguments about land

17 use impacts. Let's'look at the'original contention.

18 What'has the Applicant provided -- what information

19 has the Applicant provided-to fill the hole created

20 by the omission alleged in the contention, which we

21 admitted, reformulated as-we did,.

22 The Applicant is saying that it wouldn't

23 make-any difference .because of land use impacts,, and

24 I'm not sure where you said that, but still, there's

25 no challenge to land use impacts till we get to the
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contentions.

MS. VRAHORETIS: Except for if one is

surmi'sing that there may be benefits that :are not,

demonstrated in the discussion of either of these

-al ternatives in the new environmental report sctiin-

that they've submitted.

JUDGE YOUNG: Well if -1

MS. VRAHORETIS: I don't know that you

could read in benefits when -there are high negative:s

with each.

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, I don't know. Could

you?

M"S.,.VRAH.ORETIS: Putting them together,-,

I don't know how you would find that there would be

positives that haVen't already been -6nsidered.

JUDGE YOUNG: But -- well, let me just

-ask you one last -- let me give you one last chance

to address the sort of nontechnical, general

question that one might have about, Well, why

,wouldn't the benefits be greater if you combined

wind and solar, if you had that as one of the

alternatives that you analyzed.

MS. VRAHORETIS: -I'm sorry, Your Honor.

Could you repeat that?

JUDGE YOUNG: If you did have an
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alternative that included wind and solar and storage

and natural gas supplementation, why. wouldn't it be-,

reasonable to assume that.the benefiits would be

greater than either solar, storage, ga's or wind,

storage, gas?

MS. VRAHORETIS,: Well, I dont know., Is

that how the Bbard is interpreting the contention

-that was admitted, because that,-- it wasn't clear.

that 'tha~t was the' way ',that'th was supsd' to6 be

read. But if it is, I still don't -see that, tha't

leads to reasonable, if the information -that we:have

about those alternatives providing baseload power

indicates that'at'ithis point in time:, they a're-not

developed, proven, and available, and thetefore,

would not be feasible, either together-or involving

storage. But maybe the Applicant can explain it

better than I can.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. And you wanted, to

say something.

MR. FRANTZ: 'Yes, Judge Young. If -

you'll look at the original contention, it does not

mention combinations of wind and solar. If you'll

look at the Board'-s discussion-of Contention 18, it

does not discuss combinations of wind and solar.

The Intervenors 'have taken one phrase out of context
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1 from the contention as admitted by the Board, and.I

2 believe that that's a warped reading of the

3 contention.

4- The contention, I think, as fairly read

5 Z "is we need to: address. combinations of renewable -
6 energy :sources with ;technology advances'nd Storage

7":- me.thods;'.and then byuse 6f'natural'gas... The phrase

8' "wind and solar" was-merely an-attempt:to identify

9 -what renewable energy source s.we needed to look at"

0 _.in combination with storage and .natural- gas. ', And we

11 i did that. We looked at wind, storageb,- and natural.

12- gas. Wejlooked .at solar.storaIge and"'hatural gas.::

13 This contention is. Tfairly as stated-here is ndo.'

14 fairly read as requiring us to take combinations' of

15 wind and solar. That'-s n'ot what:it says.

1- JUDGE YOUNG: We did on page 77 of our

17 memorandum and order admitting this, 'on page 77 we

18ý did refer to -Dr.', Makhijani 's report"'ahd say that .in

19 addition to arguingthat additional generation'is

20 not. needed, and'comparingc'€ost and omission amounts.

21 The authors discussed wind..and solar power, arguing

22 that these can be used for reliable power generation

23 when combined with-,natural .gas and various storage'

24 methods.

25 Then.'on page 78, we say,. "It is
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suggested that combination of natural gas, wind,

solar, and storage sites in Texas could also produce

baseload power." .That pretty. much refers tog a

combination of the four. The-next phrase refers to.

just :wind storage and natural gas. But, I.mean,

it'_ s nolt ike" it wash't'mentioned.- I don' t think-

anybody6u1-d~go back.to, lobok at the transcript, and

Ywe can go back and reread our order, but-at that

point, the .renewables aliernatives* was -- tocreate

ýbaseloadpower, that was the reason we 'I think we

.say ,that. 1welet 'itin, that they have made an

argument thatfyvarious cOmbinations could create

baseload power.. And .- -

MR.' FRANTZ':' They have made the

argument, but again, they've not shown that it's

developed and proven method for generating baseload

power. And,, in fact, Dr. Makhijani does not even do

that.

IJUDGE.YOUNG: But let's look at the

original- cont'ention that we admitted. The argument

supportedý.by, the Makhijani report, expert support,

were made that these types of combinations could do

that. Now, the issue of developed --

MR. FRANTZ: Proven and available.

JUUDGE YOUNG: -- proven and available
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had not .been brought into0 play yet.. Itwas. nob

-brought into play until you made this motion to

" dismis s--for mootness,. or. until you fi6led your• ,

'report. So the only question is: When-you filed

your report or-•he, 'r :to.theenvironmental.

report, why don't you include that alternative? How
diffictcult would it have•been? Would it-have 'made

2•any-difference? -Could the benefits have,- could

thebpositives-',have raised---,been raised. such that

it might have made a difference?,

So. that.'s. really the only questionh here

:-onhthe mootness issue,. -You didn"'t include it. Is

-kwdhat:as, admitted clear-enough in including that

- possible combination? And should we rule that the

- ýWhodle contention is moooted out, or just that part of

the contention is mooted out?

MR. FRANTZ:. We did not address it,

-because the contention did not mention it. I don't

,think the Board's order fairly indicates that"that'-s

a. combination we needed to look at. And then even

-if,-we had, there was no difference in results.

There's no material difference in.looking at wind,

.storage and natural gas,: solar, storage and natural

.,gas, and looking at wind and solar, storage and

natural gas. The results are going to be the same.
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I might also add, again, there has to be

some concept of reasonableness under NEPA. We

aren'.t required to look at every conceivable

.alternative. If we have a reasonable range of

alternatives that are addressed in our, environmental

report, thiat's sufficient for NEPA purposes And I

• thiink. it's fair 'to say that,, if-'you'l1ý'l ook a't.'our,.

discussion in the environmental report of

conmbinations-of alternatives, it is more extensive

than any' other environmental report that"s- ever been

submitted to the Commission.

And to state that we haven't gone into

enough detail and not have discussed enough

alternatives just flies in the face of this.kind of

history on alternatives. Nobody's ever gone. to this

extent before.

JUDGE YOUNG: That may be true, but let

,me just ask you, give you one last chance to answer.

the question of the nontechnical person who looks at

this, and says, Okay, you analyzed Wind, storage,

gas; solar, storage, gas. We all know'the sun

shines in the day. The wind blows all the time.

There are questions'of intermittency in both-of

them. Just from a nontechnical standpoint, why

wouldn't it be reasonable to assume if you added
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1 wind and solar with the storage and gas, that that

2 would be a reasonable alternative to consider?

3 MR. FRANTZ: It's never been done.

4 There- are no combined soiar and wind facili-ties

-5 anywhere in the world that produce baseload power.

6 It doesn.'t exist.

.- JUDGE YOUNG: _Are there the separate

8 ones for wind, storage and gas; solar, storage and

9 gas?

10, MR. FRANTZ: There are no wind -and

11 storage facilities ,in existence that produce

12 baseload power. There is one proposal to provide a

13 combined wind and storage facility to produce

14, peaking power, but not baseload power, and •that's

15 only proposed. It's not actually in existence. The

16 ones that are in existence don't even pertain to

17 wind and storage. The compressed air facilities

18 that currently exist use natural gas and compressed

19 air, not wind and compressed air.

20 There are some storage facilities

21 associated with existing solar facilities, so that

22 combination does exist and is operating. However,

23 again, those are not for producing base-load-power.

24 They're for producing peaking power, so there are no

25 existing combined facilities involving-wind and
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1 solar that produce'baseload power.

2 JUDGE YOUNG: But in a way, your-

3 argument could pertain, also' to you, could have left

4 out wind on, that basisý,also. Right? 'Or even solar1a

5 because-the solar ones address only peaking. power is-

6- what you,'re !saying, asI understand..it.

7 .MR.' FRANTZ4.: ... I -.think that'S c..r.ec.

8 Once we show that thre ,'are no developed:&nd proven,

9 wind and- solar and storage facilities for producing..

10 baseload power and solar and storage facilities for

11 producing baseload'power,-tha~t should be'the end of

12; ',theNEPA analysis. The Board does not need to go

13 any further than that.;ý

14 JUDGE YOUNG: Anything further on

15 mootness? Any more. questions?

16 JUDGE ARNOLD: No.

17 JUDGE YOUNG: Shall we take a break,, and.

18 then come back and start with -- now, we didn't.

19 really get into the mootness of Contention 13'. Did

20 anyone want-to say anything about that, before we

21 move on. from mootness •and get into the actual

22 . contentions?

23 . MR. FRANTZ: Yes. Very quickly, there

24 is no omission, and they don't even allege. an

25 omission in-this case, We did address. the low
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1 probability events, and we show that they were

2 remote and speculative. And so it's-not as if we.-

3 didn't discuss it. 'What the Intervenors object to

4 • is the manner' in which, we disposed of those, low

.5 J probability events. They aren,'t'claiming that we

6 haven'-t addressed'.:them.'- They"re-sayingwe."ve

7 addressed.:them inappropriately, according to them.

8 JUDGE< YOUNG: Well; .-they (ysay --

9 MR. FRANTZ:_ So'..that" s not :a co'ntention

10 of omission. It'.s• a :contention of inadequacy..

11 JUDGE YOUNG: They say, "The submitta.l

12 does not discuss.,the impacts on safe- shutdown in the

13 absence of sufficient 'warning'or .environImental't .. 1.

.14 impacts, if -there's inadequate time to complete safe

15 shutdown." 'So as I understood it, the - and' you'

16 can all correct me if I'm wrong..

17 But as I understood it, they're sort of

18 *saying that it doesn't fill the hole by virtue of.

19 leaving out those accidents that could be so -- have

20 an effect.bf not' allowing sufficient -- that 12-hour'

21 period to have safe shutdown, and in your materials,

22 you mention that those -- any accidents that could

23 have that impact are remote and speculative, and

24 they're saying, Well, the omission is you didn't go

25 on to consider those.
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MR. FRANTZ: And we're saying that as a

legal matter, there was no requirement.for us to go.

any further. So - _

JUDGE YOUNG: Based on your conclusion

of: remote and speculative.

:MR. FRANTZ: That's- correct...-

JUDGE YOUNG: '.: :Qkay,.-ig f urthero

.the colTocation -- on mootness.-of Contention 13?-

We've been f mfinl y on 18 so far'. .
Wef n ocusing .... ,• .. ::. . . ..

MS. VRAHORETIS: No. We did not oppose

the motion, nor did we file a response,.. Your Honor.

'MR. EYE: Your Honor, I believe. that,

counsel, for the Applicant's arguments really gboimoreý

to -- 'they go more to a contention of admiss-ibility,

rather than whether the contention was addressed-

adequately in the environmental report revisions.

And in a way, in the way' we couched it in our inotion,ý

response, was that -in the way that-the Applicants

kind of reframed their contention in a.way to.avoid

dealing with exactly the omissions that we raised..

And, I mean,.: I don't disagree with",'how

the panel has characterized our.response to the

motion in terms of the gaps that we contend still

exist, notwithstanding the amendments to the

environmental report. Those gaps are there, They
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1 haven't been addressed. Now, should they fall

2 outside the rule of reason because of remote and

3 speculative? Well, that really gets into the.

4 question of the'merits-of the contention rather than

5 whether it"s moot, and I think that in termsbof the

.6, analysis. of 'the;:discujssi~on we're- having, now i s

7 really focused on whether the'hole,'as :the panel

8 deS pibed' it, has pbeen filled.

9 JUDGE YOUNG':: And they're,,saying, just

10 so-you might want to address this, they're-saying

11 that'it was filled'.bedause they did look at them and

i2 make the determination that they're'remote and

13' speculative, and basically they're saying, Well,

14 that's the consideration.

15 MR,'EYE: And as we had argued

16 elsewhere, the aspect of remote and speculative does

17, not necessarily end the discussion, that :there are

18 remote and speculative occurrences or accidents' or

19 *scenarios that still have to be considered.

20 'JUDGE YOUNG: But 'they're saying that

21 that goes to adequacy,' and that's where it -- I

22 mean, Unlike with Contention 18 where I think

23 therers no dispute that there is no mention of wind

24 and solar, together with the other, in the case of

25 Contention 13, those types of accidehts are
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mentioned and consider.ed to the extent -of saying,

'well, they're remote-and speculativb, and so we're

not going to'consider them any further.. -- So there's

a difference there.,

'MR. EYE:- There is, but if we go back

,and look, at}ýthe contention as , i waos a-dmitted, ýit

ttalks` about- impacts from sever~e radioldgical

- - accidents.," That"s týEhe focus of it. ýAnd- teothe

extent that -it's an. impact kind of contention, it,

to us, subsumed the question of remote and

speculat-ve-..

JUDGE- YOUNG: So you're saying they did

not discuss the impact-.of those types of accidents.

-MR. EYE: Correct. They didn't. That

would b the .argument, yes.,

JUDGE YOUNG: Do y0u.want to respond to

tha't1?.,. -

MR. FRANTZ: We, in fact, did address

.the-impacts of an accident at.one unit on collocated

events, to the extent those accidents involved

..scenarios that were not remote and speculative, that

were basically greater than 10 and minus 6.- So we

'did address that. The only thing we did not address

, ,in ýterms of the substance are those events that were

remo-te.and speculative, because involved events that
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were less than 10 and minus 6.

- JUDGE YOUNG: I'm glad we were able to

get back on this after I said we were going to 'take

a break,. but -- all tight. So you agree that you

did not.discuss the impacts o'f those that you

charadterize as remote and speculative.-• ... ,.•r l ze..d

MR. FRANTZ.:- That's correct -in terms.of

the impact on operators and the -impact on equipment.

.-.We .did have a what.-I'-ll call a bounding analysis. in

Section 7.5.5, that'just arbitrarily and optionally

-addresses accidents in all four units in the

environmental impact study. So we believe that that

really encompasses, if you will, or bounds the

argument: that the Intervenors have raised since the

entire issue does not-raise an issue of material

fact.

JUDGE YOUNG: Do you want to address

that last one on-Section 7.5.5 by evaluating

simultaneous accidents at all four units, that that

really takes that really encompasses and bounds

the impacts?

MR. EYE: Your Honor, the way I read

that, it was essentially a conclusion that they

reached, but it didn't necessarily -- and as counsel

just mentioned, they didn't consider the impacts
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from all the accident scenarios, and we're not

suggesting that, again, ridiculous accident

scenarios be in the mix. On the other hand, I think

what- we did argue-was that rapid-onset, catastrophic

accidents that result in releases that are before

collocated units can be brought to safe shutdown

fall within the:'scope of the contention as- the panel

admitted it.

So in the section that was reTerenced,.

7.5.5--

JUDGE YOUNG: That's- it.

MR. EYE: -7.5.5, it seemed to us that

they got to the conclusi on, but got there without

considering things like rapid-onset, catastrophic

accidents that result in rapid release or releases

sooner than would allow safe shutdown of collocated

units.

JUDGE YOUNG: Right. He seems to have a

point there. Do you want to respond to that?

MR. FRANTZ: Yes. We assumed

simultaneous accidents in all four units. You can't

get any --

JUDGE YOUNG: But you're still excluding

those that would be severe enough to cause damage

within the .12-hour period. Right?
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MR. FRANTZ,: That is not correct.

2 Section 7.5.5 does not exclude anything based upon

• 3 low probability. Only our evaluationin i Section

4 7.5.3, where we. look at the impact on.operators and

"5 the impact on equipmenht ex'cludes the low-probability

6 events, not 7.5.5. -

.7 JUDGE YOUNG:f, Okay.'.- But .'that same•

8 argument, would apply to-the thing -that you to the

9 analysis in 7.5.5. In 0ther words, if you're

10 excluding-accidents that-would affect operator-

11 ability to shut down,, ýthen -that:.exclusion would also

12 apply to the analysis in,7.5.5. Right?

.13 MR. FRANTZ:, No, Judge Young, I don't

14 believe it would.

15 JUDGE YOUNG:-, No?

16 MR. FRANTZ: Essentially what we're

17 assuming in 7.5.5 is that you have an-accidentý that

18 is one that immediately causes an accident at one of

19 the -- at the other three units, because you

20 wouldn't have time to shut down or might have an

21 impact on operations otherwise. So we assumed that

22 there would be an impact on the other three units as

23 part"of our analysis in Section 7.5.5.

24 JUDGE YOUNG:. Okay. Now I'm a little

25 confused. So are the accidents that you're talking-
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1 about in 7'.5;5 accidents that -- do they include

2 accidents that you would consider to be remote and

speculati-ve?.".

4 MR. FRANTZ-: Yes.

5 -JUDGE -YOUNG: Do' you want to respond to

6 that?

k7 MR.EYEt:": Your questio nw as --did the'

8 Applicant include the impacts from remo6te ahd_-

-9 speculat'ive accidents}]:, and T' think- counsel -said yes.

10 -JUDGE:YOUNG: Yes, in 7.5.,5, which is

11 ' the accidents'at all four units.

12. 'MR. EYE: Well, ilt's certainly that's

13 the conclusion, but, again, I didn't- see that there,

14 was necessarily a basis to support the conclusion.

15 That's where I saw the kind of breakdown in' the

16 logic. And, again, I don't know that there's any --

17 for example, in Table 8, which is a part of the'

18 environmental .report -- that's at page T-26, and it

19 describes -- I'm sorry -- of the WR DCD, which has

20 still not been finalized. -It has not been adopted:,

21 so we're still kind of in the realm of speculation

22 -in terms of whether 'or not the DCD will ultimately

23 be approved.

24 But on the assumption that it is, there.

25 are some'scenarios there that have impacts that are
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1 shorter than the 12 hours to shut down the Units 3

2 and 4, and shorter than the ten hours it takes to

3 shut down 1 and 2. The impacts from those 'kids of

4. scenarios seem.to'us were ,exactly what. the,

-5 contention was intending to have addressed... And-,

6 .again, ,we we-nt back to the contention as. it was.

-7 admitted'..

8 JUDGE YOUNG: -Let me interrupt you for

j9 just ac minUte. -Mr. Frant-z, in 7.5.5, the :second

i0 sentenceV it says -- it refers to "severe accidents

11 with the probability of greater than 1 times ;.10. to

12 . the minus 6.- "So -does that setction not -exclude

13 accidents that you consider remote and speculative?..

14 MR. FRANTZ: There are two analyses in

15 -7.5.5, and we need to be clear which one we're-

16 talking about. The first two paragraphs --

17 JUDGE YOUNG: Do you have: a page •- .',

18 MR. FRANTZ: The first paragraph on-

19 7.5.5 on page 7.5-11 refers back to our analysis in-

20 Section 7.5.3 essentially for the conclusion that. - -

21 for accidents with a probability of greater than- .i0

.22.. and minus 6, 'there would no impact on operators or

23 equipment. Then if you go to the last paragraph:of

24. that Section 7.5.5, where we look at severe

25 accidents at all four units simultaneously -- that'•,s
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on .page 7.5-12 -- that does not have any limitatiohn

based upon probability.

Instead it refers back-to our analysis

in Secdtion 7.2, and for ýexample', .if you! look "at

Table 7.2-6, it.l.ists the variou's.:release categories

'thanwe-looked at, inc:lu ding: the felease freqiency.

And some .of those release frequenc-ies are .extremely.

lOW. There's 10 to minis,9, 10 to minus 8," so it's

very apparent by ,the ½eference baick to Section 7.

that; for that last paragraph. in- that section,, we did

not excludel probabily:events. lwIn I.fact, ;we

considered those..

JUDGE YOUNG:- 7.2, well, thatý's not-in

the revisions. Right?.

MR. FRANTZ:. That's right. That'was

•part o.f our original enviromental reporft.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. So in 7.2j-that

addresses the remote and speculative accidents.

MR. FRANTZ: Yes.

JUIg-E YOUNG: - And -so the reference in

7.5.5 back to 7.2, by virtue of that reference,

encompasses the types-of.accidents that would cause

releases within the l27hour 7- 10- to:12,-h6ur,, '

period.

MR. FRANTZ: That's correct.- Within --
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1 sooner than 12 hours. Yes'.

2 JUDGE YOUNG: Right. So, Mr!'-Eye, just

3 real specifically, do.you dispute that, because that

4 sounds like, if that's true,, then they have, in this

5 section 27.:5.5., considered the types of :,accidents

6 - that you're talking about as a bounding:ki-nd of

7 concept.

8 - MR. EYE: If I-- and.I may need some

9 •.:clarification here. .If the assertion is that the

10 App~icanthas consi-dered what we have characterized

11 as rapid-onset., catastrophic accidehts, you know, I

12 .would agree 'with that.
i- UNG - T

13 . jUYGEoYOUNG: That's wha't I* Understand

14 him to be saying.

15 MR. EYE: But I'm not that"s --I

16 wanted to, maked sure that that was essentially what-

17 was being asserted.- It seemed to us that there was

18f-:, some question-as to whether that particular and,

19 again,, those.are our descriptors, rapid-release,

20 catastrophic., rapid-onset. ýIt seemed to us that

21, those -. thatzqualitatively described:set of.

22 'characteristics for'an accident scenario had not

23 been fully vetted inthe environmental report, or I

,24 .- should say,-:.the impacts from those kinds of

25 accidents had not been fully evaluated.or-developed
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1 in the environmental report.

2 And we differentiate between the risk-

3 based environmental impacts that are descbibed in

4. -the conclusion at page 7. 5-12, because risk-based

5 environmental..impacts, to the extent that the

6 probbi1,stic risk analysis setsý`the probability of

somethinhg, so -ibw that it really need not.be further

8 considered, doesn't necessarily:address the

9 contentlion that directed the Applicant to look at

10 impacts from accidents, rather than exclude

ii accident'ac s categoriCally because the risk base was

12i:- su~fficiently-low that it need not be considered- So

13 7

JUDGE YOUNG: Let me make a suggestion.

151,' It sounds l-ike you're not sure. Let me ask Mr.

16 Frantz ohe question, and then maybe we can break,

17 and we'll give:you a chance, to consu:lt with your

18:.. expert and then respond one last time to that issue.

1 Okay?

20 - Mr. Frantz, what I understand him to be

21 say.ng- is even with -- even'taking into account the

22-- analysis that was done in Section 7.2, that you

23 still. don't consider the impacts of the types of

accidents that are a probability lower than 10 to

25 the minus 6.
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MR. FRANTZ: That's. simply -ihcor-rectý.

2 We do, in the last paragraph of Section 7.5.5,

.3 address impacts.

.4 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Anything further?o'

5_. Would now be a good time to take a break and give

6 -. you:a Chance to consult with your expert, and then

7 come back and respond to that,, because: itsounds as

8 though that may take care ofý the 'ssue here, unless

9 you can dispute that.

10 Okay. 'Let's --- it says :10:35.- Let"s be

-11 back at 10:50. Okay.

12 (Whereupon, a short recesswas-taken.)

-13 JUDGE, YOUNG: Mr. Eye, on the6-question

14 we left you with, did you have any response?

15 MR. EYE: Yes, Your Honor. the response

16 is essentially twofold: If the last paragraph of

17 - Section 7.5 is considered,, a couple of things

18 .emerge. One is that to the extent that the analysis

19 -depends on, as noted in I believe, the last -- I'm

20 sorry-- the next to last sentence of that section,

21- it says, "As discussed, the Section 7.5.4," and--it

22 talks about the core damage frequency of Units 1 and

23 2, and so on.

24 7.5.4 addresses economic impacts of a

25 temporary shutdown in affected units, which is one
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1 slice of the issue, but it certainly doesn't

2 necessarily address the question .of whether the

3 kinds of accidents that we'postulate should be

4 considered have been factored in.
5 JUDGE YOUNG: But I think that-they were

6 saying'that those have been factored inin-; 7. 2,' atdM

7. -the reference to 27.2 takes that into accountt..

8 MR. EYE: Right. sAnd that's ;the second'

9 part of theresponse,'because the-7.2iS qualified

10 because it uses, :again, the risk-based environmental

11 impacts, which is a different and mor~e narrow impact

i2 analysis than the impact analyýsis that was

13 anti'cipated in the contention as it was admitted,'w

14 because.

15 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, let me

16 MR. EYE: I'm sorry.

17 JUDGE YOUNG: .Well-,..excuse me. Let me

18 just see if I can focus. If the impact that the

19 describe in 7.2 and I haven't looked at it, and

20 let's assume -- and. we can.check it -- has to do

21 with the dose and then the probability of that dose

22 occurring, doesn't that address the impact? What

23 other'aspects of impact are you-talking about?

24 MR. EYE: Well, in terms'of the impacts

25 on the capacity of the other collocated units to.*
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1 shut down within the time allowed or the time

2 necessary to bring within -- to safe shutdown, which

3 is the 10- and 12-hour time increments that we've

4 been focusihg onvagain they essentially say,, well,

5 the risk for all:-- .for these kinds of- scenarios is

6 so small,- we don-.t address -it. And we read the.,
7 contention as ýadmittedto not permit that sortf of

8 categorical exclusioh of-the-impacts based upon

9 risk.

10 JUDGE YOUNG:-: bet me ask you this, .and

-11 I'm going to ask.Judge.Arnold to.step in and correct

12 me if I.'m not stating4this right'. But -let'S assum;e-

13 that if the impact we're talking about is dose and

14 the differences in doses fr6m different severity

15 accidents are -- the differences are in orders"of

16 magnitude, if you multiply any particular one by 4,

17 and you've got a section in the environmental.report

18 that talks about the doses from these severe

19 accidents, that might not be very probable but does

20 talk about the actual dose,' what would --. what have

21 they not considered in terms of the actual realistic

22 differences between a dose on one order of magnitude

23 multiplied by 4, as opposed :to another order of'

24 magnitude, if that makes sense.

25 MR. EYE: I think I understand your
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1 question, Judge. The difference is that this is a

2 limited to a CDF analysis, and as we point out in

3 our response-to the motion on the mootness motion,

44 there was nothing in their analysis about.factoring
5 -i spent-fuel pool releases'. -This-is -really . this

6 is restricted..to core-damage frequency as the -

7 - essentially th6- technique or ̀ analysis-to: determineý .

8. doses .and so ýforth, and to the extent that'.i it

9 doesn't include this other rather large..p6•tentiai -

10 source.- of-doses, that, as we point out* in our:

-11 motion -- or: rather, in response to. the motion,

12 that -- we don't know-how that factors in, because

13 it was not considered. by the Applicant.

• 14 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, butý are you, alleging

15 that it would make a difference of-ahy significance

16 in terms of the dose figures that are associated

.17 with the core damage frequencies?

18 MR. EYE: Your Honor, I can't. quan'tify .

19 the difference that it would make, but to the extent

20 that we advanced this contention.originally as a

21 contention of omission, we think that considering

22 contributions to dose from spent-fuel pool releases

23 understates the total amount of doses -- or the

24 total dose that might be anticipated.

25 JUDGE YOUNG:, But let me -- as I.
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understand the Applicant, they're saying, We've

considered these types of accidents in Section 7.2

that 'you're talking about,, the ones"that are lower

:,probability than 10 to.the:minus 6, and that w6uld

encompass 'those accidents that wouldn'"t allow the 10'

or 12 hours to shut 'down-, and that that includes a

di scussi'on of the.impacts. of- those. in •terms .of dose:...

And so .whAt we asked you to do was.to

come back and respond-to that;:, and so'.'if your,

response is you don't-know what the difference would

be and we/go and look at Section 7.2:.- basically,'

*this, is your opportunity to respond to their

argument'that they have included analysis of all7:the

types'of'accidents that you're talking about,- or 'a-t

least to the-level where the significance would not.

be -- I mean, it would be very minimal.

MR. EYE:, But there's no considerati,6n.-

of spent-fuel pool contributions tothese doses' 1.,

JUDGE YOUNG: That's what.I'm talking,.

about, though,. 'If it -_if they're. saying-that.: "

and -- are you saying that adding spent-fuel pool,

the doses, attributable to that'-, are you saying"that,

that woul.dmake create a significant difference in.'

the dose, because I• think they're saying :that-it"'

would not. .
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MR. EYE: But I think that the analysis

2 that they rely on is core damage risk, is core

3 -damage frequency, which by --

4 JUDGE YOUNG: -Right. .. ....

5 MR. EYE: by its definition- excludes

6 things outside of ,the-;core, that.'ghtcontr'ibute to

7 these accident scenarios or the -impacts' therefrom.

8 JUDGE YOUNG:- Let me ju st iin.'rupt.
9. Mr. *Frantz, do you know the answer to-anthat? I mean

10 -is the .. can .you answer the difference between the-

11 impact .from core dariage. frequency- and adding ,the

12 dose from~spent-fuel pobl accident? .--

13 - MR. FRANTZ.: ,Yes. I might, f-irst of

14 - - all., state that their original-Contention 13 never

15 mentions spent-fuel accidents, so that was not

16 within the scope of this contention,- and we

17 shouldn'".t even be discussing it. " '

18 . But t& respond toyour question, Judge

19 Young, typidally --- I'm not sure_:what the case is

20-- for APWR, 'but typically the risks from spent-fuel

21 pools are on-the-order of magnitude less than a risk

22 from -- or an.accident involving thereactor core.

23 " MR. EYE: That does not address the

24 question about what contribution to dose would be

25 expected from a spent-fuel contribution'' -
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MR. FRANTZ: We -- the risk-based

approach accounts for dose, and in'any case, again,

this is something that was never raised before as

part of Contention 13. This is totally new. 2

They're trying to morph, their contention, because

they apparently' don't have' anything to address what

we've submitted ih' the, environmental report.

MR. EYE: Well, Your Honor, actually if

you:ago back to :take ',alook at the-original

contention,- we talked .about effects on operations,

.and operations would:encompass, our assertion would

be,: spenf-fuel.pool aspects.

JUDGE ARNOLD: Could we take a moment to

go back t0o the original contention and why it,•was

admitted? There is a NUREG that discusses what

should be in the severe accident assessment in the

environmental report, and it says that you should

consider hazards within the area surrounding the

plant, ekpf5sion hazards, chemnicals,' whatever, and

.we'considered that two nuclear power plants in the

region,- close: to the plant you're proposing to

build, might pose some sort of hazard and be an

initiator for a severe accident, so we said, Take a

look at that..,

I fail to understand how this discussion
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of doses has to do with Units 1 or 2 s6mehow causing

a severe accident at`3 or 4.. :-1 mean, that's really

the limit of the contention-. Mr. Eye, would you

address that?,

;,.,MR. EYE: Yees, sir. In the

-ennvironmental report revisi ons ..that the Applicant

submitted, there was, a categorical exclusion of

pIe xternal events, and as :'I read NUREG,-1555, it "

actually explicitly calls out the requirement to

.consider externa'levents-, and those were excluded

,from the environmental report. So just on thebasis

of NUREG .guidance, there would be some -- there

would be a basis to take a look at external events;

.and. external events to, the -- because they could

originate at Units 1 and 2, would have adverse

effect on potentially 3 and 4.

And I didn't -read. the contention as-

necessarily excluding a particular unit from having

a contribution to an accident to another particular

unit. I read the contention-as grouping these.-

.together as a four-unit set, rather than parsing

-them out and looking at them as;- you know, .l-and 2,

as opposed to 3 and 4. I mean, I didn't read the

contention in that narrow fashion.

JUDGE ARNOLD: What I was trying to
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understand is how the discussionf of dose and spent-

;fuel pool had to- with initiating a severe accident

at another plant.

MR. EYE: It's the effects of-it, and,

-again, ithe contention itself ofocuses on'impacts from

the postulated accidenrts, and to the ex'tent*,that it..

t:alks about impacts from the postulated accidents,

we think it's reasonable to"-take a.16ok at the-

contributions for spent-fuel pool as a conitributor

-to the-impact or: effect. It's not necessarily an.,

initiator, because-an: initiator would'be a failure

of a component or. system,. an external event, whether

it be intentional or unintentional, not natural'or

otherwise.

I differentiate those from the effects

after the event has occurred, after the initiating

,event has occurred. What are the effects? And the

way I read the contention was, Take a look at the

effects..' Andto read into the contention, it was,,

Take a look at the effects, irrespective of whether

it's an internally-initiated event or an externally-

initiated event. The contention didn't

differentiate.

And so to the extent that the effect

of or an effect of an accident would be the
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1 radiation exposures or doses that would come from a

2 loss of the spent-fuel pool containment-integrity,

3_'- that is an effect.that would be.expectedo6r, we

4 would argue, ought to be. considered ini the- context-

5 of'-this particular contention.:'

6 JUDGE YOUNG:, :And you're saying that if

7 we assume that the analysis includes an analysis of

8 the.dose attributable to accidentts, -at all". four
9 plants, you're Saying that. adding the speht-fuel

10 pool or.pools at- one or more: oft the plants would--

11 make a significance difference in the impact,' and,

12 . you're saying that we shouild-find that that's the

13 part that has not been addressed?"..

14. MR. EYE: Yes. -,-And.it.'s primarily

15 because, again, as we read the environmental report,

16 there's no consideration of spent-fuel pool as a

17 contributor to effects, and --

18 JUDGE YOUNG: But are you saying that it-

19 would make a significant difference in the effects,

20 even considering all four plants having accidents at

21 once?

22 MR. EYE: Your Honor, my understanding

23 is the spent-fuel pools typically have a radioactive

24 inventory that is very large, and to the extent that

25 it would be -- it would reach a criticality in the
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1 spent-fuel pool, for example, or that there would be

2 a loss in containment'integrity of the spent-flel

3 pool, that is different from a loss of the core --

4 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. -So you are saying

there'd be a significant -- .okay. I see.

6 MR. EYE: .- Yes: Sorry if I didn't -- if

.7 I-was'a bit too obtlse'about it. But, yes. That's

8 .,hat we're arguing..

9 JUDGE YOUNG: Now, could you respond to
10' his argument about'haTing raised that in your•

11 original contention-or it being included in the

12 contention as admitted? Let's see. Where is the -

13 MR.'-EYE: As admitted, Your Honor, the

14 contention reads, ',Impacts.from a severe

15 radiological accident in any one unit on operation

16 of Other units at Comanche Peak have not been and

17 -should be considered in the environmental report'. '

18 Impacts 'is a broad-term obviously, and to tlhe extent

19 that -it would -- we think that it's a reasonable

20 approach here to include impacts not only from the

21 core damage scenario, but also from other scenarios

22 that would have a contributing effect to -- or a

23 contributing effect on. the impacts.

24 JUDGE YOUNG.: But you never in your

25 original contention actually-used the words "core
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1 damage frequency,'! "spent.fuel pool accident," .nor

2 did we actually make any reference to that in the

3 .discussion of.the contention or in admi•tting it. Is

4 that dorrect?

5" . MR. EYE: Well, I bel eve. you'r r<..ight,..

6 about that, Your Honor. On the'other-"hand, .. I -.think'

7 it was, as. pointed .out in .the Board's order, -at page.

8 66, i't was noted :that at. oral argument, that we had.

.-9 last summer on these-contentions, -:'the Applicant -

10 agreed, -,onceptually, Contention-.113. goes to- what

11 the. impact Would< be in a beyond-design-bas~is

12.. accident"."i

13 JUDGE YOUNG: -Tell me-where you're --

14 reading from,-which paragraph.

15 " 'MR. EYE: I'm at page.66 of your order,

16. and it's the first full -paragraph on that page. . It

17. 'references footnote 341 or it's tied -to 341.

18 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.'

19 MR. EYE: So to the extent-that it

20 encompasses large-scale accidents,. there's no reason,

21 to arbitrarily exclude a major contributor to

22 effects like that which could be anticipated from

.23 the loss of spent-fuel pool, containment or. '

24 integrity, or.a criticality accident that would-

25 occur if, in fact, spent-fuel poo1 cooling would be e
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lost..

JUDGE YOUNG: In your response to the

motion to' dismiss for mootness, do,.you, mention --

MR. EYE:' The spent- uel pool?

JUDGE YOUNG: Right..

MR-. , EYE:. Yes, ma am; we do. It's on

" page,!:4A, footnote .14. Y

JUDGE YOUNG: Anythirg further?
MR. EYE: In. -,the. ori'giia cnention, we

also note. that there was no discussion, ,at'least at-

"that point -- ;.and. I think., that, it:1s, stiill.-- the case,

even .after the ER revisions have be'en submitted --

,abou-te'h6w other units would, necessarilybeprotected

in the event of a major fire- or explosion at one of

the other uni-ts. Now, I think that what they have

said-is -that because they've excluded external

events as potential causes, tha.tthe way. I read that

again, they excluded large -:fires and explosions at

one unit having an impact.on operations of Others.

And, again, it'1s this -- well,,°what

concerns us is the per se exclusion of. external

events, and then, furthermore, the exclusion of the

contribution of spent-fuel pool.to the impacts or

effects from the severe accidents-that would have a

potential adverse effect on other units that are
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1 collocated.

2 JUDGE YOUNG: Mr. Frantz?

S3 MR. FRANTZ: First of all,. we did not

4 exclude fires and6explosions. Page 7 .5-i explicitly

5 'considers 'fires and ,explosions, and",shows that they
.6•: .wouldn-nt :have an impact-on-a ýcollocatedunit.

7 With respect -to external- events in

8•8 general, wedO -consider .external'events. We show

9 that -their probability~is substantially less than

10 -"the robability ofa.:large-:release. due to internal

11 .,events. Therefore,, there's not a s-ignificant

12 contributio; to,-the external events.

13 MR. EYE: I stand corrected in-terms

14: -of -- I agree with•counsel's representation that

15 they considered it from a statistical probability

16 basis, but there was no consideration of it in terms

17 of.the impacts as the contention anticipated.

18 MR. FRANTZ,: And I would go back again

19 to our analysis in.Section 7.5.5, which does

20 consider accidents occurring simultaneously in all

21 four units. That would bound the situation that's

22 being posited by the Intervenors.

2ý 3 -MR. EYE: It. did not consider, however,

24 the contribution or the role that a spent-fuel pool

25 accident would include, because I think if we go
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back and deconstruct this, it's tied to core damage

frequency, and'core damage frequency by its

definition refers to fuel core in the-primary

containment rather than spent-fuel pool contribution

to- radiological impacts.,

'';MR.- FRANTz : That's Sc,;Correct,:.and 'that,'s

bec use the initil :contention..never• mentions spent-.

fuel p..opols. 'We shouldn't, be required to address

issues, which were never raised •initially by the

Intervenors. I might also add-that there simply is

no basi~s -for% the -Intervenors, now to contest our

analysis'... There is nothing in the record that wou.ld

indicate that any accidents involving spent-fuel

pools would be. significant relative to the accidents

in reactor'coolers.

MR. EYE: Your Honor, the contention

says, "impacts from a, severe radiological accident

at any one unit." It doesn't say, at part of any

one unit, that would include only part, for example,

of the fuel core. It doesn't limit it in such a

fashion.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Let"s try to wrap

this up. I think I'm going to give you one last

chance to close on this. In contrast to the

Contention 18 and our discussion of Contention 18,
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which we do mention wind and solar, there's no

mention'.of spent-fuel pool in the original

-contention or in-our admission of the original.'

contention, so I think that from tha't standpoint,

It's much harder for you. to argue- 'that there - that

you had raised the issue with any level of

specificity at- the outset, and that it -- that what

has been provided by the Applicant does n6totaddress

all that you raised at the- outset and that we

admitted and that was discussed prior to this-point

- ,<.and prior to your mentioning in a footnote in your

response to the motion to dismiss the spent-Tfuel

pool sort of as an afterthought.

So in that context, do you want to,

provide any last response to that? You're on less

strong ground here, I guess is what I'm trying to

say. Do you want to respond?

MR. EYE: I'm not going to repeat

myself. I think the argument's been made, and the

fact that something's in a footnote doesn't mean

that it's any less worthy of consideration. I mean,

that's a form approach rather than necessarily the

substantive-aspect of it'. I don't want to burden

the record with a repetition of the arguments that

we've already made, so I'll stand on those.
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JUDGE YOUNG: All right. We, are

thinking that it would be best to go from here to

the new contentions on collocation, and soif we'll

give everybody a minute to get those materials'

-together, and then we'll

(Pause.)

JUDGE MIGNEREY: We'-re looking .for 7.2-,

is what we're looking for, so we can get the actual

wording of it.

JUDGE YOUNG: From the public website.

If anyone has any quick advice on- that,

MR. FRANTZ: If you need a. copy of that,

I ýdo have that on my computer..

JUDGE MIGNEREY: Well,,-I'm on the

computer, so I'm just trying to access'it

JUDGE YOUNG: Do you -have a website

address for it?

(Pause.)

MR. EYE: Your Honor, if'you take a look

at the NRC website under the Nucl.ear Reactors link,

and go to --

JUDGE MIGNEREY: Yes. He found it. I

tried to get-it, and. it.didn't -- 'I went to the New

Reactors link, and I couldn't --

VOICE: She uses a Mac. That's the
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1 problem.

.2 (General laughter.)-

3 JUDGE YOUNG: All right.. .Then moving on

4 to the-new collocation cont ntions, there's some

5 common factors, and. then' there are. obviously, the

6 specific separate, contentions. ',The common factors

7 would be the same, one that w-.e discussed wth riegard w r

8 to the..fires and expiosions0-contentions, namely,.

9 whether it's required by law- whethe±e the,

10 omission -- the thing that.ý you're:alleging is "

11 omitted is required by law, and then-there's the

12 common questioni. of whether. it's --. whether' the-

13 contention addresses the new ER revisions, and theh

14 there's the common question of the rule of reason

15 and the general issue that I raised earlier.

16 But on the first contention --. and I

17 think, on these,.we'll start with the Intervenors;, if

18 there's no objection. On the first contention,-the

19 Applicant says -that they have explicitly addressed

20 external events, and so why don't you respond:'.to,

21 that first.

22 MR. EYE: Itfs the way that -- their

23 consideration of external events was to.determine

24 that they were of a sufficiently low probability

25 that it did not require consideration of the impacts
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contention, particularly since the first word.of, the

contention is "impacts," the contention is admitted.

It didn't exclude" per se,.consideration of imfpac t

that:;:were.derived'"from external events ..

And: Sq we found .that.the categorical

" .... exclusion of external events was contfr6ry-- tdboth

what the contention anticipated -and then, as -we".

argued,.in responsee.to their motion 7 .::or I'm

sorry -4-in response to their answer, that 1555,

"NUREG-1555, explicitly calls out external events as

.. something that can, be considered an initiato'r of,

impac.ts-.-- I mean,- I'm not quoting from 155-5, but it

calls out external- events as being something that

can be a• contributor, possible contributor to.

accidents that should be considered.

And so I think the panel is-correct -in

observing that there is overlap here between

essentially some of the substance of what we argued

in response to the motion to dismiss based on''

mootness and this particular contention, but this is

just more focused on the exclusion of external

events as being something that would be required to

be considered as a contributor to-impacts.

JUDGE YOUNG: You rely on 10 CFR. Section
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5279, subsection .(a) (29) (ii) and the Applicant says

that actually they- have addressed that in their

FSAR, Section 13.5.2.1, and I think the Applicant

also argues that this was--not within the-scope~of

the ori.ginal c6ntention or.the revisions. How do

you respondx to that?.

MR. EYE: In-two ways, -Your -Honor.'. :If

byou take:a ob'k'at.;,the FSAR [:sectionl that"'they:_

[.reference, there's.no discussion, .= and we've got it

in the. footnote; we've got the entire section that'-,

they reference in a footnote in the response that we

fi'led with their 'answer. It doesn?'t talk, abb .-'o"

-collocation impacts. It discusses other aspects' of

accidents, but it's found at page-4 of our response,

and it's footnote 17, FSAR. Sectionb 13.5.,2.1. And

then we set-it out.

And it doesn't talk about

JUDGE YOUNG: Which footnote?

MR. EYE: It's footnote 17.

JUDGE YOUNG: 17. Okay. I see.

MR. EYE:' Right. And•' it goes: over to•

the next page, the-footnote does,-and Icouldn't

find that there wa-s any discussijoh o cdliocation

impacts in that section of the FSAR, and so I --- you

know, it talks about -- well,' I'm not going to
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repeat it,, but it just --- it talks a'bout things

other than impacts on collocated units. And I think

as, perhaps had been noted earlier- 'well,, I'.ll just

leave it at that.

JUDGE YOUNG: Let me'see if.I have any

more questions.,

(Pause.)

JUDGE YOUNG:'. What's,. your response to

the Appliican"'s argument. that you"'re trying: to.

broaden the contention by including safety and

emergency planning, whi`ch was. not 'in the: -ri.ginal

contention?

MR. EYE: o.We address: that againi in our

response, and we cite A- case. It's a Public Citizen

case' from 2004 where it seems to us it's immaterial

what.the origin of the .information is, especially in

the Public Citizen case holding.'-'Whether it falls

in the category of a safety question or an

environmental impact question,. the issue is: -Should

it be consid'ered in order to, one, provide the

public' and decision-makers adequate information upon

which to make decisions, and, that's really the core

quesestion.- ' .

-Whether it. happens to fall into a

section of the regulations that address safety as
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opposed to environment, I..:don't think concerns NEPA.

NEPA asks the question: Is this -an issue that ought

to be considered. in order for decision-makers to.

have adequate basi-s to make a determination as- to

whether or noE.. in this instance an .issue a

.lic~ense -,should- issue? -

JUDGE -YOUNG:. .You've ýargued that your

original contention had to. do with impacts, though,

.So-how does thatf.it?.'

MR.k EYE: How.does "

JUDGE YOUNG: Howdoes your, new

contention fit-i-.wthin- that*concept.'.-

MR*':EYE: Well; -it's because, in our

estimation the-exclusion.of impacts from externally-

initiated, events is contrary to what the contention

as. admitted anticipates. The contention as admitted

didn't .carve out effects-, or impacts from externally-

initiated events. And yet the Applicant took a look

at externally-initiated events, concluded that they

were of sufficiently low probability that -there was

no necessity c0nosider the-effectrs or impacts from

those events.

And it is our-contention, as we argued

in our papers,-.that there's nothing inherently

that can be inherently read into the contention that
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1 would justify that categorical exclusion of

2 .externally-initiated accident scenarios.

3 JUDGE. YOUNG: How is your new contention

4 different than your original' contention? And how

.5 does it,-,address the revisions? Aren't we sor-t of

6 getting back into the same discussion that we -were

7 having jufst a minute ago?-

8 MR. EYE: To a certain extent, we are,

.9 Your Honor, and part of the prob'em- here is as we

10 think -- it's just the circumstances of this kind of

1.1 proceeding, the overlap is almost inevitable,

.12 because the timing of this process requires us to

13 consider not only the issues that come out of the

14' original Contention, but because we didn't have a

15 ruling yet on whether the-original contention was

16 actually moot, then we had to essentially assume

' 17 that you would find it moot, and advance contentions

-18 that didn't that we would argue were pertinent,

19 even if the original contention was rendered moot.

20 So -- but the difference, I think, is

21 that it is -- it's more focused; it'.s more narrowly

22 drawn. Contention 1 brings attention to these --. to

23 the exclu'sion of externally-initiated accident

24 scenarios, and the anticipated effects from those,,

4125 because the ER revisions say that they're going to
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consider internally-initiated events, and that's

2 where they go. And because they consider the

-3, • external ones -to be sufficiently improbable that

4 they don't warrant further analysis. as far as

5 impacts that could be expected,.

6- JUDGE YOUNG: Let me see if I-can

7 ,clarify Something for myself, and correct .me if. I'.m

8 wrong. Just a few minutes ago we Were talking about."

9 Section 7.2 -in combination with- Section 7.5 of the_

10 ..- revisions,, basically incorporating the types of

11 accidents that were at issue in your first

12. Contention 13, and I think that what you-had said

13 was that: what was left was the contributing impact.

14 from spent-fuel pool accidents. That would be what

15 was left, as I understood the discussion before.

16 MR. EYE:. I don't know that.we-said that

17 that would be all that was left, because, again,

18 that assumes that the externally-initiated events

19 would be. considered beyond the scope of the

20 contention that had a requirement to look. at impacts

21 in a broader., sense, that would include externally-

22 initiated events.

23 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Was I not correct

24 in understanding that what the Applicant was saying

25 was that 7.5 read in conjunction with 7.2
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1 incorporated or bounded the whole analysis by

2 incorporating accidents at all four-units that did

3 include whatever cause,, internal or. e 'ternal? .

4 MR. FRANTZ:.. The analysis in 7-.'2, the

5 - -quantita:ive- analysis- in 7..2 deals-,with, internal

6. events, and we show both in 7-.2 and- in 7.5 that

7 external.events have a,negligible.release:frequency-

8 relative to internal evehts, ard because it,.s

9 negligible relative'to internal events,'there's

10 nothing added' by looking at the :quantitative

.11 impacts, basically there's no significant additional

12 contribution due to external events.

13 JUDGE YOUNG: Just-to refresh',my memory

14 on 7.5.5,. the -- could you point me: to 'the reference

15 in 7.5.5 that would encompass external events, or is

16 that found in 7.2?

17 MR. FRANTZ: There are several places

18 where we discuss external events. On pageA7.5-4 --

19 (Pause.)

20 JUDGE YOUNG: 'While he's looking, is

21 there any

22 '•MR. FRANTZ: I have it. I was just

23 waiting for you to --

24 JUDGE YOUNG: Oh, okay.

25 . MR. FRANTZ: If you look at the first
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1 full paragraph on page 7.5-4, there's a discussion

2 there of external events, including the statement

3 that the .cont-ribution to the release f-requency, due.

4 to external events is negligible.

5 . .JUDGE YOUNG:' Okai. This. is 8the -:,first

6 full paragraph or the --

-"7 MR,. FRANTZ' -First- full paragraph niot

8 the carryover paragraph. from the previous page,.'but.

9 the paragraph'that begins, "'The above, releasei.

10 scenarios."

11 JUDGE YOUNG':`. Okay. "The release '7

12 frequency for external -events, including seismic,

13 _,are negligible, compared'to internal events.. Section

14 7.2. okay..

15 MR. FRANTZ:'- And that was for Units 3'

16 and 4. On the next page underneath the table, at

17 that first paragraph, there's a discussion of

18 external events relative'to Units 1 and 2,.where we

19 .do actually provide numbers for-certain external

20 events, and then with respect to seismic, again

21 _saying that thefrequencies are negligible from

22 seismic events.

23 JUDGE YOUNG: :And .which paragraph was

24 that again?

25 MR. FRANTZ: It's the one directly under
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the table" that begins;• "Units 1 ahd 2' release

-frequencies.

JUDGE YOUNG': Okay. Other~than --. it

doesn't. say external specifically, but'it .says,

"other events ..' and then .it refers:.to bseismic,

events. Is that --

MR. FRANTZ-: 'Well'; it also refýers, o

'-for example, fire, high winds, tornadoes, which are,

of course, externalie +en. -.ts..

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. I see what you-re

saying.

Okay. So, now, Mr-. Eye., what then is --

'are you saying i~s omitted?. ' . '

MR. EYE: The effects of the external

initiated events, because'they didn't -consider- the

effects. Once they decided that they. were too low

on a probabilistic basis to consider, as it says

very plainly in the -- at 7.5-4, it says, "These

frequencies are too low to warrant further .

consideration." So they didn't -'-once,:they decided.

they were low probability,- that,.Was. the end of their

analysis, and we said-- we looked at the contention

as admitted, and it didn't carve out tha-t."

separately.

MR. FRANTZ: If I could add.'one
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qualification, it wasn't low probability peri Se. -It

was low probability relative to the probability of

internal events, and'what we said was .that 'elative.

to .internal events, the probability was negligible,.

and therefore,' even if you would give a

consideration,: -it wouldn't affect the .results'. :.

MR. EYE: That's whatt says.aI don't:

disagree wi<th_ hcouhsel •'s representat i6on' in. that.

regard. But., -again, it :doesn't address the question:

of impacts from low probability accidents -that. are

externaliLy-initiated.

JUDGE YOUNG: And what is your basis in

support for-the argument that these should be

considered. underneath?. That's one of the'.questions

that, the Applicant has raised..-•

MR; EYE: That it -- well, it's multi.-

faceted. One is the recognition that NUREG-1555 .

calls out external events as something. that should

be considered; and now to the extent that "externaI

events can have impacts on' collocated units, whether

the initiating event is somethihg internal or

external, then it falls into the category of events

that would have impacts as the contention was

admitted, that -contention anticipates would be

consi'dered..
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Again.,. the contention talks about".

impacts on collocated units, irrespective of whether

it's internal or external as, an initiated event, So

this really--- and 'to the extent that that has.

enviro'nmental implications,, 'then as I think...the

whole,' undeyrlilg ,'pf•mise of' the -cdntehtion assumes,

that the arbitrary distinction between.internal and

'external. events real: misses1 -the pointobf the

c6ntention, because the contention'.s-point -is to

.,take a look'at impacts.,,

. JUDGE'YOUNG: -And are you saying that

they would'go' beyond" the bounding analysis in

Section 7.,5.,-aas informed by. Section 7.2?

MR. EYES-'. Well, :if one considers the

tbntribhution of, fotr'examrple].,'spent-fuel pool, I

would make that assertion. Now, it's --

JUDGE YOUNG: And did you mention .spent-

fuel pool in the new-Contention 1?

MR. EYE'!. I don't remember whether it's

in there or not. I don't think that it i's. I think

that it"s'--:this i:s more of a -- it's not. This is

more of ..

JUDGE.YOUNG: Well, that gets back to my

question,'-because as,.I understood it before, the

bounding analysis in7.5, as informed'by Section
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7.2 -- 'I think you agreed that that encompassed

everything excep]-the contributing impact from any

spen:,t-fuel pool, accidents. I think that's' what-you

said: before, and that's why I asked this question.

And so if the only thing, that Was left

was •, thepo'ssible ,addiional impact, from sp~entffuel

pool fires.or. ccidents .of whatever sort and you

don',t mention it here, then what is there, here?

- MR.. EYE: .: would agriee with everything

yousid, excePt we.would have included or we would

think that it shou-ld be. included that there be a

consideration .of these externally-initiated events

and. theimpactsfrom those.

JUDGE YOUNG: But-wait a minute. We're

going in circles here. My question was: I

understood the analysis in 7.5 as informed by 7.2 to

bound the.impacts, whether internal or external.

Now, maybe I was wrong on that, but I thought that.

that"s what was'said earlier and that you agreed to

and that the spent-fuel pool accidents were the only

thing that were not included, and that would -- I

guess I was assuming that you were talking about

from external events before, that that whole

discussion implicitly included internally or

externally-initiated events. Was I wrong on that?.
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MR. EYE:. I didn't intend to.include

external events, because the Applicant didn't, if we

talk about the effects from external events.

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, so you're saying

that the analysis in 7.5 and 7.2 is ,not bounding-

insofar, as it does not include impacts-fromn
- external y-initiated events.

MR. EYE: -Correct.

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, another question:

Are there any -- would'there be any kind of spent-

-fuel pool accidents that would be other than

externally initiated?

MR. EYE: Yes. i think that at the

Hatch Nuclear Plant in Georgia, when they had their

near accident, -if you will, in the spent-fuel pool,

I think that was an internal failure of a valve

being stuck open or closed. I forget what 'it was.

So that was an internally-initiated event as, an

example.

JUDGE YOUNG: I think that's all' my

questions for you on this one. Do you have --

JUDGE ARNOLD: No questions.

MR. FRANTZ: Judge Young, if I could

just make one clarification on 7.5.5, 7.5.5' does not

explicitly include external events, but because the
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1 release frequency -of external events is negligible,

2 it would-have no.ef.fect on our analysis in 7.5.5 if

3 we had included it.

.4 " JUDGE YOUNG: So' it would not even -if

5 " •you included it, along with any impacts, that that

6 would still hold true.

7 MR. FRANTZ*-- That's correct. -

.8 JUDGE YOUNG: Is that what tyou'te

9 saying?

10 MR. FRANTZ: That's right. So the

11 conclusions apply to:both the internal and external,

12 even-though the number is only internal number,

13 because they're looking at change to6. the second-or

14 third decimal point, if you will.

15 JUDGE-YOUNG: Well, the frequency,

16 increased frequency would be negligible, but let,'s

17. assume *that something happened. Would that -- would

18 the impacts be relatively greater?

19 MR. FRANTZ: No. I would not expect

20 that it would be greater. You're dealing with core

21 damage basically.

22 JUDGE YOUNG: And your response to that?

23 MR. EYE: That's a fact assertion that's

24 not covered in their environmental report, and while

25 I have.great respect for Mr. Frantz, I don't think
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1 that his comments are a substitutb for facts in the

2 environmental report that would address the very

question that you raised, Your Honor.

4 JUDGE YOUNG: 'Okay.. You've got the

5 burden here, and so what I'ni trying to understand, is

6 what you're-6lleging. -You're al-leging .that the

7 external events would cause a signitficantLy greateri:

8' impact. and that.-- and'your support for that in

9 terms of that needing to be included in the

10 environmental report is what?

11 MR. EYE: Well,.. it's :an omission

12 contentioni and -therefore; the actua.lsubstantiVe

13 findings that would be derived from an analysis of,

14 impacts that were caused by external ýevents is what-

15 we're •complaining about hasn't been done.

16 JUDGE YOUNG: 'Right. But- you need to

17 show, as we discussed before, you need to show-that

18 it's required, and so -- required by law, so you

19 cite the Atomic Energy Act. Let's say your argument

20 is it's required for safety purposes under the

.21 Atomic Energy Act. Right?

22 MR. EYE: That and NUREG-1555

23 anticipates it, and to. the extent NUREG-1555 is

24 really a derivation of the consideration of

25 environmental impacts or NEPA-type impacts, then we"
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1 would say that NEPA has an implicit requirement that

2 this also be considered.

3 JUDGE YOUNG: But doesn't there have to-

4, be -j- mpiicitly,;:included in all of .tha-t, do~esn"t..-

5ý -there-have to be some showing that there-is:some•,

6 - significance to what.you're saying has been omitted?

7 MR. EYE: The-significanc e is 'supplied

8 by NUREG-1555 which includes a requirement..to

9 consider externally-i~nitiated events.

-10 JUDGE YOUNG: Give us- a section number

i1 for that-again. Is that in your original. -- is that

12 in- this new contention?

-13 MR. EYE: -It's in the Board's-order..

14 That's --. the Board called 1555 out in its original

15 •order.

16- JUDGEYOUNG: In your contention.

17. MR. EYE: Yes. Well, actually we cited

18 it in the response to their arguments on or to

19 5 the answer. We cite 1555 -- give me one second,

.20 -Your Honor, and I'll find it.

21 (Pause.)

22 - MR. EYE: Here's what we said, and this

23 is at page 3 of our consolidated response on the

.24 collocation contentions. We cite, "The Board's"'

25 - we say, "The.Board's order of August 6, 2009., that
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1 admitted the original collocation Contention 13

2 specifically cited NUREG-1555, the requirement that

3 external events considered possible.contributors to

4 risks Should be evaluated. And then-we cite pages

5 66 and .67- of the :order, which cites, NUREG-1555 at

.6 Section 7..2-3- Actually I think that's;page 7.2-3.

7 JUDGE-YOUNG: Okay. Where is the

8. reference to page the page in NUREG?

9 M9. EYE: It's at page there'.s new,

10- footnote 346, -and it's --

I JUDGE'YOUNG: Okay. - NoW./. Why didn't you.

12 include that in your original contention -- I mean,:

.13 riot original in' new Contention W? why did not

14 you -- if you'r6e relying on that, -why-..did you not

15 '-include that in Contention" 1?

16 MR. EYE: Well, it's-part of -= first of

17 all, it was cited in the original order. We did

18 cite back to it in our response to their, answer. So

19. to the extent that it was implicit, -:to .thie extent

20 that the Applicant is, I think, charged with .'

21 embracing or including that which NUREG-1555 would

-22 require, I suppose that would be an answer.

23 Probably I didn't think about it, Your Honor. But

24 what I did think about was when we cited it in the

25 response, and when I did think about*, was the fact
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that this panel called it out in its-,order back in

August.

JUDGE YOUNG: Just one last question

from me. -How does that fit within .the Commission's

rule about having to include -- not being able.to

in'c denw in-formation in -your response that was

not in.your .originalIc6ntention, other than

legitimat am-iaiton?,

MR. EYE:, That is legitimate

amplificati6n-. To the extent that the, Applicant

says, and, the Staff- as-well -- Says,- THre's-no

basis to do. this, there's nTo:basis to require

externally-.initiat'ed'egents I mean, that was 'the

essence .of what they said.. We responded by saying,

Well, there is; 1555' requires it.' So.:I don't know

that we're introducing new-information.

I mean,; NUkEG-I1555 isn't new

information. To the extent, that it was included in

the panel's order of August of last year and to the

extent that it's -- I.mean, NUREG-1555 has been out

there for a long time. I.forget exactly when it was

adopted, -but it's been.on'the books for.quite-some

time; and I think that applicants are charged with

the knowledge-of whatever-requirements pertain to

1555.
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Is it fair to read in a reference to

1555 in .our contention CL-I? I think it is, and

itts -- nobody was. surprised by this, particularly

when the panel called out 1555ih. the order. In

no.-- I don't think.any uncertain terms, it.. says

athaL--- the panel. quottes it, "`The events arising

from, causes. external to the. plantý areconsidered

possible dontributors. to the ri~sks associated with

the plant should be discussed."

-h ...... And so don't -it:"s':hard to say --

it'•.s hard to see.,.how -the Applicant or Staff was

somehow surprised-by a reference later on to 1555

when.. i.£t was, in thel mix of considerations, even as

ea.rly.as the panel' s order of last year.

JUDGE YOUNG': Okay. That completes your

response?

Mr. Frantz, do.you want to respond, in

addition to addressing -- you've already said that

Section 7T.5.5 'as supplemented by 7.2 would not be

affected significantly by specifically including a

reference in there'.to externally-initiated events.

You also 'say *that the environment report explicitly

addresses external-events, and I think their

response to! that, is, well, but not in conjunction

.with the collocation,' issue.
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MR. FRANTZ: Well. in fact, it does

address it with respect to collocation, in 7.5.

--That's where our discussion appears. And I might

also add that

'JUDGE YOUNG: What was the last thing
you- ;said?

S .MR. FRANTZ: On page 7.4-5 and -I.'m

sorry. T- 5 7._5-4 and -7.5-5, which deals.-with

collocation,. we discuss external -events and show

.- that the-complication is negligible. /'And to us,

that complies with NUREG-1555. NUREG-1555 just says

we need to discuss external events that are

considered possible. contributors to the risk.. And

we did. We showed that the possible contributors to

* the ri.sk are-negligible due to-external events. So

we complied with NUREG-1555.

JUDGE-YOUNG: Did you respond to the

argument that they made that it was negligible, Mr.

Eye?

-MR. EYE: Yes. I think we did, Your

Honor, and I think in that regard, we cited a couple

of.cases, whether the negligible or improbability is

something per se excludes it from further

consideration. And that's where we cited the NRC

case, the Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and
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2, at 22 NRC 6681, and we also cited the .Limerick.

Ecology Action against NRC case. That's 869 Fed 2d

719,.where in those two instances, there were

examples of something that was lw probability but-

high hazard being con sidered as something that

should.be considered, analyzed,.notwithstanding itI's

relatively low probability.

I think that the -- you know, 'maybe

•where the -- it' s: maybe what is meant by ' the word.

.considered." And I can see where there would be a

'disagreement about what is required by,. the term

"considered." Applicant says considered means a

determination of probabilistic risk, and that if''

it's low enough, if it doesn't rise.-above'the

threshold, that their analysis may end.

Our argument is based not only on how

the contention as admitted was actually worded with

no exclusion of external events, but also based upon,

the cases that we cited, that were examples of things

that were relatively probable, but were required to

be considered nevertheless.

JUDGE YOUNG: What's your support'that

it's a material omission? That's part of your -

this new contention, so it's a material omission,

and that gets to the issue of negligibility or not.
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1 What's your support that it's a material omission?

2 MR., EYE: Well, to the extent that --

3 what we say in our papers is that-it's material

4 -because it goes to the capacity of the'Applicant to0

5 safely-shut down its reactors' under -this'- -- under a,:

6 particular scenario or scenario's that would include

7 externally-initiated events. Soitfs and -then we:

8 cite the 10 CFR 52.79(a) (29) (ii) .as a requirement

-9 that the NRC coilsider. before it. issues, a li-cense.

10 JUDGE YOUNG:: Gob ahead, Mr. Frant-z.

'1 MR. FRANTZ: Again, we. didn't exclude it:

12 based on low probability per se. It was relative to

13 the probabilityo'f internal risk.. The risk from

14 severe accidents at these units-is controlled by.

15 internal events-and not external events, and it does-

16 not require detailed evaluations of those impacts

17 which are relatively, small.. And that's what we're

18 dealing with here. Relative to internal events, the

19 impacts from external events are negligible, and

S20 there simply is no reason to go into any kind of

21 .detailed evaluation of them asa result.

22 JUDGE YOUNG: What is their argument

23 about the sort of changing picture of what's remote

24 and speculative -- how does that relate to your

25 argument about the negligibility?. And I'm still not
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1 entirely clear on the relationship between the

2 frequency, the increase being negligible with the

-3 impact being negligible.

4 MR. FRANTZ,: .Let me tr-and address the

5 first-.part of your-question. They reference changes

6 in the regulations to include Section 50.150 dealing

7 with' aircraft irpacts. They reference -50.54(hh).

8 Those, again, .are all safety regulations. They

9 don't control what"s discussed, under'NEPA. There's -

10 different stahdards under the -Atomic En6rgy. Act and

i1 under NEPA, and thefeý's not..a one-to-one

12 correspondence, as indicated by the Commission's

13 requirement to consider aircraft attacks under

14 50.150, and then you have.the rescission tO' exclude

15 that same topic from NEP.A.

16 JUDGE YOUNG: Right. But let's just

17 assume for argument's sake that now that those

18 accidents -- that, there's some recogni-tion that the

19 types of accidents that would otherwise be

20 considered remote and sp'eculative are now required.

21 to be considered in the safety context under 50.150

22 and 50.54(hh).

23 I'm still not totally clear on the

24 relationship between the low probability and the

25 remote and 'speculative nature of the accidents that
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1 you're talking about-,• and the impacts-that the

2 Intervenors are talking about. If you agreed that'

3 they needed to be considered under NEPA, wbuld'--they

4: make a difference in:your analysis,

5 MR. FRANTZ: No, they would: not..

6 JUDGE YoUNG: -- interms§-of the impact?

7 Explain what you're basinrg that on.
8:i •MR. 7FRANTi There are. twogrounds. for

9 excluding these external events. One, their release

10 frequency 'is less than 10-to minus 6, so they're

11- remote and speculative.. But also -the release

ý12 frequency for external events is negligible compared

13 to release:frequency for internal events. We looked

14 at the impact of internal events, and shown that the

15- impact is small. If yout add a negligible additioh'

16 to that,, the impact 'is still small. There's no

17 change in our conclusions; there's no change, in our

18, analysis,, if you were to include external events,

19 given the fact that-the release frequency is

20 negligible.

21 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Maybe I'm just

22 missing something real basic here, so 'dumb question,

23 whatever. Let's assume -- let's take out release

'24 frequency. Let's assume it happens. Is the impact

25 great enough such that if it happened, 'it would
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I change the overall 'impact? What I think I Hear you

2 saying is because the release 'frequency's so low, it

3 would have negligible -impact -- it would have a

4 negligible effect on the overall impact.

5 MR. FRANTZ: Uh-huh.

6 JUDGE YOUNG: But'what I'` -mmiý.ssing is i f

7 you take out the fr6quency aspect.,of-it -- in other

8 words, some.accidents, -very: low frequency', but,'if.

9 they happen, very high.- impact*.-....

10 MR. FRANTZ,: -Yes.

11 JUDGE YOUNG: And a.j think:..that's what-

12 they.'re arguing these types of things are, and .so

•13 'what ,I'm.not undefstanding'is'the relationship.

14 between the negligibility argument based on

15 frequency, and what'the impact'would be, if it did

16 happen. And if. it's a high impact and they're

17 saying the risk, what's. remote and speculative has

18 sort of changed in light of 9/11, and they've

19 supported'it by other case law, not just based on

20 the terrorist case law 'that we're all familiar with,

21 how would that -- do you see what I'm missing here

22. and I'm trying to get from you?

23 MR. FRANTZ:- Yes. Let me- try to define

24 terms. You have the probability of the release,.

25 You have the consequences of the'release, and you
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have the impacts, which are a product of the

probability times consequences. I think you're

looking at consequences 77

JUDGE YOUNG: I think you're right

MR. FRANTZ.: And. ur internal events-:

inclu de areressbas ic ally -xoul1d have large,

consequences if they-were to 0occur. .And, ,simi..larly,

-if ̀you. -.- : 1, 'don t think Some of thse -7 7anyhing

that would occur from external-events would have a

larger release than what you,'d have from the

.internal events. You're dealing with--core damage in

bothc. dses.-- -Wheh you have a. large, release issue,

you'!re dealing with af',.ailute-of containment-in both

.cases;- And so you are going to have impacts, again

,which are probabi3lityý times consequences, which are

appreciable-relative -to the impacts from internal

events.

.,JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Let's assume that

not only I was confused- but they were also confused;

and they're talking about -- what they're reai-l -`

talking about-is consequences. You're saying that

even.-those would be low when- I mean, the impact

of the additional consequences from external events

would be negligible compared-to the impact -- the

consequences -from interna'l events.
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1 MR. FRANTZ: No. I'think :'the.

2 consequences would be more or less the same, but the

3 impacts: would be negligible, given the much lower

4 release frequency.

5' JUDGE YOUNG: And did you mean by mor.e

6 or less the same?

FRA MR.NFTZ': '.It.'s the same..o6rder of

,8 magnitude.

9 - JUDGE YOUNG: So. it would not make a

10 'differece, you' -re saying, whether it came from

111 interhal or eternal. -

-12 MR. FRANTZ: If you assume a core melt

13 --and:you- assume breach of the containmentor bypass

-14 of the containment, then that's correct. And we

15 have both scenarios included for our internal

16 events.

17 - JUDGE YOUNG: . Okay. And, that's your

18 argument, that it's not..- well, I don't know if you

19 --. ,used -the' terms,-not material. I .thinkyou made that

20 'argument.

21 MR. FRANTZ: I believe we did. Yes.

22' JUDGE YOUNG: If you didn't, the Staff

23 1did, think.

24 . MR. HAIR: Your Honor, if the Staff

25 . could weigh in on this issue --
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JUDGE YOUNG: Pardon?. Oh, okay.

MR. HAIR: I'm Christopher Hair, counsel

for the NRC Staff. The Intervenors did. pick• up on

some case law.; the Limerick in the Third Circuit and

also the Commission's decision', and 'our question

had previously alluded to the relationship between

-probabilit•yand remote and speculative
determinations. And I think just, to refocus 1thi.s,

the Applicant has made a conclusion that the release
the• Aplian h. mad. e

frequencies here are remote and speculative, and the

Intervenors have not challenged that.

And to the extent that they are -- the

Intervenors are arguing that the Applicant

inappropriately used probability to exclude

externally-initiated accident scenarios, NEPA's rule

of reason do not require the Applidant to discuss

events that-are remote and speculative, and in fact,

the Limerick cases cited by the Intervenors agree on

that point, that NEPA's rule of reason does not

require the Applicant to discuss remote and

speculative scenarios.

JUDGE YOUNG: Let me interject with a

question there, and that gets back to this general

issue of NEPA and what comes -- what we look at at

the contention admissibility stage as opposed to the
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1 hearing stage. Now, if we were in a hearing, I

2 would expect that we'd have experts and that it

3 would beý explained how the conclusion that

4 something's remote and speculative was reachedy Land

5,: what types of inputs went into the analysis and so

6 forth. There could be questions on all those.

'7T things..

8 Now, to the extent that y6u say thatthe

9 Intervenors don't challenge the conclusion 'that, it"'s

10 remote and. speculative, .I think my -- let's say,. for

11 the sake of argument", that You've got a point there.

12 They do have to challenge it. But .to the extent

13 that I have a feeling they're going to say they

14 have challenged it, and let's say to the extent that

15 they have, then how do we look-at this whole issue

16 of remote and speculative at that point? What's the

17 difference between how we would look at it.now as

18 opposed to at a hearing? Because once it's

19 challenged, then it's a factual matter. We don't

20 just automatically accept a conclusion. I mean --

21 MR. HAIR: Yes. I think I understand

22 your question, and. at this point in this proceeding,

23 we should be focused on the Commission's decision in

24 Vermont Yankee, where the Commission held that

25 probability is the key to applying NEPA's rule of
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reason and --

JUDGE yOUNG: Right. But probability is

still a factualmatter. It's still a, matter of

figuring. out wVhat the probability -is-, and, I'm not. a

technical person but'i -,have, taken .the PRA for

nontechnical people course, -and we did:-a', you know,

sort of mini PRA-, -and I learnred-how'the PRAs are

dependent on. what the -inputs are. nd -;so,0,' again, it

gets back-to: Have they challenged t:? Have. they

not challenged it.? What'"s the basis.6f your

argument that they have not challenged it, because I .

think that that may be significant here.

MR.- HAIR: Yes, Your. Honor. They don't

suggest the calculations that the" Applicant. based

its analysis on is incorrect, so it'-sf z:utside of the

language of the actual contention.

JUDGE YOUNG: It's true. it-'.s outside the

language of it.,

MR. HAIR: Essentially, Your Honor,

their set position is that.it doesn'tý-meet NEPA's

rule of reason and if the Applicant:has concluded it

is remote and speculative, then it's not material..

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, right,.but those are

all words, and so we really need to figure out what

they mean. The question I was trying .to get -'oui to
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focus on was: You-say that the I'm sorry have not

challenged lthe what was the word you..used? -- the

materiality or the va lidity of the Applicant's

statement that -- of remote and speculativeness and

have not,.raised a challenge, thas .materia1'. Right?

MR.. HAIR: Yes, ma'am-.

JUDGE.- YOUNG: And could7 you e and-` --on

that a little-bit and explan why you say .that,.?

MR..:HAIR: Well, the only thing that -.the

Staff is looking at at this stage, -as::I sai-d be'fore,

;is ýpart of the. leak criter-ia, so the6 Staff fIs." not.

getting into the merits-of whether or nqot this-.-

conclusion is correct. The Staff."is Simply;

analyzing whether or not the Intervenors have niet

its burden to propose an aadmissible c-ontentiohi "and

challenge the Applicant their submission in theý.-

environmental report on a-material, issue .'of fa'ct.

JUDGE YOUNG:" Did you have* anything.

else?

MR. FRANTZ-: Yes. We have probabili ty

numbers throughout Section 7.5,. andn.' particular on

pages 7.5-3, 7.5-4, and -.5. The Intervenors have

not contested any of those-numbers., pro-babi -i: ty

numbers. As I interpret what they'-ve been saying,

they agree with those numbers, but;-then state that
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1 they don't believe that that's sufficient to exclude-

2 certain -events a:s being remote *and. speculative.

3. And what we've been saying is that.given

4 these numbers, which-are undisputed, that cerlfain of

5. thiese :events that fall 'be'low '10.. to 'minu!s: 6- are-

6 % remote and speculative under prior NRC case law.

7 JUDGE YOUNG. How-do you chal-ienge' the

,8 Applicant'"s conclusions on how remote and-•7.'

9 -- speculative the types of externally-initiated events

10 you're talking about 'here are?,-,,-

11 MR. EYE:-. On the 'quantity side- Your

12 '" ..Honor. I think that.I heard counsel' for the Staff

13 `-cite -Vermont Yankee, ;andpa:s -.read that wholly in,

14 Vermont Yankee, the-'Commission did not embrace a

15 - particular numerical' standard to determine what was

16 :1 -remote and speculative.- They said they neither

17 embraced nor rejected that particular numerical

18 - standard that. was ai:n Vermont Yankee. So I don't

19 know that it's carved in stone anywhere that the

20 particular cutoff that they.'ve'established is, in

21 -:fact, the cutoff that-:would be -- that would pertain

22 under all factual circumstances.

23 - JUDGE YOUNG: -Okay. .,But my questi6n"

24 was: How-- where and how. do you challenge what the

25 Applicant says about ::accidents being remote-and
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1 speculative in your Contention 1?

2. MR. EYE-: The new CL-i. We talk about

3 it in terms of: the fa-ilure of the Applicant to

4 address external'y-initiated, rapid'onset

5 catastrophid events' that would cause- large releases

6 prior -to the 10 -or .12 hours required to shut down

oca7 c ocate t uni tds. d again', this goes.back to the

8. idea that-7thisi' s an omission contention, .and i't

9 focuses. on, 'as stated explicitly'-in the contention,

10 the failure to address externally-initiated

11L accidents and scenarios.- So
12:i :• . .> .• JUDGE YOUNG: Do you challenge what they

13 say in their.-enironmental report abou't those

14 accidents being:-- not having a release frequency

''15 that's significant ? Do6 you make specific challenges

16 to those?

17- MR. EYE: I think that we do, inasmuch

18 as we cite

19 . JUDGE YOUNG: Point me to whereý That's

20. what I'm trying to get you to

21 MR. EYE: Well, it's -- well,; for

22 example, .Your:Honor, on pages 3 and 4 of 'our

23 response to their-r- ."m sorry.-- 3 and 4 of our

.24 contentions"-

2 5 JUDGE YOUNG: Uh-huh.
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MR. EYE: -- wediscuss the qualitative

aspect of an external event. 'We call it externally-

initiated, rapid-onset catastrophic event...

That's -because it's an external event, the fact

it's rapid-ohset and catastrophic falls outside the

scopeof fwhat -the Applicant will consider' because-

it's external, notwi~thstanding whatever .the, effect-

Sdmight be. Ad:it's our, contention -- and - think-

"it'.s backed up by the-cases that we cite -t that as

the effect or the consequence magnitude increases,

the .-fact that there's a :smaller probabil.i.ty i-s

something to, be considered, but it doesn'tper se

exclude a' cnsideration of, in this instance,

external events as causing-something that would be

of larger, significant magnitude..

So I don't know that we say it in a

parti'cular sentence that -- or answer the question

in a particular sentence. I think it has to be read

sort of in pari materia throughout the argument

of -- that supports CL-I, in particular, the cases

that we cite. This whole question of just where the

cutoff is, because of the Vermont Yankee case, which

has been on the books 20 years or close to it, I

think, is somewhat confusing.

On the one hand, we get a recognition
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1 that'statistical probabilities make a difference,

2 but then there's also a recognition that it doesn't

3 necessarily control the determination as to what

4 consequences ought to be considered in this instance

5 and in the context- of the environmental -,report.

6 - JUDGE YOUNG: If you-wereo e&,reformulate'

7 thb, ontenttion.today based, on this discCussipn.and,

8 the Applicant's references to places-.in the

9. environmental report where they do address external

10 events -and -- I don't have the list of all the

11 places, but if you were to reformulate. it, how would

12 you reformulate it-in terms of what specifically.

13. you're challenging?

14 MR. EYE: I think I would probably say

15 that -- and this would just essentially elaborate on

16 it. I would probably make a reference to the -- you

17 know, notwithstanding the statistically low

18 probability, the Applicant'.s failure to address

19 externally-initiated accident scenarios as a

20 material omission. in the environmental- report. In

21 other words, I would acknowledge that they ran

22 through their statistical analysis part of their

23 task, but that that's not enough; tha.t the omission

24 occurs when they don't consider the effects --

.25 JUDGE YOUNG: The consequences.
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MR. EYE:. I'm sorry. The consequences,

yes.. I've been using "effects.", when "consequences"

is, I think, the proper term of art.. i- the,

consequences from external-initi'ated events.

So if I were to refine 'it-'a 'bit, i guess

I would first acknowledge that. there was -a

s stat isticaI analysis -done, but ý,that. there was no

consideration of consequences,I otwithstanding.the:>

relatively.lo6w probabili.ty of e'kternally-initiated-

events..

JUDGE.-YOUNG: Okay'. .. Let's-assume that.

that's the contention. What's your response to it

in terms bf: where in the environmental report the-

consequences aspect of it is addressed,, 'just for my

nontechnical perspective, to help me out here.

MR. FRANTZ: First of all, take us back

to the standards of the regulation, and

2..309(f) (1) (v), they're-required to have something.,:

some reference document --

JUDGE YOUNG: Right. But et'.sput that

aside for now. I won't stop you from arguing it.

What I'm trying to do is stay on track so I can

understand what have they missed in terms of

addressing consequences in the environmental• -.. in

the --
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1 MR. FRANTZ: They have. to show that the:

2 probability times the consequences results in an

3 appreciable environmental.impact, and they"'ve not

4 done that.

5 JUDGE YOUNG: -But let'-s say-tath the

6 contention is that. you•have, no matter wha.t the

7. probability, have not considered-the consequences of,
8 ektetrnally-initiated events. Are, thereplades in

here where, you have considered those cbnsequences?°,"
10 MR. FRANTZ: I don't believe that there

.11 are, and-i'll have to check with my experts.•

12 . . (Pause.)

13 MR. FRANTZ: After talking with my

14 :client-, they say that's -- our analysis in- 7.ý2 :has--

15 source terms which are,-basically independent- of the

16 ihitiating events, and so those source terms'would

17 be applicable regardless of whether it's an. internal

18 matter or. external matter.

19 JUDGE YOUNG: And in 7.5.5, you refer to

20 Section 7.2, which is where those would be.

21 MR. FRANTZ: That's correct.

22 JUDGE YOUNG: So which takes us'.back to

23 the earlier discussion. As I understood it, before

24 you were saying, Well, but that still leaves'out

25 spent-fuel pool accidents.
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MR. EYE: Correct.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay'. And I. think -you

agree that there's no mention of spent-fuel pool

accidents .in this new Contention 1, collocation 1.

MR.EYE:, That's correct. There .is not

an explicit reference to spent-fuel pool.:. .It"'s a

-general omission :Contention.

-JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.'Do you want to

respond to. -- and: I'll let you get back to, the,

contention of admissibility Criteria,.. bft do0.uyou.

_want to respond to the reference agaiin to•.`'55,-

which it itself refers to 7.2, Which, talks --. ,Nhich'
provides.- those numbers- that theyre say.in you ,have

not addressed?

MR. EYE: Well, this is the first time

that we've heard the source term specified -.7..2...

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, this' is not' the

-first time you"ve heard about 7.2., .because .7 2, is

mentioned in 7.5.5, and so if they're. saying"g. 7.2

addresses it, then--

MR. -EYE: This is the first timewe've.

heard that 7.2 includes -consideration of

consequences --

JUDGE YOUNG: But wouldn't it be your

responsibility, to have looked at 7.2, given.that the
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ER revision's referred-to 7.'2?

MR. EYEý: We did, and --

JUDGE YOUNG: And do you dispute that

they contain the source terms or whatevyr the

-terminology?,

MR. EYE:., It,.talks about core -damage"

frequency, and it says, -""External-events-were

determined-,to. be .neg1igible, "compared to _internal.

, events, .'and they were-not ,incorporated into the":

:irelease"' frequencies.". That's. what 7.2,says. Now:,

this is.- the first..-time we "Ve heard that we're

supposed. to read into thatn :'that,' in fact,, the sh urce

terms are the same, becaus-e it says they didni't

incorporated them into the release frequencie's.

JUDGE YOUNG: Can;.you respond to that?

MR. FRANTZ: ýI'd just go back to, again,

the-contention admissibility standards,: 'for they

have an obligation to come forward- wih something.

They'uas.t can't say.,we needed. to: discus's' an issue.

They need~to show that it was material'to a

decision. They've not done that here. 'They have

nothing. .

JUDGE YOUNG: But" just take• for

argument's sake -- I'm trying to figure out what 7..2

includes and does not include. W.What he' j3ust said
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was that it refers to core damage frequency but does

2 not include figures that would relate to

3 consequences, irrespective of frequency or

4; probability..

5 MR. FRANTZ:` There is a table- that

6: identifies the source terms in 7.2,'. It!,s Table 7.2'

-7 3.. -:And it :,goes through -the various -radionuclides.

8 and. identifies the release' -fractlonIs. . .

9 JUDGE YOUNG: .:Okay.

10 MR. EYE:. Y6u kow, it is there. On the

1l* other hand, the',tbxt says that they didn't cbnsider-

,12' externa l'initt events, -and it, in fact, "goes

13 into the release .--

14 .JUDGE. YOUNmG: -But you dohave to, show-

15 the materiality, and your contentions at -this point

16. " do have to address-the ER revisions, the things

17 that.-- the material-,that was provided in. respoynse

18 to Contention 13, Iand it does- refer to 7.2 and 7.2

1.9., does have this table.

20 MR. EYE: But the table is qualified by

21 the text which say's it didn't take into

22 consideration an entire parameter of events. I

23 think'I just read the text.

24 MR. BURNAM: I believe you said it

25 didn't include it in the probability, but the source
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is independent of the probability. Isn',t that

correct?

MR. FRANTZ: That's correct.. I refer

the Board'and the parties.to Section 7.2.2, which

goes thriough and, discusses how we det'ermined the'

offZsite-,impacts of releases, and this is evaluation

is independent -of a cause or.the initiating event.

It so1elyldeals :'with the source terms and what their'

impact i Sout. i the environment.

-MR.: EYE: Your Honor, the question, it

.seems to .me, that should be asked is: Is there a

relationship between external events and release

frequencies, because in the environmental report,

they essentially say that the relationship is so

weak that there's no need to consider it. And as a

contention of omission, we contend that there is --

that, in fact, because externally-initiated events

are something that is mentioned throughout the

literature, including NUREG-1555, that to just

categorically exclude it doesn't establish what

counsel-just suggested, and that is that there is a

negligible relationship between external events and

release frequencies. That's not. what their

environmental report says.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. One .of your
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burdens -- now, we're on-- you have the burden --

is to Show materiality, and the response is you

haven't, and the reference is made to these-.various

partsý of the environmental report, and I believe-.`one

of -them'is 7.5, whichr:efers to 7.2, and so ,-'-
"MR E E ,-l ou ',.

MR. EYE: Your Honor, what we Call out

as-materiality is on page 6 -- well--.

JUDGE YOUNG: 6 of --

MR. EYE: I'm. sorry. I beg your:. pardon'-.

I misspoke. The materiality aspect is addressed on-

page- 3 .

JUDGE-YOUNG: Of?

MR. EYE: Of the contentions, of the new

contentions. And there we say it'.s material to NRC

findings must-make relating to the adequac.y of

your --

JUDGE YOUNG: Where are you reading

from? Which paragraph?

MR. EYE: The second full paragraph.

*JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Now, you make that

allegation, and if they come back and they say,

We've dealt with that, we -- that's why I'm asking

you to respond to their response.

MR. EYE: They didn't deal with.it,.Your

Honor. They excluded external events as one of the
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things to consider that would have effects,,

consequences, rather. And-we consider that those

consequences.are mate.rial to a determination as to

whether or not the Applicant can establish, they can

safely shut down its reactors and deal with

accidents, -as 10 CFR .52.79 (a) (29-)- (ii) partains.and

requires.

-"MR. FRANTZ: And, Judge Young; we did

not exclude, them. We considered them and showed

that their release frequency was. negligible compared

-to internal events.

MR. EYE: Well, their anhalysis did not

consider effects.

JUDGE YOUNG: What's your response to

what he just said a little while ago about' the

source terms?

MR. EYE: The source terms did not

consider effects from external events.

JUDGE YOUNG: And I think what. they said

was that the source terms apply wherever they come

from.

MR. EYE: It doesn't say that in the

environmental report.

MR. FRANTZ: I believe 7.2.2 implies

that, that the analysis that's done, *for example, in
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Section 7.2.2 is independent of the" initiating.

event.

MR. EYE: It doesn't say that.

JUDGE YOUNG: Would you 'argue that it

would. make .a material differene'? ._Are you saying

that it-.would make a matierialo-difference?

MR. EYE:. I think itwould make a

material difference to:'detehmine whthe'r or not ý,they--

had complied with'52.79(-a)(29)'(ii). Yes.

JUDGE 'YOUNG: And'you'.re arguing that

that's relevant, because under I can't remember,2

which case -. that even though that's a safety'

issue, that it doesn't really' - whatever it's

characterized as, you still-.need to consider it

under NEPA, and I think you'd probably agree that

the rule of reason applies to that. Right?

MR. EYE: It does, and it was actually

the Public Citizen case that we cite, the Supreme

Court 'case --

JUDGE YOUNG: Right.

MR. EYE: -- that basically doesn't

differentiate.. It's whether or not the information

would be Useful as opposed to, you know, its

origins, and that would be the case citation and

the. brief discussion ofit is at page 4 of our,
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1 response, and it's footnote 16, Depariment of

2 Transportation against Public Citizen, 541 U.S. 7,52.

3 And there we say the rule of reason requires EIS

4 _,.considered based upon the. usefulness.0 of-new

5 inf6rmation

6 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Let's see if" we can

7 wrap- this up. Let's. assume we -- for argument,,s

8 sake, we -admitted the contention. What w6uld the

9 issue be for-litigation?

10 MR. EYE: Whether the external- events

11 would have consequences that would interfere with:.

12 - theApplicant's capacity to shut'down its-reactors..

13 and deal.with accidents as'specified in the 52.79

14 citation that we made.

15 JUDGEYOUNG: Okay. And your position,

16 Applicant, is, we've dealt with that in Table 7.2.2.

17 -MR. FRANTZ: -And we've dealt..with the-

18 overall issue in 7.5.5. We've shown there that the

19 environmental impact from serious accidents in all

20 four units is small. We've also shown that -- that

21 was from internal events. We've also shown relative

22 to external events that the external events have

23 negligible additional impact. And so there is no

24 material issue here. We have discussed the

25 environmental impacts and have shown they're small,
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and the Intervenors.have not. provided any

information, t6chnical information, to'the contrary.

:MR. HAIR!:... Your Honor, if,ý the Staff.

could also respond to that, the Intervenors seem to

be characterizing their contenti-on i One of .two

Y. O.te-.seems to be :a con nti on: of omi ss ion,

where they have proffered a materiality' argument,

but not why 'that; ihforma.tion. would beegally

required under 2.309,(f ()'-(Y), (vi .-. .

;JUDGE YOUNG: I, ,thihnk .they're" relying "on.

Public Citizen for that.

MR. HAIR: ýRight..; But to the extent

that they're challenging the-substantive calcuai.ion

by the Applicant, agýfn, Vermont Yankee .said that

probability is the key to' applying the invisible-

.y • qbyi. the li v -, ..

rule of reason. And also where we're skipping over

probability to look at consequences, the Commission

is also, on that point and in the Private::Fuel

Storage case, that that's inappropriate, that

probability--remains the key int'hat'respectf.

And in looking at-this issue and

admissibility space, this now..stresses that. the

Intervenors have not met these burdens to go forward

and have a substantive challenge,.on the Applicant's

conclusion here.
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JUDGE YOUNG: I want to' ask, one more

question to the Staff here. Under ,current case law,

the terrorist attacks and'so forth are not something

that we cdonsider under NEPA Outside::. the Ninth"

Circuit. .But in the .receht Commi'ssion - .in.a.

couple of recent. Conmis'sion' decisions, Commissioner:-

Jaciko dissented. Now, oB{riously.the composition of

"the- Commission i~s c-changin,. We're' .!sitill tunder-

current case law; .b'Ut I .would l ike .to. hear whether

you think .that it ,would, fýake• a ;di-fference' if

Commissioner Jaczko'.s 'per-specti-ve.were to prevail.
Would' that make a d"ifferece inn : e' argument you're

making now?

MR. HAIR: We41,-you know, I don'.t want

to0-speculate as to how the'& Commission might-

JUDGE YOUNG:-. Right.

MR. HAIR: ,out on this issue --

JUDGE YOUNG:I,ý'm just s'aying --

MR. HAIR: --. in-the future.

JUDGE YOUNG : Right.

MR. HAIR:- However., I think that the

Commission in Private Fuel Storage--- and the

'citation I'm referring to. is CLIT 02-25. The

Commission stated that, -you know, albeit in re-lation

to a NEPA terrorism analysi-.is-, that .even though the
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1 'NRC has- taken steps to strengthen.securi~ty in that

2 respect, there would be no practical benefit to

.3 conducting such review on a case-by-ca'se' basis under

4 the rubric of NEPA. And theCommission also noted

5 inthat ''ase:that there would, .,in- Iac ,, be no6.ilegal-

6 .requirements to do so..

-7 So I do.think YOur. Honr, that the

-8 Commission is sensitive. t the fact that-these

9 reviews -are .,on y. yoP, know,' on both sides, on the.

10 safety Side-and environmental side- However, you

11 know, Vermont ':Yankee still- should prevail in that

12 probability is the key to applying. this-.. And, in

13 fact I. will -note''that Vermont -Yankee did mentioh

14- Limerick in that it ffigured that its holding

115- regarding probability did not run afoul of the ..

'16 either the Court or the Commission's discussion in

17 Limerick about some of the consequences of these

18 externally-initiated accident scenarios, and also

19 this is separate of the NEPA terrorism analysis-

20 which we haven-t gotten into today.

21 JUDGE YOUNG: What about the contention

22 - admissibility stage versus the hearing stage aspect

23 of it?

24, MR. HAIR: Well, Your Honor, if the

25 Intervenors were to propose an admissible contention
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based on,'the use of, probability, as the Applicant

referred to earlier in the proceeding, they would

need. to provide, some kind of :support for that,

either factual or expert support that that was an

inaccurate conclusion, and they're :certainl:y free to

challenge that if the Intervenors wish, but the

Staff.ýS'sposition.now is that they -- this contention

as it is worded as a contention 'of omissi-on. simply

has not done that.

JUDGE YOUNG.: Well, we will' certainy

take-your.:arguments into consideration. Any otheri.

questions: on, this one?

It's possible, maybe likely, that Some

of the arguments we've hadlon this one will -- we

can refer back to and go thrQugh the next ones more

quickly. But that said, let's take a break now, and,

be back in an hour-. Is that a reasonable amount of

time? And we'll continue on-. Thank you.

(Whereupon, ati2:42 p.m., the hearing

in the above-entitled matter was recessed, to

reconvene at 1.:45 p.m., this same day, Thursday,

April 15, 2010.)
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1A F T E R N 0 ON S E S S I O N

2 JUDGE YOUNG: All right. Then let's go

3 back on the record.

4 I havea sor.t 'of general question.

5 Judge Arnold may have" some questions. My--on the

6 remainder of the collocation contenti0ons, weve

7T covered some issues that I- think are recurring, and,

8 g guess-my question.-- I'll direct it' to you', Mr.

9 Eye.--

10 ' What I'm understanding is 6n all these

11 collocation contentions, basically the Intervenors

12 are challenging some- aspect of the new environmen&a!

13 revisions, and the Applicant, among their, responses

14 is that we looked at this factor and theýirelease-

15 frequency is so low that we determi'ned that it need

16 not be considered further because the effect.would

17 be negligible. And you, Intervenors, have not

.18 challenged our calculations in this regard:, and the

19 key to the alternative -- forget that. What we need

20 to look at is probability.

21 Does that fairly -- is that a fair

22 characterization?

23 MR. FRANTZ: Just one small

24 qualification, Judge Young. On external events,

25 it's not' only the low probability. It is also the
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low probability relative to the probability of

internal events.'

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

MR. FRANTZ: ýIt's both.

JUDGE YOUNG:. So with thaE general model-

in mind-- and it seems'as thougha apattern seems to-.'

apply tob the other, colldcation .othentions - what.

-would you like to sayý,startingwith you,- Mr. Eye,

that we :should look at-in analyzing each of these

contentions, in addition, to that imodel?...

MR. EYE' Thank you, [.Your Honor.

JUDGE YOUNG: And just to add to that:

that the failure to challenge the specific

calculations and numbers leaves you.in the -- you,

the Intervenors, in the position of hot showing that

there's a material dispute.

MR. EYE: We covered a lot of. this

ground this morning, Your Honor. I think-that,

frankly, the questions that have been:.raised and

our -- speaking on behalf of the Intervenors, our

attempts to respond to those, they covered a lot of

that. And, I mean, I don't want to minimize any

aspect of the collocation arguments that we've

raised, but it's a~little hard to escape the fact

that we cite essentially the same case law for most
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1 of them, the.majority of them; that.the basic

2 conceptual approach to them is.more or less the,

3 same. I 'mean, there's 'a little .Variation in the

4 theme from one( to -thenext, but't esse'hntially, I

5 think,' your summary of .'it was apt.:

"6 . . And -I would ,-only- ask. that as 'theepanel

7 considers the'se collocatioificontentions that we've

8 offered up, to- take into, cohsideration' the overall

9, approach that we've engaged; and that iS that'whil

10 we agree that the general rule is.that, statisftical,

11 . probability plays an important role in det6rmining.

.12 that Which falls within and outside the rule .6f

13 reason, it's not necessarily the 'only factor-that,:

14 pertains, nor is it even necessarily one that

15 controls, as a matter of law.*

16 And accordingly, I think tha't going over

17 these individually is-going to have the effect of

18 making the same kinds of comments', just with-minor

19 variations, depending upon the underlying basis forl

20 the contentions, but .-.- and in that-regard, I must

21 say-that when I read your-order initially,-back in

22 August and you had reconstituted some of our

23 cont'entions, at first I thought, Why would the panel-

24 do such'a thing. And then as I, read them, it made

2,5 perfectly good sense why you did,- and especially as
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1 I sort of absorbed the narrative that accompanied

2 them, it made perfectly good sense.

3 This is allby way of saying,: There is

4_" no particular pride of authorship' that"I.advance -in

5 .terms -of these contentions-. If this panel sees- a

6 way-to -get to the "questions- that we have raised by

: means th'at is clearer more conncise,ý .mo re .direct, by,

8. :all means, take. aidvantage of that opportunity. But.
91 . I think that the underlyin'g reasons why we advance

.10 these individual contentions are very -consistent.

ii - And as I say, I-don't know that, in, each.

12 .and every instance, we were .able to ar-ticulatei.t i t .

-13 - quite as clearly-as we would have wanftedtoadnd

14 certainly as I go back and reviewed these -ir.

15 preparation for.today's arguments, there are .a

16 number of places where, you know, I hit myself in

17 the forehead and think, you: know, why didn't i-.say

18 this a little differently;- why didn'.t. I tweak 'this

19 and that.

20. But in the main, I think.iwe ýtried to

21 present the case that we thought was-the most

22. pertinent, the facts as they've been presented to

23 -us, so -.

24 JUDGE YOUNG: To just-follow up, the --

25 another aspect of the contention admissibiIlity rules
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that I did not mention was the specificity. If you

look at it from the standpoint of, one, have you

raised-a specific issue with the application-or the

,revision to the.environmental report. thats now at-

issues; have-you raised ' speCific :dispute with i.t;_.,,

and in that regard,- have ,,you cha llenged .the specific:

numbers;. and have you raised 'a genuine dispute?, Do:

you want to addres- those• -. just- those issues a

little bit more specitfica~idy ..

MR. EYE: Yes. :I'll do my best. The

challenge -t6 the-numbers' is.. o'ur, answer .to that is

that, again, while it may be impo.tant to consider

things like the statistical pr6bability.'of ."a certain

event, it doesn't necessarily.determine whether a

contention that we've adVanced ought to be admitted

on that ground, because there are --

JUDGE YOUNG: But if. you don't question

them, how do they -- I mean,-. if they. remain standing

there and you have not raised'-a -specific .challenge

to them or asserted that- they're wrong, you're

basically -- as I understand it,' you're basically

saying that they're sort of irrelevant in a-way to

the Point you're trying. to-make .Right?

MR. EYE: Well,. .not,- irrelevant. It"s

that they are not necessarily controlling, They are
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something to be considered. I'm not saying that

they're-- I -don't think we've ever said that

they're. irrelevant. We challenge-them to the extent

thiat they are a ba-sis' *to" determine with finality

,"whether a particulair contention oughtý to advance or

not. :It-is not conclusive on the question.-, It"s a
.. ... . It .i no It '.s a ...

•factoýto be c~nside'ed, but even ti the Vermont-

Yankee case,' . the Commission was. 'eluctant to embrace

a particular numerical standard to0determine what is

nwithin the 'realm of reason, within the rule of

reason, rather-, and-what'sý-outside of it.

- wechall!enged the statistics, the
- t- -i that

statistical probability t]t-e-.extent it is t- that

using it per se excludes all other considerations,

and to that extent,Jwe, do controlit. We also

dispute it in terms of how one evaluates the

consequences based upon. particular scenarios, and

again, it's our argument that the higher-the effect,

the more intense the consequences may be. Then that

is worthy of -consideration, just as worth of.

consideration in terms of contention admissibility

as the statistical probability that something will

or will not occur. -

And, again, we cite case law that, I

think, supports that.-. So in terms of challenging
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the numbers, we do challenge 'the numbers in terms of

how they're applied and whether they ultimately

control the outcome of whether or not particular

contentions ought to be advanced.

.On materiality, ,we point out in. several

'places that among other 'reasons, this is miaterial'

:.because of the--Commission's -requirement to

determihe,'-under10 CFR Section 52'.779(a) (29) (ii),

whether',an AppliDcant can safely :bi~ng its reactor s

into'safe shutdown and otherwise deal with

accidents in that..klnd of raw,. generic term, as it's

used.in that particular regulation..,

.JUDGE YOUNG: On that regulation, are

you challenging whether they've addressed it in

other parts of their application? I mean, if they

have 'address'ed it in other parts of the application,

why would. they need to, in a sense, kind of

.duplicate-their effort in this part?.

MR., EYE: '"Well, it's because there's no

discussion, for example, in the FSAR section that

has been call.ed out earlier, about whether this

particular regulatory requirement has been

addressed. So'I guess in answer to your question, I

don't know of other places where we've raised

contentions that draw on that particular regulatory
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1 requirement. I think it's limited to the

2 collocation contentions that we've advanced up to

3 this point, or, at least the ones that came out ýof

4 the revisions to the .collocation part of the

5 . environmental report.

6 And you asked-me a third question, Your

7 Honor.ý I think therewere three:- materiality,..

8 challenging the numbers and specificity.

9 JUDGE YOUNG:. Oh, specificity.. Right.

10 MR. EYE: Thank you. The specificity:

11 -requi~rement, we think,, is covered, in the main

'12 because we have broken these contentions out into

13 more narrowly drawn subparts, if you will. and -then
14 the very general contention that was advanced-In the

15 original petition to intervene or the general,*

16 contention that was admitted in the August order of

17 last year..

"18 Now we're down to looking at subpart.s of

19 these and making arguments concerning, you know, for

20 example, whether there's the consideration of.

21 -release times that are shorter, although less

22 probable, still shorter than the 10 to 12 hours,

23 whether that's been adequately considered.

24 The outage contention is a variatiohnon

25 the same thing. It's and so that's the
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1 specificity that ---. or the approa'h to,specificity

2 that we adopted here, and we contend that' that

3 approach, breaking this down into subparts, does

4 address specific kinds-of issues that we think are.

5 required to be .answered under the authorities that

6 we've cited in-our papers: Most frequently it'.s'

7 that 52.79 (a) (29) (ii) That':s the one that comes up

'8 wiith statistical frequency. that`s the one that

9 comes up most frequently in. our papers.

10 JUE "YOUNG: Le't's go to - do• you want.

11 to respond to ..

12 MR. FRANTZ: Yes. Turning to. the

13 regulation in. 52.79(a) (29) (ii), that's a safety.--,

14 regulation. It pertains to *the contents of' the

15 final safety analysis report. It does not- pertain

16 to the NEPA analysis. They have not -- and their

17 original contention did not even refer' to our-FSAR

18 discussion where we show how we comply with this

19 regulation. It was not until later'in, their' reply

20 that they even raised the portion of the FSAR and,

21 the health issue.

22 To the extent they want to raise issues

23 regarding compliance with this regulation, it's

24 untimely. They should have rai'sed this as part of

25 their initial petition to intervene, and we have not
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1 addressed this issue in our-envirfo'nmental report.

2 It is not the subject of our revisions to our

3 environmental report. It's, frankly, not even

4 relevant to the discus-sion of the& environmental

-5 report. It doesn't pertain to the..impacts

6 throughout the' pahnt,'and so6 the-'rergulations are

7 irrelevant, and their attempt:to raise it is

8 untimely.

9 JUDGE YOUNG: :Staff,.?:_'

10 MR. BIGGINS: Yes-. Thank. you, Your"

.11 Honor. James Biggins for the Sta-ff. I wouldlike

12 first.'point out that the Intervenors' argument here

13 today seems to assert that there is.something that-

14 requir Es a NEPA analysis to, go-beyond looking at

15 mere probability, and that is -simply incorrect. In

16 the Vermont Yankee case and the PFS case that we've

17 cited in our pleadings, the- Commission itself'has

.18 specifically held that in accordance even with

19 Limerick, NEPA's rule of reason can. exclude things

20 from the necessity of being discussed under NEPA.

21 And specifically --

22 JUDGE YOUNG: What case go ahead.

23 MR. BIGGINS: . Specifically based on

24 probability. In fact, the Commission called

25 probability key to determining whether or not it was
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1 required.' .So--

2 JUDGE YOUNG: When you say the

3 Commission has said that, which case are you

4 referring to?

5 '" MR-. BIGGINS: That is Vermont Yankee._

6 •ad this is in our p7eading_ -- CLI. 90-4, and CLI., 90-'..

7 :7 -and our pleading does- specifically point to-those

8 two-decisionS.

9 in addition to that, there's a more

10 recent decision that we also pointed 'ut- l._nhearon

11 Harris, CLI 01-11. And where the Commission-itself

12 has interpreted the Ifederal case law and dete'rmined

13, that probability is key to..determining for

14 admissibility purpbses.whether or not a specific

15 severe accident scenario needs to be considered,

16 that is the precedent that this Board needs to

17 follow.

18 So the other cases, even the Department

19 of Transportation case cited'by the Intervenors did

20 not specifically say that simply because something

21 i's considered under another statute, for example --

22 or in our context, a safety statute, 52.79(a) --

'23 that it also needs to be considered under NEPA.

24 And, in fact, I believe that's a misinterpretation

25 of. the DOT case, where theDOT'case was saying that-,
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1 there is-an upper bound to what NEPA would require,

2 and that it wouldn't require those .things that would

3 not inform, the decision-maker-. Imother words, if

4 the,.information could not inform the decision-maker,

5 there'.s no requirement Under NEPA to consider it.
6 .And so I don't believ•ethatis co ntary

7- to the Commission's: hdlding in Vermont-Yankee or

.8- Shearon Harris, that probability is the key

9 determining, whether a severe accident needed to be' -

10, considered. And the" relationship 'b•et'wee the

ill probability and the admissibility criteria..

Looking:'at probability., Judge- Young, I

13. would not consider .that to be a matter to, be

14 resolved in a hearing on .the mer i:ts.. Rather if the

15 probability excludes an accident scenario from

16 NEPA's rule of reason, it therefore is not material,.

17 and if it's not material, the matter would not~be

18 considered (f) (1j), because under[]both (f) (L),

19 subparagraph (4) and subparagraph (6) , there is a

20 materiality requirement that the Intervenors, as

21 part of their burden for showing that contention

22. should be admitted need to meet.

23 JUDGE YOUNG.: Let me*

24 MR. BIGGINS: In thisparticular --

25 JUDGE YOUNG: Let me just interject
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1 here, because I'm not sure you've understood the

2 point I was trying to'make about probability. The

3 case law is-there. .The issue that I was trying, to
4 get the parties to address was how.,and. -,where is that

5 determined; 'and who.needs .to chai ne't hen.. d

'6 contention " at- the contention admissibiI'ity, stage,

7 there needs tO .be a dhallenge. I-fthere's a
8 .challenge' that-" .supported, .then-it mightwell be

9 that you'd get 1iinto probabilitry issues'ý in a, hearing.."

10• ' ' I don',t think',tha.pf'6ba biiity i s Just

11 deterf'ined once and for. all' by whatever the

12, Applicant says.t'he probability is..- .That's why I was

13 trying to get Mr.. 'Eye to focus on,' you' know, have

.14 " you challenged the numbers. on probability., and how

15 does that play into the -- and, I think, his

16 argument was,. we have not challenged the numbers

17. specifically, but we have said that what matters is

18 not just the numbers,, but in addition, the impacts

19 or consequences.. Did I state that right?

20 MR. BIGGINS%: ' be happy to address

21 that point..

22 JUDGE YOUNG: Yes. Go ahead. Thanks.

23 MR. BIGGINS: I believe you're correct',

24 that we cannot simply consider it a concluded matter

25 for the record that-the Applicant says a certain
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number'is the probability for a particular accident

sequence. However, in order for there to be an

admissible contention on that probability, the

Initervenors, would have to rai~se the challenge' to it,!

.-not smply an:omission. Okay. Now we're talking

about a substantive chlallenge- to. that specific:c,

probability:, .o.the mrethod.ofecalculating that,

probability,-an- s ,uppbrt ttwith the -appropriate

f acts orexpert opinion..

That's not the case here. Specifically

ýthe Intervenors have categorized these cdntentions

as contentions'of -omission. Well that was their

choice. - They.chose .not -to specifically att~ack the

probability% hot t6- provide the facts, not to

provide the expert opinion to say that the Applicant

incorrectly decided the probabilities. I don't

think any reading of the contentions would lead the

Board to that conclusion, that they've raised that

challenge..

Rather, they -- pointing particularly to

Contention.2, as an example, the Intervenors say

-that the Applicant failed to consider and evaluate

the impacts of severe accident scenarios, regardless

of probability. Well, to the extent that the

Intervenors are saying, regardless of probability,
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they have essentially not raised a challenge to what•

the.Applicant has said. Instead they've; raised a

challenge to the Cdmmission's holding that

probability is what's used to determine whether or

,*no t. these accident scenario contentions would come

.- in .-

So-to say that -thee's something beyond

probability-that needs to be considered, that's not

achalenge to the application. That's.a" challenge

-to the Commission precedent, and they've provided no

law to override what the Commission's precedent is.

There are two specific points- I.'d like

to add 'to that. In their reply, the. Intervenors say

that the Staff-acknowledges that remote anid

speculative means more than a statistical

improbability, and I'd like to state for the record

that that's-not the case. They are referring to the

Staff's answer, page 13, footnote 5 --

JUDGE YOUNG: What page are you talking

about in their pleading?

MR- BIGGINS: In their pleading, I

believe that was in the Applicant's -- pardon me.

In the Intervenors' reply let me find that.

MR. EYE: If I may assist, it's page 8.

JUDGE YOUNG: 8?
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1 MR. EYE: Yes.

2 MR. BIGGINS-: Page 8, the second

3 paragraph, says that, and-I respectfully disagree

4 . with that to the extent that footnote;5 was/[simply

5 the Staff's attempt to provide the proper .context of

6 the cases that we cited in our pleading5  The

" 7 ' footnote.notes that the Commission has determined a

8 specific probability level for a NEPA determination,

.9 to determine whether something is-remote and.

10 speculative..

11 In this parti'cular case that the

12 Applicant uses, 10 to the minus 6, the Cmomission's

-13 case law and Commission rulings specifically have

14 declined to.assign a specific probability number.

15 However, as a contention of omission., again:, the-

16 Intervenors have *not contested the use of that

17 specific number and suggested a more appropriate

18 number.

19 And then also in the reply, the

20 - Intervenors state -- I believe this is also• on page

21 8 or -- yes -- that the Intervenors dispute the

22 Applicant's characterization of low probability

23 events as remote and speculative. And we believe

24 that this goes beyond legitimate amplification of

25 what their originally phrased contention was for
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1 Contention 2 specifically, .and also.for the others

2 in that by framing each of.. their contentions as

3- contentions of omission, they haven't raised a

4 dispute with -- a substantive dispute with-the way

5 that the Applicant.categorifzed certain"events as

6 remote and speculative.or using the. they haven't
.7 raised a materialdispute or a substantive dispute

.8. with the fact that ýthe Applicant :Used.10 to thed,

9 minus 6 as their threshold,.

10 And so I wanted- to raise those 'two

1- points as well. Thank you, Judge.

1-2 JUDGE YOUNG: Thankyou-. Anything

13 further from you?

1-4 MR. EYE: Your Honor, to the exteriht -that

15 we are focused on consequences, that's another thing

16 I would hope that the panel keeps in mind as you

17 work your way through our contentions. -Consequences

18 matter. Nothing in the NRC.jurisprudence suggests

19 that consequences are not to be considered under all

20 scenarios.

21 JUDGE YOUNG: I think the argument is --

22 and anybody can correct me if I'm wrong. But I

23 think the argument is that- consequences -- the -

24 argument is that probability -- certain probability

25 calculations may make consequences for certain
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1 things not material, and to the extent that you have

2 not challenged those calculations, you-have not

3 shown materiality.: Is that sort 0f a summary of the

4" argument?, -

5 MR. BIGGINS: Thats a' good summary of
6 :. it. Yes. Ess'eitially'if 'a particular'accident

7 sequence is r~emote and speculative, it"s not

8 required under-NEPA and without, ahy other specific

9 legal authority showing that .it is: required.as a-

10 matter of law compared_-- in an omissiOn contention,

11 that omission contention-would fail-because, it would

12 not meelt the requirement .to show that that

13 information is material.

14 MR. EYE: Case law suggests,'that not,

15 everything that is characterized as remote and

16 speculative falls outside the scope of what 'ought to

17 be considered.

18 JUDGE YOUNG:. But let's stop right

19 there. I think that could I don't see that what

20' the Staff and the Applicant are saying necessarily

21 disputes that. To say that something can be

22 material is different, however, than saying --

23 making a specific allegation or raising a specific.

24 contention that it is material., and raising a

25 challenge to the conclusions and calculations that'
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1 have been made in the application, demonstrating the

2 Applicant's view that X event is not significant

3 enough ,to be material..

4 And so I-think what it gets down. to is:

5 You need to make a challenge with :a level'of.-

6 specificity that goes to. the specific pbrtions, of
7 ithe aplication that address the prbbabil ityin

8'1 order. to d-emonsrate:, to mieet the ma t~e'riali ty.

9 requirements.of the, cOntention admis~sibi•ity. rule.

10 Does that make sense?'

1 MR.- EYE.: I'think so. But that doesn't-

12 factor in our reference to the provision, in .. iCFR,

13: Section 52, that says, There's a requirement that

14 they be able to demonstrate that they can bring- the

15 reactors to a safe shutdown and otherwise be ableto

16 access. And in this instance, while they posit that

17 what they consider to be accident scenarl os",are

18 relatively improbable.doesn't necessarily obviate

19 the'necessity to consider those accident scenarios,:

20 particularly when we take a look at something like

21 the Limerick case, which said, True, evacuation of

22 the plant site is improbable, but you still have to

23 look at the consequence,. and not having a back-up

24 hospital close enough to accommodate seriously

25 injured people --
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JUDGE YOUNG: Well, let .me --

MR. EYE: That was a consequence

consideration there..

-JUDGE YOUNG: But what the Applicant

says is they have addressed-the requirements•of-

52.79 -- whatever the other -parts. of it are. -- in

the FSAR. One, you haven't challenged that. Two,

that would--, e unitimelTy'. _Arid_,so. how have' you"

demonstrate.d that, well,. the 'ma eria-Lity Of that for

purposes of the environmental report,, if it is.

addressed elsewhere -I knowi you said- earlier-that

you didn'ýt.think .the collocation aspects of.it were,

but you don"t draw any connections' in your

contention, to what the .Applidant has done on that,

do you?

MR. EYE: They didn't address

collocation in 'the FSAR . .

JUDGE YOUNG: But 'I'm talking about what'

they did do to address the-requirements of'52.79,

da, da, da.

MR. 'EYE: I see.- I understand your

question. Well--

JUDGE YOUNG: You didn't say, Well,

they've done this, but they didn't go this extra

part, which we say they need to do because XYZ."
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MR. EYE: Well, they didn't -- they

certainly did not consider collocation pacts in the

FSAR,,.and ,the section-. Eat, they. -say covers those,' I

invite. the.panel to take': alook al"okt--

... ,..JUDGE YOUNG:..Well, let me -- all right.

Assuming, timeliness issues aside, let':s: say that you,

wanEt ca,,,hIenge'what.; they,'ve:ýdone -on rthat_. Yu.You

Want to' say,- they haveni't considered co1llocation.

Wouldn'-t.: itbe incumbent upon you to just say, .Well,

what .they. have done, and -we.challenge this because

it ý,doesn a -d,"t aress colbct i on 'in these partidulars,

and.provides' some specifics. there, and.show how

--addressing collocation--would be -- would make a

material difference, at.least to make that

allegatio0i?

MR. EYE: I think to a certain extent

Your Honor, that we've done that by pointing out

that in-the.Uinitial contention that we raised, in

the petition phas~e. that,:there wasn't any reference

to.the ollocation impactsin the environmental,

report, peri-od, and I think that the panel's review

of the environmental report has gotten the same

conclusion. So, .I mean;,we have done-that, and

we've progressed, beyond-that.

Then they say, Well, no, we have done
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it, but it's in the FSAR, and they-cite- the- section.

We look at the section that they cite. There's no

discussion of collocation impacts in that section.

So.in termsof our burden or our 6bligation-to point

.out- where.?.they have-lused. 52. -- the accident

contendeý regulation we've been citing - as it

..pertainsq 'to,.colocation pacts, that hasn' t. been

done..-

JUDGE YOUNG:: But don't o"have• oh show:

...that- addressing,., those would make a: material

dffer6nce to -.mee.t the. contention admissibility

requirements? -

_MR. EYE: I believe-that we have, Your

Honor. To the extent that that particular

regtl&ratoy requirement makes it incufmbent on the

Applicant to be able to demonstrate that it can

S.bring its reactors into safe shutdown within the

--time tha at they',ve specified, either 10 or 12 hours,

"and -otherwise deal With accidents, by calling that

regulatory requirement out, we have demonstrated or

accomplished what Your Honor has said we needed to

do.'

And that regulatory requirement is

pretty:broad in its charge, and we think that part

of that :de`als with now, as the law of this case is
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advanced, deals with collocation.

..... • JUDGE YOUNG: So you don't think that

you would hdve:,needed to say, We recognize that- the

Applicant has addressed the requirements of 52.'79 in

!the FSAR here. However, neither that nor the new

revisions address the impact of that in, the

coll6catioh context in these particulars that would

make a material difference in the ability to shut

:down all four units if necessary.

MR. EYE. I think that we have done that

by using the informatioh that has been provided

through the environmental report revisions.

JUDGE YOUNG: Do you address what they

did in the FSAR? Do you make any reference to it?

MR. EYE: Yes, ma'am, we do, on page 4

of our response.

JUDGE YOUNG: I mean, in your

contention.

MR. EYE: No, we did not, and they-

reason we didn't is because there's nothing in.the

FSAR-about collocation impacts, and we were you

know, this is a contention of omission. it's not

.there. So to the extent that we're in a

situation of trying to prove a negative to a certain

extent. You can comb through the FSAR and look for
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1 collocation or similar kindof verbiage, and it

2 doesn't come up.

3 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. I'm going to. fry

4 this one more time, and then I'lll drop it. In your

5 original contention, you do not.make any. reference.

6 to what they have done, so from your -conteniiont ,

7 there's no indication that they've done anything at"

:8 all, just looking at your original contention.

9 MR. EYE: Well, we don't referenIe the,

10 FSAR. The original-contention,.was focused .on the

1 -. ER.

12 JUDGE YOUNG: Right. But in your

13 original contention on collocation, contentions on.

14 collocation, you don't make a reference to what's

15 done in the FSAR. You said that they IaVen t

16 addressed 52.79 in the ER, but in order to show

17 materiality, wouldn't you need to at. least take into

18 account what they have done, without considering

19 collocation, and say it would make a material

20 difference to add to what they've considered, the

21 collocation aspects of what you're arguing? Do you

22 see what I'm saying here?

23 MR. EYE: I do.

24 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

25 MR. EYE: I understand what you're
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1 saying. ,_I, with All due respect, doh:'-t necessarily,

2 agree with it, ,becýause: ou-r orignal conehtion was

3 focused on .omissions. in ,the environrmeh6ta'l"report, '

4 and;-when"thiey- when thtis,ý got further adan ed, acnd,

:5 We did obur newollodation conntenos, then,- they "

S bganto'--re f ere'nceteFSAR,' 'so w', r~on

7 accordingylyand said', "They stilla, ,,,haven't done it.

The referece- that they give ni.n theFSARk"doesn't

"9 answer.- Ehe ques-ti ons ra i. s iSed,-, about dd6'loc&ation

10 impacts. *So that-,',sihow:we, seei. that jissue. ,

• :11: .JUDGE YOUNG: .udge Mignerey-, do.you

12 have any questins?

13 JUDGE MIGNEREY: No.' " -

14 - JUDGE, YOUNG:' Anything further on the

15 collocation contentionhs before 'we. move on?,

16 MR. EYE: Not for the Intervenors.

17 ,MR.FRANTZ: Not for the Applicants.

18 JUDGE ARNOLD: I will:-ask:, a spec-ific

19 question having to do with the shutdown, ahnd you're

20 familiar With this question.- I "just want to know

21 exactly what. is the situation you, envision for the

22 shutdown in contention?", Which-plant it shut down

23 and open, and which plant does the accident initiate

24 at?
.25 MR. -EYE: Your •Honor, we didn't specify
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one as opposed to another, because the contention as

2 it was introduced -- or as it was 'admitted, rather,

3 by the panel didn't Specify ohe plant .having an

4 accident and affecting..others. It was a little more

5 generic than. that. And so"asfar as the questions

6 you asked.' I' don`'t know that'it makes a difference,

7 whether the containment is-open on 1 or 2, or: 3. ,and

8 4, in, terms of determiningýwhat the:conseequenc es

9 .. would be, asý',a result,•of that' in 'the case• for'

10 collocation accident impact:.

11 So I.-- we did not specify - in.answer

12 to yoiur question, we did not, specify particulart

13 units that would' have Contaihme'nt.

14 " JUDGE ARNOLD: But from the-wording of

15 this, -I get the impression you're saying that the

16 accident initiates at the plant, whichever one it

17 is, -that is shut down' and opened.

18 MR. EYE: I see. I misunderstood your

1.9 question. •

20 JUDGE ARNOLD: Okay.

21 MR. EYE: Yes.

22 JUDGE ARNOLD: Okay. Thank you.

23 MR..EYE: I beg your pardon. I

24 misunderstood you.

25 MR. BIGGINS: -Judge, Yo.ur Honors, the
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1 Staff would just add, I think, one further point,

2 and- that is that there's been a lot of discussion

3 today about externally-iniltiated events versus

4 internally-initiated events and the consequences of

5 those events, and we believe that the-Intervenors
6' have notraised a challenge to the anaiysis that the

-7, b oundin[ganalysis provide bcant', o th

8 simultaneous severe accident at all fourunits --

9 JUDGE YOUNG: 7.5.5?

10 MR. BIGGINS: Correct. Specifically,

11- with regard toý - regardless of whetheryou're

12 considering an external!y-initiated event' or an

13 internally-initiated one, the'reactors themselves

14 only have so many curies Of radioactive material in:

15 them, and a simultaneous severe accident in all 'of

16 them, resulting in large, releases, is going to be

17 bound by the amount of material that you have. We

18 believe that is what is considered in -7.5.5.-

19 And specifically for an external event,

20 even where you're considering what the initiator is,

21 ultimately the accident scenario sequence will track

22 along with what internally-initiated events are,

23 such that the end result is a breakdown.in the

24 fission-product barriers. So.we don't really see a

25 difference in ultimate consequence, which is
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1 addressed in.7.5.5 ofan externally- versus an

2 internally-initiated event. The -consequence will be

3 the same, regardless of what the initiator is.

4 JUDGE YOUNG: I think they- are saying

5 that, external events'.would produce-greater

6. consequences -.

7 MR. BIGGINS: And that's the Staff's

8 points that no0-matter what the-initiator is, the

9 consequence cannot- be greate. than.:Ia severe acc1ident

10 at all four: plats simultane'usly, and 'that's why -we'

.11. consider 7.5._5a bounding analysis for the

12 consequences, and we don't bel-ieve that .the

13 Intervenors have challenged7 that: in. their

14 contentions.

15 MR.* EYE: I would point out- two things

16 from the environmental report revisions', .one at

17 7.5.2, the severe accident..scenarios, and in the

18 second paragraph, it.says, !'For- cases involving

19 multiple sa'fety ,system failures and containment

20 . failures, the timing, as well as the quantity of -

21 radioactive material release is important." The

22 timing in that regard is important.

23 - And'there's -- to the extent that there

24 is a recognition that timing-is important,; the fact

25 ' that the Applicant has attached certain time periods
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to release scenarios, we believe, is the..-',goes.

along with our contention that so long as they have

adequate warning to bring these units into safe

shutdown status, ýhey're probably -. you. know,, .:

they".'re -:at le ast 0on nth&.' e wa yt oward -demon s ra ting,

-that hey '-can meet the regulatory requirement,:-as.

The issue is, however', whether they'-ve

ýactuallY considered 'those, scenarios, the-shorter

ýti-me scenarios` that -we. spe:cified in collocation

ont , and-becuse.- they, excluded.. shorter. time

-:scenar-is; we think: that: that's an omission'..

ýcontention that :is that should be considered.

The-other aspect of this -is that the

language of the environmental report at 7.5.2 in the

first paragraph says that impact to other units

i-Would be negligibl'e "as long as containmentý.

:integ~ri-ty at the affected unit is maintained•.)' If

it'%s not, :then isn-'t the -- isn't it reasonable to

-ihfer from-that the impacts would be something other

'than .negligible? -

JUDGE YOUNG: 7.5.5 says, "even if it is

arbitrarily postulated"that severe accidents were to

occur at all. four units .simultaneously, the

cumulative impacts would stilil be small" -- I'm
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sorry. "In such a scenario, the releases of

radioactivity from all four units would"be

approximately four times -the release from the

individual unit".

MR.:EYE: -I believe that assumes only

ihternal'ly-initiated' events, numberl one, and that's

o.:j!::ii:Qne :qualification-. And then that stil1 has to be

reconciled with the language of 7.5.ý2, which says

:,that, -you know, as long as integrity'is contained --

maintained, rather, that impacts on-o ther units

would be-negligible. These are, at best.,

- 7€contradictory, or at least it infers-contradiction,

:because on the one hand, they say, losing

containment integrity .is something that could cause

something more than negligible impact.

They come back in 7.5.5, I believe, and

try to clean that up, but they're still making -an

admission back in 7.5.2 that lack 'of containment

integrity means.that there could be something other

than negligible impacts on the other units, so

there's--

JUDGE YOUNG: But if there's releases

from all four Units, wouldn't that bound anything

that we're talking about?

MR. EYE: Well --
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.JUDGE YOUNG: That's what I understand

the argument. to be.

.. MR. EYE: It is, but that argument is

called into question by the admission that they-make

here, that more -than.negligible impacts could be

anticipated when containment integrity is not-

maintained. -It:'s what itsays in 7.5.2. So *--

there. reconciling those .two arguably divergent'

positions, I think, raises-in and of itsel-f."

questions that, relate to.the contentions that we've

raised.

JUDGE YOUNG: Did I misread 7.5.5 more

there would be releases from all fourthan that

units?

MR. FRANTZ: Judge Young, you are

correct. 7.5.5 postulates essentially that we do

have -breach of containment at one unit, that that

does adversely the other three units, and that we

have, as a result, severe accidents in all four

units.

MR. BIGGINS: Judge, to .reiterate the

Staff's position, we do believe that 7.5.5 is

bounding in that regard, in 'that the timing doesn't

matter, because 7.5.5 assumes simultaneous

accidents, so there would be no safe shutdown of the
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1 other units. We're assuming a severe accident at

2 all four units, and that is the way that the Staff

3 reads 7.5..5.

• ,4 •MR. EYE: We understand. their argument.

5 It's justthat. it's -- again, one. has to reconcile,

6 it with other entries into this same:document.that

7 would call that into question.:

8 I JUDGE YOUNG: Call what into question?

9- MR., EYE: .That the concl-u~sion that an

10 accident, at all four units would&.have: only a small

11. impact., when they say in 7.5.2, that.'as-long as

12 containment integrity is maintained, there-would be

13 negligible impacts.ý If containment integrity is not

14 maintained, then thereý would be something other than

15 small ornegligible impacts.

16 JUDGE YOUNG: But 7.5.5 assumes that it

17 is not maintained and that there are releases.

18 Right?

19 MR. BIGGINS: Yes, Judge.

20 MR. EYE: That's right. And 7.5.2

21 likewise assumes that if there is lack of

22 containment, that there will be something other than

23 negligible impacts'.

24 MR. BIGGINS: Judge, counsel's argument

25 today sounds to me like a substantive challenge to
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1 the conclusions of 7'5.5, which was simply not

2 raised in the contentions.

3 -MR. EYE:. Well, you can characterize.it

4 the way you wants, I -Suppose, but I'm just reading'

5,, from' the document i,'t rms of what, it says.. It's

6_ words on the pa6ge, and they have- authored" them.

7 -They crafted thefmC-. And to the extent that they.have

8 . -an inconsistency or, as we would consider- it, -a-

9. contradiction between the 7.5.2 -- and it's the

10 first sentence of that'section ' and the conclusion

11 .that they reachin,•`575, that's .an incon'sistency

12 that raises the question sabout the -. or support's,

13 the collocation questions and issues that.we've -

14 raised.

15 MR. FRANTZ: Judge.Young, there simply

16 is no consistency. 7.5.2 basically says, when the

17 containment is intact, ,there is essentially no

18 .impact on the other units'. It does not say the

19 converse, and that's what 'the Intervenors are

20 inferring. We did not state that if containment-is

21 not intact, that there would be significant

22 environmental impacts. We never said that. All

23 that would entail, it would require us to do a

24 further evaluation to-det~ermine what the impact

25 would be.
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1 JUDGE YOUNG: And in 7,.5 --- I'm sorry.

2 MR. FRANTZ: You're exactly right,.

3 Thalt's.exactly what We did in 7.5.5.. We.putE that

4 next step in action, did the ýevaluat'ion..

5. MR. EYE: :Your Honor,-I.. would also point

6 out, the- seond sehtence''.of 7.5.2, which says,,"For.,f,,

7 severe accidents:. in which containment- integrity is

8 maintained,ý,- the impact -to, other .unit S-oh- th6e.site

9 would be bounded by -h'e impact:'design ana''lysis" '

10 . that I think is ultimately referencedi'in' 71.-5,5- It

11 doesn't say there that if• containment integrity i s

12 not-'maintained, the impact to 'the..units would be,

13 bounded. There is an'' ificonsistency here between /"ý""

14 those two sections. And that inconsistency rlaises, a

15 question about whether- the consequences of' 'a

16 collocation impact have been adequately considered.

17 JUDGE YOUNG: Do you disagree with- i

18 the. what's stated in'7.5.5?

19 MR. EYE: Only to the extent tha .i-_ t'-s

20 affected by what's said. in 7.5.2.

21 - JUDGE YOUNG: And that would be..,

22 MR. EYE: That here,, in 7.5.2-, -they

23. suggested the lack of containment integrity could

24 cause impacts that -- ,to the other units that would

-25 not be bounded by the conclusions that they reached,.
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in 7.5.5.

JUDGE ARNOLD: I don't see in 7 ,,5.2z

where. it talks about a lack of containment

integrity"

;MR. EYE: .,.Well, it say ,that if

containment integrity is maintained --,-

--..JUDGE ARNOLD:. . That'do esn'ft imply_-in any
way, shape 6r' form., it: doesn't ipifplyanyth~ng about.

if containment :integrity is not maintained. -

MR. EYE: That;'s correct,' Your Honor. I.

am ,using. anl approach that • says, You've answered, one

question: Containment integrity is maintained.

We're raising ainother ques~tion.: Containment'

integrity is not ,maintained. Based,-upon the

statements that they've made here,.., it-'s our argument

that you could infer from that that there would be

c equences other than what has been otherwise

discussed by the Applicant-.in its ER; revisions.

JUDGE YOUNG: -7.5.5 addresses a

situation where containment is not maintained..'-

Correct? I think I've gotten a yes answer to that.

MR. EYE: That's correct.

,JUDGE YOUNG: Let's allsort of get on

the same page, if possible.,

MR. EYE: And 7.5.2 also addresses where
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containment -- addresses containment being

maintained, and it says, I think you can infer

again, reading the converse in that, that if you

don't maintain containment integrity, that there

Could be effects-other.than what have been.

conSidered -ih the environmental report revisions..

JUDGE YOUNG:., Ahd then they address .the

impac ;,,if dontainment .i s int main tained Section

7. 5.,5r5.

MR. EYE: Then.how do We get to this

languagein 7:.-5 .2? I mean, we can't justo discouht.

that. It' s there just---, with presumably as much

weight as 7.5.5.

JUDGE YOUNG: Let's. say 7.5.2 says, if

you don't maintain containment integrity,: we can 't

say it willI be negligible, so theh, okay, what

happens,',,i -f containment integrity is not maintained?

Go to 7.5.5'. That's where they, address that.'

Right?

MR.. EYE: Well, they conclude in their

opinion.that the impacts would be small. They

didn't use the same term. Here they said, in 7.5.5,

they said the impacts would be small. 7.5.2, they

would say, well, if you maintain containment

integrity', 'it's--" the impacts would be negligible.
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But on the other hand, if you don'tEmaintain

. containment integrity

J UDGE YOUNG::, They li E that
MR...EYE:-- is "it the same ,conclusion

even~~.7iftheye got aidfferent event-?

_jJUDGE,,YOUNG: I think negligii6ble and

small are dif,.f ferent,. Am- I correc t?

-MR.. FRA,ýNTZ:': -That'Is. cor1rect_. Also.,

7.5.5 deal with: the environmenta 1jmpact's, 'which we

char•acterized,.as 'mal._ 7.5.2-'i. s di:scussq.ing the

i mp(acs qý n th "collocated .units. and -whte'th6_r. they can-

ma inhta in" saf e shutdown...

MR. :EYE: 75 .5' a so deals with risk-

Jbased enxiironrr"en al-impacts. Again, we're back to-

probabilistiýc analyses that'we think is o:rreway to

look-kat this, but, not: necessarily the,:only way to

.lDook aou, it ., .

-.-.:-... JUDGE"-YOUNG: Do you challenge, 7.5,.5

'anywh.ere?.-

-MR. EYE: By inference, I think we' do.

By

JUDGE YOUNG:' Did yob mention it

anyvwh'er~e?

Your-;Honor.

-(2<02) 234-44ý33*

MR_. EYE: I don't remember that we did,

I'd'have to go back and look;•
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JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

MR. EYE: I don't remember.

JUDGE YOUNG: .If you did, let us know-

* before we, leave,. :and w,1e' i .take that into account.

All right.. Let's just t ake maybe three

minutes quickly to rearrange our papers, and then
..starhe'alternatives. Or.did anYone else -have

.sat:on the'atrai.ýia

anything else on the all right.

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

JUDGE YOUNG: Henceforth, I.think we

-need to require, one, that all filings are dated on

the first page. Also- -please do not .incorporate by

reference. -If you want to make any arguments.from

something else, repeat it in the document that

you're filing. It would make it a. lot easier..to

manage documents.

Okay. We can go back on the record

until we're ready to start on these.

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

JUDGE YOUNG: Are we on the record?

THE REPORTER: Yes.

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

MR. EYE: In the contentions, Your

Honor, it's on page 13. It's the second full

paragraph --

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 JUDGE YOUNG: Hold on.

2 (Pause.)

3- JUDGE YOUNG: Page:13 of --

4 MR.-'EYE: Of the Contention CL-I through

5 CL-5.

6 JUDGE YOUNG: .;The page that -starts.,] 7"The-

7 issue is material to findings'?

8 MR. EYE: That's right. It'sonp

9 13, second full paragraph "

10 JUDGE YOUNG: The footnote 42?

11 MR. EYE: And 44.

12 'JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

13 MR. EYE: And then in our response, -

14 there's a reference at -- on page 11 at the top,

15 7.5.5.

16 JUDGE YOUNG: Thank you.

17 MR. EYE: You're welcome.

18 JUDGE YOUNG-:- (Perusing document.) And

19 you challenged -- basically you used that to

20 challenge the SAMDA analysis.

21 MR. EYE: In the -- i believe it does

22 correspond to the CL-5 -- yes. And then in the ---

23 other reference, it, again, goes back to CL-5..

24 JUDGE YOUNG: -And the SAMDA analysis is

25 not part of the revisions, is it?

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 MR. EYE: We have a SAMDA analysis in

2 Section 7.5.4.

3 JUDGE YOUNG: Okay.

4 -' MR.' BIGGINS: However, Judge, the

5 Staff's View of this paragraph from the Contention

6- is that.in its own language, it is saying that

7 this -- let me make-sure.I get it right. This'could

8 have a significant impacct, o0n the U.S,. 8th WR SAMDA,

9 S-A=M-D--A, analysis. 'And -'so. in that regard, it is,

10 in its most liberal reading, raising a challenge to

11 the U.S. APWR, design certification, not to the

12 environmental report revisions.

13 MR. EYE: Well, we're just responding to

14 what was the 'environmental report revisions, Your

15 Honor.

16 (Pause.)

17 'JUDGE YOUNG: Moving to the

18 alternatives, let'-s get- into the timeliness argument

19 first, and there are several of these throughout.

20 To the extent we can address general issues, you can

21 go ahead and address those.. Otherwise, maybe let's

22 focus on the timeliness issue on contention 1.

23 MR. EYE: Can I' have'just a moment to

24 find my place, Your Honor?

25 (Pause.)
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1 MR. EYE: Your Honor, did-you want me to

2 address the timeliness question?

3 JUDGE- YOUNG: Yes.

4 . MR.. EYE: Your Honor, I think that we

.5 argued in our papers that essentially because the

6 context'. ":whic6h these aternative analyses has, been
7 raised,,and that s,: ma context where-.the

8 -Applicant'"!s 'environmental,. response.-.I'sorry

-9 report, revisions, that this.was timely:

10 Essentially this came out. of the revisions, and

11 accordin i-t hat' t -- I mean, that was the .origin hodf

12 these contentions..

13 -We cite this case law .in the Shaw Areva

14 MOX Services-case, in footnote-on page 3 of our "

15 response, that essentially seems to anticipate that

16 when there's breaking developments of information,..

17 these kinds of contentions should be c0nside-?ýd to',.

18 be new or amended contentions, and we cite that, asq-,

19 I say, at footnote 15. The ER revisions were:what.

20 triggered these alternative contentions, and

21 accordingly, we would consider that they are not,,

22 therefore, untimely.

23 To the extent that the panel determines

24 that there was some -- that we could have foreseen-

25 this argument coming up out of the original

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 environmental report, we would ask that the panel

2 take into account that we did file a contention on

3 the original environmental report that challenged

4 the lack of consideration of alternatives, at least

5 'in. the'context of the- contention that we~raised;.` and-

6 that.that drew a response in-_the form of:a tevised

7 ,nvironm'ental,. report, and thenvwe essentially•

-8 reacted to that, and,.% these contentions were the'

9 result.:''
10 "And I think that the nuance here may.ýbe

I1 -that in -the original.-environmental report,.I think,-

12 that the argument that';the Applicant and Staff were`'

13 .making -- or at least,,theStaff; I'm notsure the

14 Applicant made the same argument.. But at-.any rate,'

15 I think in the original environmental report, there-

16 was not, a challenge to the land area of a'pioposed'

17 wind-generating project, and the reason it camelup

18 here is because it Was a combination:0'f wilnd and

19 compressed air energy storage or. CAES, that.prompted

20 the discussion about the total land area that would

21 be otherwise dedicated or would be dedicateduse,.

22 project.

23 So, again; .it was only the revisions

24 when the whole case question really came up and

25 prompted a discussion about the total land area' that,
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would be involved, a combination wind/CAES approach.

JUDGE YOUNG: What about the developed,

proven and available-arguments which run through all

these? This one -- or all of them. What's'ýyour

response-to that? It's pretty much based on the

language in the NEPA cases, •case law on feasibility.

WhiatE 's your- responhs. .e-

.%-MR. EYE.,,, Well, ne ither- the Applicant

nor the Staff have said that, these are notfeasible

alternatives. They're not -7 nobody has said -that

they are impracticable. In fact.--

JUDGE YOUNG:- They'say they're not

developed, .proven and available.... -

MR. EYE,: But in the.NEPA case law, i-t's

practicability that really ultimately has to be

shown, and nobody said that these weren't

practicable alternatives. In fact, the reason that

we know they're practicable-. is-because, you know,

aspects of them are up and running. today, so we know

that the -technology works. Has it been put into a

configuration'per se, where one utility is operating

a synergistic wind and solar operation to the,

exclusion of other generating capacity in its

generating mix?

-The Applicant says no. Staff, I think,
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1 .say no. I don't have an: reason to necessarily

2 argue with that, but that really is -- that really

3 goes to the combination of these generating

4 capacities. Combinations of generating capacities

5 happen. all the time. 'Wind operates with coal. 'Wind

6ý operates-in conjunction -with nuclear.: Nuclear-

7 ,operates in conjunction with coal.'

8 .... y .,Thataspect is really more properly.

9 addressed, we think, as Dt. Dean analyzed it in

10 terms of, how you manage the g rid, and that I

11 mean, managing the_ grad with different generating --

12 you know, with various generating mixes available

13 -isn'"t anything that I think anybody is suggesting is

14 ' an impracticable thing to have to do.

15 So' it's not impracticable. It is

16 developed. Wind and solar, and it is developed.

17 CAES i's-.developed. Have they all been mixed into

18 the ,same grid necessarily? Well, no, but nobody's

19 saying.that it can't be done.

20 '.Proven: I think the same comments

21 pertain to'proven: Proven, developed and --

22 JUDGE YOUNG: Available.

23 ' MR. EYE: -- available. Thank you.

24 Nobody's saying that. wind and solar is unavailable,

25 and as far as CAES is concerned, I think we've made

:NEAL R. GROSS
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a'very strong argument that --

JUDGE YOUNG: You're talking about

storage, just for the court reporter'.s --

MR.. EYE: Right.

JUDGE YOUNG: C-A-E-S..

MR. EYE: -Thank-'you, 'Your. Honor. I

;.-think. we've made. a' very strong. case that Texas is
.one of the best places imaginable for. CAES because

'.of'.-al1 the 'avaia1bility of underground storage.- The

:well's that have been played o.it and caverns that are

sitting. otherwise unused now could be turned into

• Ls6me more productive use, and so I. think in terms of

.th'e 'three -- t -the extent tha't those three are the

issues that have been most addressed, I think that

these technologies meet those criteria.'

And ultimately there.has to be a

determination as to whether or not these things are

.practicable, and nobody -- or at least not that I

kcan read into either the Staff or the Applicant --

'-have they said that these are impracticable

."alternative means by which to generate baseload.

JUDGE YOUNG: Going to the Applicant,

could you .address the Intervenors' arguments on

practicability and specifically the distinction

between feasibility and practicability as opposed to
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developedi, proven, and available, which is, again,

guidance, which is entitled to some deference, but

it's still not =-*doesn'.t have-the: force of biniding

law.

MR:.- FRANTZ: - I think' we need to keep. two.:

concepts. Separate, and. Intervenors have- sorted of

melded -these together.' O:ne is, whether:'.or not':an

alternative can produce' electridity., and we don't.

dispute' 'that wind is' viable, piacticabl½e, developed,i".

proven• for producing electricity. And the same is

true.for, solar.

The other concept which they have not

.really addressed is the practitability' for:

generating baseload power. And there we do dispute•

that this has been demonstrated to be a practicable.

combination for producing baseload power. There are

no combinations of facilities involving wind and

solar -- I don't care what combination you want to

look at -- there are no existing, combinations

involving wind and solar that produce baseload

power, ,and therefore, we do not believe it's been

demonstrated to be practicable that that could be

done.

Maybe sometime in the future, that will

be demonstrated, but it. hasn't been demonstrated
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1 yet,: And until it's demonstrated to be practicable,

2 then we don't believe it's., a reasonable alternative..

3 JUDGE YOUNG:; Does practical necessarily

4 carry-with it the requirement. that some ihng's

5 already been done once?

6 MR.- FRANTZ: :think so, because, _;you -

7 know, -we"re not in. the :business -of doing. -research.

,8 We're in the business of generatingpower for a

.9 profit, and we need's omething' that's proven: -',We: are'

10 not a research organization.

11 - JUDGE YOUNG: -But if-some research has

12 been done, if some irformation is out there,

13 couldn't you evaluate that?.,

14 MR. FRANTZ, 'We have,. and we have. looked

15 at the existing combinations, the existing

1•6 resources, and none of them generate baseload power.

17 JUDGE ARNOLD: Well, I do have a

18 question here, and I'll ask -Mr. Eye. In the

19 environmental report that's been mentioned; the

20 solar and wind with storage -- solar with storage

21 and wind with storage alternatives were knocked out,

22 because they were not developed, proven and

23 available, and have not been proven to provide power.

24 generation capacity equivalent to Units 2 and 3, and

25 is not considered to be available during the same

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 time frame.

2 I have not seen in your contentions

3 anything that argues thatthat is not-true.- Could

4. you point out if you do that? .

5 MR. EYE:.. Well, I think that we,

6 reference our reports. that our expertS have

7 generated that' talk about the.f.easibilityof those
-8 sor-ts of technolocgies, that they are avaiela'.e, so I

9 think -that Eo the extent that we :have provided the

10 panel a basis.for-that argument, it'S contained in

i our exper-ts' reports..

J12 JUDGEARNOLD: In your-reports, I-never-

13 saw anything that said that any of :those plants

14 currentlyexkist, but rather that there- are pieces,

15 parts here and there. Right?'

16 MR. EYE: That's correct. And again,

17 this goes back to the practicability, -and I want.to

18- make sure that there's a nuance that's recognized

19 here. Under NEPA case law, the *term of art is

20 "practicable." That is, is it feasible? Can it be

21 done? It's not that's really the term that

22 controls on these kinds of questions. -And, again; I

23 think it's noteworthy that irrespective of whatever

24 other arguments that the Staff and Applicant have

25 made., nobody's said that this is impracticable.
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1' JUDGE ARNOLD: Let me ask Applicant

2 here. As a-utility,, you -have a lot of different .

3 .types 'of plants. In coming up with a new plant'

4: -where. you saw that pieces and parts -existed "around

5 andthe -world and you were going to put it: togther

6 -for the' first time, would you ever.. buil-d.ja 311"0,000- 7

7;, megawt~iattý uit 'li:ke that,; without f irst 'assuringg that"

8 everythingworked ?on-a smaller, scale -,j, just --

9 " -<.MR. FRANTZ, No sir. -We never.wold.

10 That* s" j aspttoo much economic risk on that scale-,

11. and this iswhy typically, again, throughoutothe.

12- industry you develop it on a small scal'e. You,7prove

13 it on 'a sma-ll scale through operation, and then-.'fif, ,.

14 it's :econo'hiical-and reliable'; you develop a full-ý_-.

15 scale plan, but you don't start off for -the first

16 application with 3,000 megawatts of power, using

17 something. that's not been proven.-

18' . :JUDGE ARNOLD.: So even if a combination",,i<.

19 of wind, solar and storage is practical or possibl~e",'

'20 it would still take some time to develop and build a,-

21 smaller scale facility for proof of principle befor&e.

22 you even .started working on building a 3,000-

23 megawatt plant.

24 MR. FRANTZ: That's correct.

25 MR. EYE: Your Honor, we would only:-
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point out that the Applicant is an active -- some

phase of activity with Shell to establish, I.believe

-it is, 3,000-megawatt wind .geherating facility'with

a 900o-megawatt CAES facilitY...that's attached toaii.tý,

so it,'s not, as if they.'vesaid that is not:even,

.,worth oioking at, *and in. fact, i. think we, advan ced""

that: -ver y acfac t: a year, ago when we were -.*-=: .or nearly

a year .ago.when we. were.,,'here,..for thei irst round of

oral ..arrguments,. and *.as••.fara,:s we can tell, fo lI•lowing

that issue through the publicly-available

infformation, that project is still on, the ,bodks as,

something that is being actively considered-.

JUDGE ARNOLD: So you would agree that

they are,-,in fact, experts in- that technologyg: and

that their opinion should have some weight

MR. EYE: I would say that they. are

experts in some respects. I am not -- ' b6cause,.I ;ve

not seen anything other -than' publicly..-avai4ilab!

information about what they are planning; with"Shell-,

but what I do see is that they are seeingithat'--a-

3,000-megawatt wind generating facility,', coupled up

with a 900-megawatt CAES facility is practicable,.

MR. FRANTZ: I might point outt:that

Luminant is a great believer in wind power., We are

the largest generator of wind power in the ostateof,
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Texas. We also are actively exploring use bf

compressed air as storage, not for..baseload power in

generating wind, just as a"way of -generating-

additional power du'.ing peakperi6ds and

intermittent periods'. But tha°fat c ility that has

be -en' ref erenced, b- M--; Ey isnt a b Ase61oa d

facility.

.MR. -EYE::- Well, *Your Honor, again, in

terms of publicly-available inbfrmation, I don't

know that. the:' distinct ion has",bee'n. ýmade Jbetween-

baseload and intermediate or peaking for -that

f acility, as I recall. You know, II could certainly

be corrected, if it-has been specified as such, ,but

this gets "'into a nuance as to whether or not that

facility, 3,000-megawatt wind, 900-megawatt CAES,

could be used for baseload.

And, in fact, this :reinforces the source

that we-provided the panel from'the National

Renewable Energy.Laboratory that said that, in fact,

the combination with storage was-a way to provide

baseload, and to the extent that that -- and-that

was from at least four years ago or almost four

years ago, October of '06.

This technolbgy-has: advanced to the

point where now the Applicant is looking at 'that
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combination of technologies to generate electricity.

Do they.necessarily designate it today for.these
purposes.as baseload? -No. But' is there a reason

why it c ul dnot be used in a practicable sense for

baseload?.- Haven't heard them.make-that- argument

either., -:

'.JUDGE ARNOLD: •;, _Thank yoYu

JUDGE YOUNG.: .'One thing -that I• had

marked to:'ask you about :was -there is a statement at

the -bottom of the ..NREL fact sheet. that talks about,

P',Development-,of baseload, wind conCept. will require

greater understanding of the local geologic

compatibility of air'storage, and -additional work

will be required to examine the feasibility of

adya-nced Wind.CAES concepts described here." How

does that fit with your.argument that it's feasible?

MR. EYE: We like the way it fits,

because Texas is uniquely suited to do CAES, because-

for onething, Texas has been has developed

'copious records on caverns that have been: left

.behind after minerals-and so forth have been

extracted. The recordkeeping on this, as discussed

in our expert's report,. really plays -right into this

particular, aspect of developing CAES with -- or wind

with CAES storage.
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To the 'extent that it says, "Additional

work will be required to examine the feasibility,"

thatwas-.nearly four-years ago, Judge. That

additionall Work has~been ongoing-, .and the

manifestation or the evidence of. that is :that

..Luminant itself is actively. engaged in an enterprise

Swi th a partner, -Shell,..to developg- precisely this

technology that is'discussed-in-- th NREL handout .or

NREL.-fact •sheet.

MR. FRANTZ.: And that, is t simplY

.- incorrect. The project that he's mentioning is not

. a baseload project. It has nothing, to do with

baseload power; it's superfluous. :And-this

statement from the'NREL fact sheet', again, is

entirely consistent with our environmental report

when we say that it's not yet been demonstrated.

It's not been developed. It's still in the, if you

would, the research phase to examine its

feasibility.

MR. EYE: Again, the publicly available

information doesn't say that this particular

facility would be limited to something other than

baseload, and based upon the description of it and

the Shell-Luminant project, compared to the

information in the NREL fact sheet, it would seem to
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match up thatl that facility; 3,000-megawatt wind

with 900 megawatts of CAES, would serve as a.

baseIoad-fdci1ity if idt was ddispatched obr. used to..-

dispatch baseload power via choice that obviously.

owners of-facilities.would have to make.

- But, you know,- I wouldn'.t get
necessarilydtoo bound in -The particular descriptibn-

of the .facility. I would be more co ncerned about,

what the facility actually.consists of and-what its

capabilities are.
But one other"thing that I've beenY

reminded of, that in Arjun Makhijani's report., I

think that he actually does reference a wind and

solar project in California,-and it's - I can find

the reference and get it to you, but it's under --

JUDGE YOUNG: Is that the report that

does not have his name on it, that says, Analysis of

alternative energy section, rebuttal?'

MR. EYE: I think it was the report that

we attached the original -- to our petition --

JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. That one.

MR. EYE: It was the 40-some-odd-page

report, as I recall.

MR. FRANTZ: Judge, I would like to

respond to his allegation there's nothing public
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1 abtut whethe or not the Shell and Luminant'project

2 is baseload or not. -In- fact, t:inur report•e '

3 specificaily: state that-'this project''ili not

4 generate ba l oadpower comparable to Comanche Peak

ý.5 Unints-3 and. .4.,"'nd the go n- andstate el'sewhere

6 ih -th'e report that the ':areieb no'. either -existing or

72 .proposed ba~seloadd power plja n'ts..: in v olv in g wind and

8 c omp re s sed ai1r.,,

9 . . EYE: wel, 1 it l said'that it won't

10 generate'baselbad 'cdomparable to Units_3 and. 4, ., Now
11 we're talking about, ýcapaci-ty., not b otwheherit'

12 baseload. I 'mean, "what c.-dunse'l.,.t r'ead d0oesn'n " t

13 xcludethe She ll-Luminnt, prodj"ct as ;being-just .

14 baseload. It simp'ly,,says'; well, the 3 Q.00,0-,megawat-t

15 wind and 900 CAES isn'"t the sam0e slze aS'a 3:,200-

16 megawatt nuclear project. And I -- you' know,

17 clearly the numbers, support that. But it 's more a

18 function of is it ba'seload,, or'.is it something else".

19 And from what I just :heard counsel 'read, that did.

20 not categorically exc"lude it from being utilized,a s

21 baseload.-

22 MR.' FRANTZ:, Let:me repeat another

23 'sentence here on :the same page. This is page'9.2-

24 39. "No facilities 'are.currently proposed-utilizing.

25 wind power generatfi'on, storage, such as CAES" .. and

' NEAL. R. GROSS
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1 again that's baseload power comparable to Comanche

2 Peak units.

3 JUDGE YOUNG: I'd like to sort of.figure

4 . out where we are right now. We were talking about

•5 alternatives Contention 1., *the new Alternatives

6 Contention 1.., ._I think we',ve sort of moved from

7 that. Right- Because. the iirst one deals-.with the

8 land use impacts and the challenges -to that, ,ID

9 believe. -

10 .JUDGE: ARNOLD:• Iwas of the impression

11 that we were :ta lking -general themes ..that ran."throught-

12 them. . -

13 JUDGE YOUNG::: Okay.,. Well, yes.. I giusss"",

14 we were doing that also., and that'"s what we're doing.

15 now, so okay.

E6 MR. EYE: Your Honor, we reference Dr.

17 Makhi.jani's report under-Alternative Contention 1 at

18 footnote 28 Where he argues -- I'm sorry.. It's our

19 response. I -beg your-pardon. It's at page 5 of the

20 -response, and it's footnote 28, where Dr. Makhijani

21 suggests that, to use his words, there is no

22 material difference between the new coal-fired'.

23 electricity versus using wind-generated electri~city

24 to do so. He says that to say that wind p.lus CAES

25 is not *a feasible technology for creating- baseload

NEAL R. GROSS.
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is like saying that operating a refrigeratob .on

-wind-generated electri'city is not feasible.

'Again,, we get back to practicabilli-t`Y'"

and a synonym for .practicability,, ,if I remem ber -

ricrght, is: feasibility, and'it'-s. feasible bto. -dý.o is.

JUDGE YOUNG: HoW do you,.respond' tothe

argument, tha't once sit'sdtermied'thatan.. .

.alt:ernative is not feasie, once-the Alicant

makes that determination .- I'm 'paraphrasinghrhe --

the"nh. they don't need to_-go, into the details? Aniyone,

--feel--free to correct my.characteriz'at ion..Butdo

yo ,uknow what I'm talking about?; How-do you 'respond

.to that? It gets into this sort of. fly-,speckihng£,

argument, and going intio the particulars of .ho'wý the

Applicant addresses these alternatives.

MR. EYE: I think in an adversar~ial--

adjudication, assertions of fact are subject€-to

chall'enge, and that's what we've done through• the,,

arguments we've made and the experts' reports- that."

we've submitted to support those. So simply their

making an assertion is fair..• I mean,.. they,, et- '--to do

that. That's -- in fact, 'that's their role.ýdin .laýrge

.measure... That doesn't necessarily precludeL,.'us 'from

attacking those assertions or those allegatio&Isiif

you will. So they don't have the last word 0oni 'it
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necessarily.. They're not the final arbiter.,

JUDGE YOUNG:- Have -you,-addressbed -- as

long as we're`-on the geheral in ithe general

- .picture, are there any dther general,- arguments 'thaat

:*apply,*across theb.-oard? Because, :otherw±e; it

might be good to look" alt.- the time!l-n•es•s: arguments on:

individual contentions, -'which are'.p bblyv somewhat

differe'nt. ,Does any' part hae ,anymore.sor of,

-general issues relating to all. the :alte~rnatives

contentions?-

MS.. VRAHORETIS: Your Hon .. ,thi.s Susan

Vrahoretis for the Staf.f With regard ; t

timeliness,- initially you had stated!;that you would

like the partieSto -address that regarding-

Contention 1. I'd just like to noted'that in our

answer, we noted that with-respecttt6 their new

-alternative contention, the Intervenors.did not

-address the late-filing criteria as required by the

Board's scheduling order, and the Intervenors made

no showing of good cause, and they -did, not address

the other late-filing factors.

In fact, they noted this i-n the reply or

the response,-that they filed to our-answer and the

Applicant's answer. But it's-. certainly in the

Board's discretion to allow these-filed contentions,
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and with respect to Alternative Contentions 1

through 4, we chose not to argue timeliness with

respect to contention admissibilli:ty.
We ;assert thatContentions -1 through 4,

for' the reasons .we devil oped infbour pleading 'are no

admissiblebecause they" ,ddn•.,'t' mee[t {it the intention

.. admis:sibility. requirements 2of 2.69(f and we

'did not raise a timelines-s`.argume nts to Contentions.

1"..%through 4.

t

MR. EYE: L'm sorry.i f', I rmisspoke and

atributed that-' to! the.. Saff;. ,I.- apologize if

that's if I misspoke.

'JUDGE YOUNG: Well -

MS."-VRAHORETIS : .We did'challenge the

.timeliness with respect to Alternative Contentions 5

and 6, but not with respect to. 1 through 4.

JUDGE YOUNG: Right. And those have to

dow.i-th the ERCOT .demand: data and--- well, basically

both of. those relate to the ERCOT, E-R-C-O-T,

acronym for Electric Reliability -- what was the

C? Council, okay, of Texas. Why don't you

respond to that one on the timeliness issue.

MR. EYE: On just

JUDGE YOUNG: 5 and 6.

MR. EYE: Your Honor, I think that 5 and
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6 -- we're again responding to the ER revisions, and

it was in the ER revisions that we started seeing

references to the new information about ERCOT demand

* data and, you -know,. sort of massaging those

arguments. The. Applicaht.-didn't... discuss ERCOT
'demand data- ormodular approach in theft ER

_ revisions, and,.-sO to that-extent, we were pointing

out --

JUDGE YOUNG:, But, did you ever raise-the

moodu1ar idea in your-original alternatives

contention? .

MR. EYE: I would have to look at Dr.

.Makhijani's report. I think he does actually raise

" it,' and I think we said at page 33 of our original

-petitions-- I'm sorry. This us Dr. Makhijani's

report. I beg-your-pardon. It-says -- he

referenced that solar power plants could be built

--relatively quickly, two and three years,- and -in

-modular amounts.

JUDGE YOUNG: But does that get to

baseload?

Makhijani

he didn't

-potential

MR. EYE: I don't know that Dr.

excluded solar as being -- in fact, I know

exclude solar as being a source of

baseload.
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JUDGE YOUNG: No. I'm talking about the

modular approach.

MR. 'EYE: I think that he lumps those

modular:-and. the-sblar,. I think .he in this

instance, he's using them in tandem; that is;' that.

-you, car build baseload.solar in smaller increments

or'in a modular/.fashion.

JUDGE YOUNG: Doesn't that sort. of -- I

.mean for baseload, if you do it on a-modular basis,

it wouldn't-reach.the level of being baseload-until

you ve' gotten all .the modules -in place. Right? Am

I missing something?

-MR." EYE: - Well, I

MS. VRAHORETIS: No, you're not missing

anything.

MR. EYE: I don't know the answer to

that, because .I read in the information that is now

being advanced, a 250-megawatt modular nuclear unit

would be considered-baseload, and those kinds of

proposals are floating around. In fact, I see

references to them in the NRC literature and so

forth, that a baseload nuclear unit of 250 megawatts

is within the realm of consideration here, so I

don't know where the-cutoff necessarily is for

baseload in terms of megawatt capacity. I -think the

- NEAL R.GROSS
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question is: Is it available to.dispatch on a

baseload basis, whether it's, you know.,- megawatts or

500 or 5,000'megawatts. Its availability to be

.dispatched on a. baseload capacity is more. important

than necessarily the size of the unit that is being

antifcipated for0-dispatch. . . -

MS. VRAHORETIS,:. Your Honor, I would

.just'like to point out that baseload does not mean

capacity. Baseload means continuing available,.iat',a,:

very high percentage of availability-, as opposed to*

intermittent or peak. I may be wrong about this,

but I- believe that the avaiability issomewhere

approximately 90 percent is considered baseload- and-.

that has -- initially, I think, in prior years.; that

may have been lower, but it'is a mischaraiterization

to rely on just the megawattage as baseload. -

MR. EYE: Well, I wasn't. I said, is it

available for dispatch? There are some real small

baseload coal plants that I've worked.armucnd and so

forth that are in the double digit, and they still'

consider them baseload. And there are obviously

some behemoth plants that are baseload. It's

availability to be dispatched.

Getting back to our argument, that when

you combine wind with CAES, solar with CAES, wind
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and solar with CAES, you get that capacity t6.

dispatch o.' a continuous basis, at a; relatively ow'

.-margina1. Cost which, 1 believe, is t

cont-oArs ofb..selold.

MR.ý ý'RUND: "Your .Honor, i I 'May just add

one moire. piece t- hiis' Is Jony R 1und'!` for the

..,.Applicqant. The wayw had,.rad thiscqon-tention was

ý-we-should have cons idered, mod!,ular.greneration

additions, because' thiere wasn-,'t a nee6d f'or power, is

,rea-lly ,,t-he way they, were arguirng it.. Sdthat's why

."::we. argue ...that this. cohntention 'was untimely•, because,

need 'for power'.wasn't addressed in the .ER'update or

anywhere in Chapter- 9 of.-the ,ER, becaus&, "•:s

-addres.sed one c hapter.' earlier -in Chater 8, whi ch1

establishesd that there's a need for power, 3,200

megawatts.. And to.'say that' we should have

considered some. smaller addition to that is

completely contrary. .to the purpose of the'project; "

and that's why we .objected to the ti-meliness.'..

JUDGE- YOUNG: Actually, -I 'had as one of

the questions I wanted to ask.was why you cduld'- not,

have raised the-need for power earlier.: There's .no

reason'-- I mean, what reason is there that you.

could not have?'.

MR. EYE:-. Well, we did, i think, ,'raise:.-
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-the need for power, but it didn't advance as a

contention. I believe we did in the original

petition. And -- I beg your.pardon.. Mycoleague

-just reminded me that was for STP.

JUDGE YOUNG: I'm sorry?

MR'. EYE: That was for South Texas -

Poj e c t', the ,,nee~d -for,,power.. ýI beyu padon

-These- tendto .'blur a' b.it.

:But in this instance, what. :wedid .•look

at were new ERCOT..data thaitsuggested:thatidemand

was. sufficiently low that --

JUDGE YOUNG: New meaning new. since the.

last contehtions?

MR. EYE: New as in January of .this

year, I believe. -- that suggested that demand''

was -- the demand curve was beginning to f lattenh

and as recently as just a few days ago, we are.

informed that the State of Texas is going to'

plans to adopt conservation measures that wi-l

further tamp down demand, and this was -- these

regulations are set to be published in May of. this

year. We have not done a cDntention on them yet,

because obviously this is an announcement that. says

they intend to do this, and they haven't actually

done it yet.
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But, interestingly, enough,, one ofithe

participants in the pub•ic€me•t~ing,-' that,;discussed

these was the vice- president for-go.v.'.oernmental:" -

-aff'irs for Luminant,- and:he certaintly was aware

that t h"i s'.. wa s.,g_9as go.i ng on and; said,: that or argued --

he said-th~at renewi-vable storage technology should be

,included in%.the ýnon'-wind RPS as a way to provide

incentives-77

JUDGE ýYOUNG: RPS?

;MR. ,EYE:: 'Renewable portfolio standard,

which .is anotherr_ ie .•that'i•s being. advanced, that

.herebe .a renewable portfOlio standard that

includes non-wind, renewable technology. And one

o"Ith *ose , again one, of th'e co menter's, w•as from

EL'uminant, Brad Jones, :and.: that renewable storage

technologies, which I. think can onlyt be."read -- or

can be read'.as variou:.: things but would include

CAES, -', should be, included in non-.wiind RPS a.s"z a.. way

o tprovide incentives to new technologies.

It will to meet"demand, but the .

-combination of these events, ad opting. bi~ui-n codes,

that have the, explicit intent and eff'ect ofredu:cing

demand and having Luminant acknow.dge r t ,at thr is

a role to be played .for- storage really, I think, ,go.

in -- they support our contention thatt there is a.
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role to be served by both CAES.and' a question that

shquld be advanced. .

And, in fact, I'll just,"telegraph'this,

that if thes~e'riles do, in fact., go-:final, as.it's

-indicated that: they aqre;,-we will likel_-yadvance, a

-contention on need for- pbwerý 6on .that- basis, because

:this.-. explicit lyj.-p~ushes t-he :demand: :curve ý.down.

JU~DGE YOUNhG: _Okay One ofthe thiings I

think- I've- said' before and we'.ve S:adEid, maybe in, our.

,.written filings I'm not sure -- .-but .in any event

ois we're bound bylawai'd rules as they exi st:, and

,so one question I -have ,is: Which •-you just made

reference to -several things... Which, if any of

those, do you' mention in the content ions that are

now before us?

MR. EYE: They didn't -- none of them, -

because they didn',t exist. at -the. time.

JUDGE' YOUNGG:, Okay. Wel1, then, let's

sort of put those aside;, and if they-lead to new

contentions in the future, we can deal with those.

One of the -things that the Applicantsa'ys. is that

they actually have a section in their environmental

report, Chapter 8, which talks about'-the bases for

the ERCOT conclusion that a significant amount of

new generation is needed tbo meet the'-demand in the

-' .NEAL R.-GROSS -.
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region and that you do- not dispute that.

MR. EYE: We will be:

'JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. tWell-, then let's

sort• of. - iet's try,.ýto stay on-`these contentions.

For~now,. Contentions,5 and 6, do--you have any other

-responses.tothe .timelhiess arguments made by the

Applic.ant &and the taff •as to why.we should consider

that theses are timely?..

" MR. EYE: Other•than at we've already

,argued in our papers and here today, no. ýI think

that we,,ve made the airguments that pertain.-

'JUDGE YOUNG: There is. a ref erence tob.-

at- the very.- near the end of the Applicant's

response to proposed modifications to Contention 18,

and frankly, i guess I was a little -- I-was not

altogether clear on why this was put here, rather

than in a sort of reply .to the response to the

,motion to dismiss Contention 18. 'There's a

statement there that a particular paragraph in

Dr.. _-7 it is Doctor? " Dr. Dean's report is

speculative-and theoretical on the issue of molten

salt storage and CAES.

Is that .more directed towards the

mootness issue or where does.that fit in here?

, -MR. FRANTZ:- I believe you may be
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referring to the statement-we have on page --

JUDGE YOUNG: Page 3.0.

MR.' FRANTZ: Page 30. Okay. Wrong

page.

'JUDGE YOUNG: The section starts on page

29. ..

MR. FRANTZ: Okay-. Yes. As a-part of

their-response to-. our motion to dismiss., the

.-Intervenors'pr6posed three:new contentions, - or

amended Contentions. I'm sorry. They-proposed

-.three amendments to Contention 18, and this entire

section.was designed to respond to those, three

amended contentions or those three amendments to the

Contention 18.

JUDGE YOUNG:. Frankly, I'm not.

,altogether clear on where this-fits into the scheme

of things. I.mean, I'm looking at this, first we

considered the-motions to dismiss for mootness and

_..whether those should be granted, and then we looked

at the new contentions. I guess to the extent --

.well, separate and apart from the issue of whether.

or not we -- or the extent to which we grant or deny

the motions to dismiss for mootness --

Well, let-me ask the Intervenors. How

would you have us treat these proposed
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1 modifications? Are they, in essence, new

2 contentions,? Just procedurally, how are.you

3 MR. EYE: .Wdll, they are modifications

4. of the original contention that was admitted,. Your

5. Honor. Again, based-upon-the case-law that says one

6 0fthe alternative,_ .- or-one of the means to deal

7 with a mot-ion to dismi'ss'is to modify exi-sting

8 contentions. ,

9 And so as you can see, the, first,

10:, alternative the, first contention that falls', out.

*11 of that is ne that we talked about-at length this

12 morning, and that is explicitly' oq questions asked

13 here, consider wind and solar with CAES,

14 supplemented with.gas. Even though we think that

15 that is already unambiguously called for in the

16 contention that's been admitted, because it .hasn't

17 been addressed, we essentially restate it there in a

18 slightly modified form from the admitted

19 contentions.

20 Then the molten salt storage is again --

21 I think that could be considered a new contention

22 that's modified from the original contention,

23 .. because it's a form of renewable with CAES., It just

24 calls out the explicit: technology, molten~salt

25 storage.
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Oh, and tlhen the third is that tliere-s.

been. nothing that the'Applicant-hasn't ac-tudlly

Ssai.d anything about -whiether Texasiisa geologidcally.

ffavorable ..area to do CAES, and so in that. •egard, we
sa.; •-Ta'ke a look att'hisbecause it's really.-- to

-::: .'o ..; ' t I s 1:, P . - • . :" e c a u s '.'R '[e , [L i _ ', s , .r e a _y •.: t- : ! ;the extent' that, f avo'rabe geloy1s predicate for

cCAES and we all '- and we submiit that it is or:

agree that it is -- "fine.

-: ie have presented eVidence in the form

oIf oIu r. exper4:t s:.' rep 0'r ts t hat.say, -Texas' 1,s:, unicFuely:

posioned, •.has an advantage. 0to,. do, CAES because of

its substrata. .and therefore,.we think thatthe

Applicant ought. to addre ss those advyantages iOr-;.

dispel them, I suppose, iwould be the -other way ,_that

they could'approach ,this and sayy, no., Texas isn't:

geologically advantage to -do CAES.

But at any rate, that-third one really,.,

goes to an assessment of whether CAES is practicable

in Texas because of the ssu-bstrata and ,geological;. "

characteristics that-'oin-•.experts have said riake.

Texas ..a great. Place to do-CAES

JUDGE YOUNG: So you would suggest, that

we conisider these, three as, in effect, new

contentions.

MR.7 EYE: Well-, the CABS law uses the
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' _1 'termw .'amended or modi"fied ", id I do•nt really know
2. -.:w e. --'n r aj . ittl.

2 where now we're :back to drawingl.ines a little

3 b, anhd .I don"ft: realty know where the :line-is drawn

4, :-,,between' a'-nhw contention-'and'"a modified o r amenaed-'!.

:5 con.ention.. I thinfk'it's fairf to look at these

6 7 three and compare 'them 'to:the .adm;itteed contention,

7 :and I think it's fair, t* argue that all three of

.-. 8 ":.:th•ose nHew --. £propgsed.:modif•ied cohntnions, I'll

9i: ! call them for, this timr6,':are ncludedby inferene

.10 in th or-iginal Contention 1'8: as it was admitted.

11 Tesethre'ae smpl rnr~edirect- kinds

o12 o issues -thatt we believ' f'i.,out o1.f the origi•naL,

.1.3 co'ntention ahd".have not been ;addressed in the"

14 ' envi'ronmental report 'revisions tha't'we>r submitted''

15 by the Applicant, So --

16 JUDGE YOUNG: ,Okay. L.et- me just sortof

17 let you know how .i',m seeing .this and 'see what I"ni

18 missing. In. rul-ing on motions to disými ss -f6t

19 "mootnesST7we"ve discussed the standards 'fbor that-atf<.

2-o0 some ýlength this'riorning, and the App-icant has.: -the

21 'Movant has the burden of persuasion 6n'fiý'that'.

22 " To the extent that we find that there

23 was somethihg that was included in th-e original.,

24 - contention, that might warrant denying the:motion, to

25. - dismiss 'for mootness to that extent. I'm not going
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to get into your arguments about by inf.rence,

because I think our discussion thisng did go

,intoý: the need-;to'•have at least istateid sbmething that

coldbe taken to- refer to what'pat of the omi ssion.

has }{hoa•s.otbeen filled'. ',-S'methi-ng on that level would,

have to be in'the o eriinal c•iý': on t ent i- ion.

Now,'e thpven, --on: new acontentions, 'the

I I ntervenors have' the, burde' of persuasion, and we

to the contention, admissibility criteria, both

thesi prviion i sus'ctin '(f) (1), and then to

issues, so n the absence ,ofa showin"thats tshe

i~nformat-ion was included in• the, originkal] Contenitioni•

-and-tbhat the omission allieged'waSenot fill•ed by.he

_.in~formation Provided by the App~lican~t ,? t'heni I )think .

the - •rok ions insbe"ý (6), an/o (f)(2

we have to look at .it under /the 'cont~entfion£ ,-

.,admissibility criteria, so .if Ii'm missing somethin~g,

'advise us, and otherwise, if you owant toe makeny anyl

arguments on how these should be considered .

probably now would be a good.time toido ithat. h-/

MR. EYE: Your Honor, q- think that bthe.
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first proposed,-modified contention is a fair

extraction from the Contention 18 as admitted,

because "it talks about!-

JUDGE YOUNG. And we talked :about that

this morning -at some-length. -

MR. EYE,: We did.. 2 and&3 "be-i.ev'e,

are .referenced. and I:will',.'endeavor to confirm
'that - are raeferencedinDr.' Makhijani' report

Sthat went,-in wi t-heorigainalpetiti"on.to

inter-Vzene. There was -, -

"JUDGE YOUNG: And so 'you woAiuld consider"

that the molten salt storage would be a form, of

storage,-that was included in the original, contention,

as admitted. a

MR. EYE: I: would --. oh,. that:-- yes. I

mean, to the extent that it is a form of ..̀ renewable

energy, the contention said, renewable source such.

as wind and solar power. It .didn't e.excludethings

like molten salt. If Iyou _use wirnd and solar --

JUDGE YOUNG: I think the Commission,

not just recently but in particular recently -- I

don't think the Commission's case law would support

you on inferring something that's not pretty clearly-

included in a contention, so that's whyI asked you:

Are you trying to say that molten-salt storage is
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just a form of storage? I don't think you could

probably~argue under.the case law -- you can argue

to the contrary, but tha t using: the word such as,.'

the,., .... bu ata youcoul

if that's what words _.used, meansth-at you could

*add more at this point n,' --the state of -omm-is'sion

case law

. .MR, eEYE:: ell, it talks about

tc lical dvancesin storage m rethods "and

supplemental use of natural gas' to...create baseload

power.. I :think the term ..."technological advances" --

JUDGE: YOUNG:--Is molten salt storage

it stores energy cre.atd by - .

MR:.- EYE: Sunlight.

JUDGE YOUNG: 'Okay.

MR. EYE: It concentrates sunlight in a

parabolic trough, which -in turn heats molten -- or

heats salt,, which has-the quality of being able to

retainlits heat for days,.: as I understand it, so

it's a form,of energy storage.

JUDGE YOUNG:, In your response to the

motion to dismiss the original Contention 18, did

you also mention -- let's see -- the molten salt

et o-r.age

document.,)

MR. EYE: <Let's- see., (Perusing

In our response to motion-to dismiss for
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1 mootness', Your'Honor?

2 JUDGE YOUNG:- Right.

3 MR. 'EYE: •Your Honor --

4 JUDGE YOUNG: You did at the very end.

'5 MR. EYE: The only place I see

mm e d 1i' -•" sýr hEb'

6 imdaeyirihiat',the. ,e'nd, but I,'m not so' sure.'

7 that it's .not al-so in one of the references that we

8 mak-or thatwe icite -- all right. Yes. -I'd ..seen

9 it'.somewhere. A•t the :bottom of page 2, we

10 reference, among other things, Dr. Makhijani."s

11 i rePort, which discusses -Alternatives and

12 combinations of -alternatives. So we don't use'the

13 actual term there, molten salt, however. The-.first

14 place or the.place where-it shows up is at the end,

15 in the proposed modified contention.

16 JUDGE YOUNG: And then on the third one,

17 address the geological. advantages presented in the

18 ERCOT area, that -- other. than just listing it at

19 -the 'end, was --- am I missing it anywhere earlier in

20 the response?

2-1 MR. EYE: Dr. Dean references that in

22 his report concerning CAES. I don't recall whether

23 Dr. Makhijani raised that in his report or not. I

24 think that our other expert, Dr. Paul Robbins, also

.25 referenced the geological characteristics --
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JUDGE YOUNG: Well, in your response to

the motion to dismiss Contention 18-for mootness.

MR. EYE: Right. That's where I'm

referencing the Dean report, and I know Dr. Dean's

report.--

JUDGE YOUNG: Well, "before, you refer 'to,

rthat referme tb the place in the-response ,tha't` you

refer, to anything else.

MR. *EYE: Well, in the response, we 'cite

Dr. Dean's* report, and

JUDGE-YOUNG: At where? I've got a lot

of paperý up here, so I'm asking your help here, to

tell me where you cite it, where you refer to it..

MR. EYE: Right. I'm -- (Perusing

document.) Your Honor, I believe it is in the

reference to Dr,. Dean's report at pages 3 and 4 or 4

and 5.

JUDGE YOUNG: There is a reference on

page 5.

MR. EYE: Right.

JUDGE YOUNG: And there is one on page

4.

MR. EYE: Right. And it may be,-. and

page 6 as well and 7. But,--

JUDGE YOUNG: It seems that it might.be
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1 argued that in comparison to -the combination of wind

2 and solar, which as we discussed ,this morning, was

3 not included in the ER revisions, these other

4 things,, 6.her. combinations and suggestions, are more

5 in.the'nature ;ofoquestioning the -".adequ6cy -.of. how the.•

6 Applica1ntý.has aiddressed the alternatives[

7' .. MR. EYE: In' the 'ER revisi~ons. "

8.- JUDGE YOUNG: Right. Is that right

9" or--

10 MR. EYE: I wouldn't argue with that'.

11 characterýization, Your Honor..-'

121" JUDGE YOUNG: Okay. Well, then it seems-

-l. that these would need to be considered under the

14 contention admissibility criteria.

151_ MR. EYE: -I'm sorry. Say it again,

16 please.

17 JUDGE YOUNG: It would seem that-numbers

18 2 and 3 at least would need to be considered under

19 the regular contention admissibility criteria.

20 MR. EYE: Perhaps. I might --

21 JUDGE YOUNG: What else? Where --

22 MR. EYE: We've called out specific

23 references to the geological2 differences between

24 Iowa and Texas..-in our-response, and that's iat the

25 text that-accompanies footnote 9on page 3.
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1 JUDGE YOUNG: (Perusing document.)

2 Well, there what you're talking about, though,-

3 are ....- you're questioning themanner in which the

4,. Applicant -- you say theAppl'icant 'ra'rginaliesl

5 CAES; 'the Applicant ignores the. inherent geological"

6 differences'.between Ioýwaand-Teka's. It'.sounds<-on'

7 the face of it that that'"s more !of a challenge -.to
8 t[he adequiacyof how'th'4-Appl'icant books atthe,

9 alternatives.:

10 MR. EYE: Well, they didn't look at

11 that, at those-aspects, so to that extent,.it's a

12 contention of. omission. Those were just-not

1-3- discussed. -

14 JUDGE YOUNG.: Well-, you know, we can

15 read into pleadings things that .are implicitly..

16 there, and we probably have more of a responsibility

ý17 to-do that when a party's-not represented by

18 counsel. But when I look at-the first full

19 paragraph on page 3, where you say, "The Applicant

20 did not consider the combination of wind, relatively

21 more productive at night, and solar, productive

22 during the day, to produce a uniform generation

23 profile, and that this is a combination explicitly

24 anticipated in the admitted contention but

25 arbitrarily excluded by the Applicant,' that pretty
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<clearly says to. me that' was left out. of. the.

information that was provided.

You didn"'t make that same statement

about CAES in the area or geological dif-fereInces.

You didn'.t make that same statement'.at-all. You

talked about marginalizing, ignoring-inherent

geological differences. .'So you're asking usto --

mean, it almost. seems. like you're askingus tO

rewrite what you submitted, and rfead the--.paragfaph

that talks about geological issues .;the -aame. way you,

talked about wnd and-,solar' in ,the ,previous

paragraph, but you didn';t writeabout them 'in the

same way. Don'!t. you think that's .a fair

characterization?

MR. EYE: Well, to the extent that I

should have used thez.phraseology, "failed to

discuss" instead of "ignore,' you're right,. But

"ignore" in this instance means the same thing as

"failed to discuss."

JUDGE YOUNGG: Why didyou write it

differently? And why did you go into particular

details about what were ignored and geological

differences, as opposed to "did not consider the

combination of," when'the contention that was

'admitted talked about combinations of certain
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things?

'MR.- EYE: .. wated -tob ase explicit and

,.spe cif ic. "as. poss-ible, and thats•,s- why -sa id. they.

'ignored-: a dis cusS ion

JUDGE'- YOUNG,: But i f you had wanted t o

be s eplcit aspossible, ~you would have said, i

what you .were arguing i.s that the information did

not.iht 6ude•ithat, yoduwould have said,, The Applicant

.di~d, not consi-der in 1o6king• at CAES inherent

geological 'di f~f erences " between Iowa and Texas.

MR;-., EYE: I shoulid have used something
"1 1"1--.-1 .. .. . '" T

ot.her than "ignore' but'to me, "ignore," "wa s .the

same: thing -as "didn t. ea:l with,, " ddný.t di.scuss. "

I mean, perhaps you know,;: myemantcs were-

ifadecqu'ate here,'.".but they d 'dn't d is ss , uan•d

that"s a basis for a contention "of omission.--

Ignoring ..something, didn't "discisuss, 'to0 me.-,they'",are,

differences without a lot iof:legadistinction •.din ,-

this context.

JUDGE YOUNG:" Qlotkay,. .. Wellt;, jus t .ocover

yourself, why don't you argte.:how these:

modifications would be admiss.ible :uiderr the

contention admissibility cr iteri'a..

MR. EYE: WelL,' they're :mIaterial to the

extent that the alternatives. i:s ,the,, heart ofNEPA,',.
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and to the extent that: materiality encompasses

_looking at alternatives,- then they-would be

l egitimate considered in that,''on ext...

They.,are timelybecause CAES ad

been dealt w iith in the, original environmental

report.,- It wa'.s dealt wi th in the, revisions. We'jre.,

responding to that. ',Materiality,"timeliness,,

- spe'cificity -- they're quite'- specific. We are

saying' hat' e contend that CAES fits • Texas. .<Oneo:.of

the reasons it fits Texas so well is because -',of th.he:

:geology .l. EVerbody concedes that geology. is-a,

: % parameter ,that needs to be considered inh'the context

o f CAES- We cit- tdthat specificalelyso' te

-materi-ality, tiime~liness, .;specificity:- ..- I'.m, trfying to

remember .the other. '-.- genuine dispute",-.

To the-- extent that, the- 'App-icant is

arguing thatCAES'doesn't workýin thislcation, in

.. Texas ,,'i f": you wil;, we, .have dispute with that, and

we state -it, works n•ot on•oly_ becdause'you've' got a

great f1el"source - ind -'and s ol1ar, but ".you'-ve got

the geological prledicate or-- it, as' well.c f "

So.I'mmissing one -of- the -- within the
So. ':m~sn n

scope. To the extent, that it's within the scope is

-because the NEPA, pertains and ýthe Commission has to

determine whether o-r0.. not,ý Iall ,thE, • ,alternatives, al 1
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the practicable alternatives,. I.should say, have

been considered before-advancing with the

Applicant's proposal. And so it'-s within the scope

for the-same reason it's :material., And I think that

those are the. admissibility . trs If I' ve left

somethingr, out, I', l odo mybest to addressit, but

thoseare theb -• .

.JUDGE YOUNGI: Okay.. And then the

timmeliness a guments on those, Ihthink-those have

been -challenged.

4 MR. EYE: -Well,. again, Our response to

that is that CAES was not part.of the original

envirronmental.' repor.t...: It:.got addressed in the

revisions. " We took the contentions out.of those

revisi6ns or derived the contentions from the

revisions.

JUDGE YOUNG: All right. Responses?

"MR. FRANTZ: We agree with you, Judge

Young; that the proposed modifications should be

judged under the contention admissibility standards

in Section' 2.309 (f ) (1), and when you apply those to

these three modifications or proposed modifications,

We don't believe that the contentions are

admissible.

We •have discussed at length this morning
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the.first is-sues regarding combinations of. wind and

solar. I am not sure I have much more to say than

I've already said in that. regard.

The second issue dealing with

combinations of molten-salt storage with compressed

air, aga in I'll go'back to what I said this morning,

is' that .there .is essentially an endless number. of

,niaton-iot. there: Under NEPA, we only, needtob

•have- a re asonable set discussed in our environmental,

report. We. do discuss compressed air. We-do'

discuss .molten salt, because there are no

cofembinati'ons: anywhere in the world of compressed air

and molten salt together, and certainly not

'producing baseload power, so we don't believe that'

this combination meets the criteria of developed',

proven and available.

The third factor regarding the

geological advantages of compressed air in Texas,

that.was simply not material to our analysis. We

have not disputed that Texas might be a good source

for compressed air. The fact is we've already

mentioned Luminant is exploring the possibility of

using compressed air in Texas, so it's not in

dispute that Texas might be a good spot for

compressed air. And. we always disputed was that
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1 compressed air in combination with-other renewables

2 is a developed and proven source for generating-

3 baseload power,, and that's the basis-for rejecting

-4 this combination involving compressed air, not that

5 it' s not geologically feasible in Texas..

6 JuDGE'YOUNG: Staff-?

7 MS-. VRAHORETIS: Yes, Your Honor; just

8 briefly. In addition to our argument that these

9 proposed amended contentions are not admissible for

10 failure to meet the admissibility requirements of

11 2.309(f) (1), I would just note that several times

12 during today's proceeding, Your Honor or other

13 members of the panel hame asked the, Intervenors to

14 say, .Where did you say this in your pleadingqand

15 the response is a reference to a repor-t.

16 " But if you look at the pleading, there's

17. no explanation in the report, particularly with

18 respect to these proposed amended contentions,:as to

19 how those reports support the Intervenors' arguments

20 that these new contentions should be admitted. -And

21 I would just like to reiterate that: under Commission

22 case law and the contention admissibility

23 requirements, it'.s the Intervenors' burden, not just.

24 to attach documents, but to explain how the 'analyses

25 in those documents support its positions, and they'
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have not done that.

JUDGE YOUNG.: Do you want to.speak,

however, to what the documents do say, to the..extent.

that they are self-ievident on their face?

MS-. VRAHORETIS.< Our. reading.-,of the ,
documents•-was that they -- the eerts offer

somewha.t.conclusory statements without. produc I ng- .

factualsdupport:_ that c6an act•utaýlly :.be-., profbed,: to),

determine whether this conclusion i's -suf'f:icient.. So

we don'.t -believe that it'.,s sufficienE -to support7 - the

proposed amended contentions.

JUDGE YOUNG: Anything else -from the.

staff?

MS. VRAHORETIS: No; thank you, Your

Honor.

MR. EYE: Your Honor, I think we've

played this out, I think adequately. All I would,

say is that to the extent that the issues were

raised in the original contention -- or .that we.

contend were raised in the original contention

and I have to confess, I'm not familiar with the

case that you referenced earlier about the

prohibition.on essentially inferring that things.

like molten salt were in the original contention,

and I don't know about that case, but--
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1 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, I think that' just--

2 the Commission has stated-that, the scope of a

3 contention .is defined by its bases, and'so i f you

4ý don't spell out a particular basis, I thinhktHe

5 Commission's recent acase aw ' hs been"t6 the effect

6 thatsbme-thing that'sno~t specifidalily stat'ead:, in the.

7 .":original basis would-not be within the sýcope of the

8 -original contention.-. hat's what I'm. referring to.

9- MR. EYE: Wel,1 to that extenti then- we

10 -. :<would argue that the - for example, the :term. in- the

I 11 original contract, storage:,methods, would.inc-lude

12 things like CAES and:.m61ten salt., and" Vyu .'know,. the

13 reality. is that the' storage methods included,-:

14 batteries, which got addressed, which we really

15 . didn't develop, because we tend to agree with, the

16 Applicant, to the extent that battery storage: right

17 now, for something. like baseload just doesn.'t really

18, work. So.we excluded that. .,-

19 But when we say technology advances in

20 .. storage methods and then present arguments -and

21 supporting documentation that specifically refer to

22- things like CAES and molten salt storage,; wethink

23 . .that it's not unfair or it's not -- it doesn't

24 - constitute an unfair surprise or prejudiceýanybody

25 .,when even the Applicant went to some lengths to
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address things, storage methods such as CAES, molten

salt, batteries and so forth.

So I 'would, simply say-that the proposed

amended contentions..that we have 'advanced ar, fairly

=contairned within the Contention: 18". as. originally

admitteed.' Thank. you.

JUDGE-YOUNG: All right. Before we,

conclude, I- .,want- to give everybody. a anhce to.,make.

.any arguments, any 'additionalargUments'.youhaveon

:any of thes e'new alternativesd0'ntsntions- 'that have'

not been made. Leet's take five minut'es and. come

back and let' everyone conclude, and. give you a

chance to refresh your memories an'd'see if there's.

anything you -left: out you want tO. .say':

(Whereupon, a short recess,'was taken..)

,JUDGE YOUNG: All right. Let's start

with the Intervenors. Do you have' anything that

you'd like.to add on the alternatives ,contentions.?

MR. EYE: Very briefly, Your Honor, and

.I apologize if some of this is ground'.that we've

already trod.

JUDGE YOUNG: That's all right. Feel

free to wrap up in whatever way makes most sense to

you.

MR. EYE: Thank you. 'We' definitely
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apprecia-te-the opportunity to." make these :arguments

to the. panel, andf we ý,realiz(e ithat 'there' s a fair .

-amount'ofJogisticdal e.ffr :th! goes ,into stagi~sa•ng

*the~se, .and we, appreciate. thtta a oe., and. we

Sapprdecia e the opportunity to appear .•.ana m..ake these

'arguments.

Your Honor, just to highlight a couple

of issues.. that. weo thin are worth noting, one of the

I.:ý.ssue~s t.hat: has .pilayed a'pretty prominent role in

'"..thehe e.,argumreits i s whether the, technologies and

.coibbinations-,of: technologies that we -be li-ev eare

worthy _of.lconsideratio in he environmenta ý-re r t

-and ~really:-worthy ofdpoy-taswi, ultimately,

godesback tb" this -ideda of whether they';r6e dev'el'oped,

proven, and available, ,and' that com e es -out• of ̀1,.the:.

NUREG-1555.

And it':s our content'i.on ,that looked.:a't

in- a holistic way, the ,technol ociesý that. we have

suggested should be cons•i'dered :doi Ifall into, that'-.

those' categories of having been- dev-eloped -proven

and available. And perhap•s m•re impiPortantly. t-han

even that is whether there:'sany donsideration as to

whether the technologieqs'-:we' ha've'suggested, be;,

con~sidered are not practidable.; and:.ultimately that

is the test that NEPAwill judge ý'these by.
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And it's interesting that nobody ha's

advanced -the idea that they're not practicable.

They-- and, you know, .I suppose the argument. could
be mnade, well, the fact that they're not developed,.

proven:ahd available, if you accep .that,.means- that

they".re not practi~cable -.- But actuallr loooked 'at

individualy ':and',.in tandem; there are plenty of -

examples where exactly what- we're, suggesting has

,been done.

Every electricity-grid in this country

has combinations.,.of.'generating capacity, whether it

be coal .and 'gas,;' coal: and- nuclear, whatever:. Now

you throw in wind and possibility of' CAES to

supplement that, to make it a viable baseload

source;, likewise"'with solar. These are practicable

alternatives, Accordingly, we think. that this is --

tha.t these contentions ought to advance on that

basis, and in':anxother :in a:very narrow legal

•sense., the fact 'that these alternatives are-"

supported with, for the most part, three experts'

reports make them,: I think,-additionally substantial

and substantiated.

And.SO to'the extent that it comes down

to a question of whether these proposals. that we

have' advanced are practicable, they are. They work.
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We know it. Every day there are advances 'made.. The

NREL report isfour :years old almost. Even that

made pretty strong comments about them. being.

available for.basepload ge"eration-. To the'extent

that.'advances are.made in this on a regular-basis

and.one can ,szavey'•the literature and see-on' a

regular~basis, the professional journals. The IEEE

Journal brings ''upwind andrehnewables and CAES over'

and over-ih recent issues.

That'8s-evidence -6f practicability.

They're not. saying.that 'these things can't be done.

They ca- . be done.', Does i:tt require a ccommitment? It

doeýs..: .Is ,there evidence of that commitment? There

is. Luminant and'Shell are advancing the very kind

of technology that we suggest would Work for

baseload. Do they call it-something other than

baseload? Yes, they do. But, labels can be sort of

arbitrary at times, and just labeling something not

as baseload doesn't necessarily mean it could not

be, in fact, utilized as baselOad.

Finally, to kind of finish where we

began this morning, we were puzzled when we got the

environmental revisions and-couldn'tfind a

,'.discussion of wind and solar with CAE'S, and in fact,

I will tell you -that I read those revisions over and
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it. I had my colleagues do it,'and when they said,

It's not there, I told them to read it again,

because. I was sure that given the way the contentioh

was phrased, it was in there. I said, Read between

the lines; read--- - don't care what kind 'of. detail

•You need to read it; it's got to be thereý.

Finally, it Was concluded by my

dol1leagues .and myself. that, in fact, it wasnt-'t

there, and-there's really no good reason why it's

not there, 'particularly'.since there's been no

suggestion that it's not practicable. So to-- as I

say, to finish where we began, we believe. that

that -- that the original contention ought not be

dismissed as moot, unless and until that particular

dimension is fully vetted by the Applicant in a

revision to its environmental report or in some

other form.

And ultimately when the analysis of

these proposed alternatives is considered, remember

that it's about practicability. It's about NEPA,

and that there's a real absence of an argument here

that has been advanced by -- the argument has not

been advanced by Applicant or Staff that these are

not practicable, and with that," we would close.
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Thank you..

JUDGE YOUNG: Let' s go,, to the A]pplidanit.

-R~FRANTZ:: Very quiky -once' again';:

it'tS Sno.t whether each i'ndivi'dual"component has beenh:,

.i1-_.,:developed ,or -is pract'Icable,.; but;:.wheether the

c orbina t i: 1 s: practicab½. efor generating baseload

pI power, ,.and .we have. shown", that there is no project in

ýthe, world ýthat uses thesje cofmibnat ions for

generating :baseload p6wer ." -There' s noj proposed."
project in the world that is on the.books' f sorusng

this combination to provide. bas~eload 'power.

Therefore, these combinations nh -have
been demonstrated.to be practicabl. for pfurposes of

.baseload power, and that includes"combinatibons of -

wind and solar and storage, and the Intervenors: have

provided no facts to the contrary. Thank -you.

JUDGE YOUNG.: And the. Staff ?

MS. -VRAHORETIS: Yes, Your -Hono•r.' Just

as a point of clarification, just to make-' sure that.

we have answered everything-that the Board needed

answered today, with respect to ,the'discussion-:about.

whether the Applicant has discussed wind and solar

together, we are not clear whether".the Board is

asking for the parties'- interpretat-ion of whether

the contention as reformulated and admaitted called
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1 for that discussion, or whether "the Board iS,, t el~ling

2 us today what the Board meant by the fre for'ed

3 admitted contention, because we do .not .-read-that

o4 Contention to say combinations of wind-and -solar, -so

5 much as combinations, of wind and so-a'r, with_.,'.

6 technological advances and, storage methods.

•7 And if you goback to-the .origina'l-.-

...-8 Contention 18, which.the Board f ound variou o parts

..9 of inadmissible, that argument and -that contention

10 is not part of the original presumptio'n'. of theý--case,

-11 so -we just wanted to, make sure ..that we asked for

12 .clarification on that before we left here today-.

13 JUDGE YOUNG: Well, let me just -say:- We

14 are not in the business of interpretihg our-.rU•.lihgs.

15 They have to stand n their own, so we're not

16 providing any -- I'm not. - I'-m assuming none of us

17 are providing any interpretation of saying, 'We-.meaht

18 to say, XYZ..

19 JUDGE ARNOLD: Are you saying we're-not

20 qualified to?

21 JUDGE YOUNG: I don't know about that.

22 (General laughter.)

23 JUDGE YOUNG: But, I mean, I. think-it's

24 clear that rulings have to stand on their own, -based

25 on what's written there. And fortunately, as you
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1 grow older, your memory recedes,; and you have 6other

2 things to think about,, so when you look back to what

3 you wrote how many months ago, it's easier-to look

4 at it fr-om -the standpoint of a new person: o1oking at

5: something that somebody else wrote, almost like1 -

6 that.

7 So, no'.. I. think 'the thinigs, thati: are[

8' written in orders need to be -- they're open to

9 interpretatioh by anyone, and'to the' exten 'that we

10: make a ruling on what they.,mean,' it,'s§interpreting

11- the words that are-there.ana not what was inside our'-

12 minds when we wrote -them.

13 MS. VRAHORETIS: Okay. Just to conclude

14: on, that, the Staff.'s position is that all of the

15- information that the Applicant could'provide

-16 regarding wind and storage, solar and storage, or an

17 analysis of wind and solar together with storage, is

18 there.. And that's not to say that the analysis ,-has

19 been done, but'from our standpoint, we 'don't know

20 ' what more the Applicant could produce in terms of

21 information for that analysis to be done. The

22 pieces of the puzzle that are needed for the

23 ' analysis are there from the Staff's perspective.

24 And while there's been a -lot of

25 discussion about practicability and reasonability, I
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believe the Intervenors' counsel just said that

•practicability is the standard that NEPA will judge

this by.. I- don't, think that that-'s a fair statement

of the law. The purpose and need of the project Was

3,200 megawatts of baseload power, and.•rpose and-,

.need drive's, what is reasonablei, not-whether

something :is. practicable or -reasqnable for.some :

:.other- purpose ýbiŽ. n'eed.'
Ad if sblar and sorageor windt nd ,

storage-is not competitive. and hot viabe,. then- i t's

not reasonable, and it's n't..required to.be addressed

by NEPA,. under NEPA. And..only ;if it were.

competitive and viable, Tould .you then have:to go the-

extra step and look at it the way the Applicant

looked at it, .and determine whether it's

environmentally preferable, and I believe the

analysis shows that.it's not.,-

•The Intervenors have not demonstrated

viability, and in referring.to the.NREL fact sheet,.

I would just note that the Intervenors' own' exhibit.

points out this fact. The very last statement at

the bottom of the NREL -- this is dated October, I

believe it is, 2006, under, Advanced wind and CAES

concepts. "Development of the baseload wind concept

will require a greater understanding of the local
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1 geologic compatibility of air storage" -- and this

2 is the-critical part ". and additional work Will. be

3 required to examine:1 the -feasibility of advanced wind

4- andCAES concepts desc-ribed here..":"

5 We re, ad, --that t tomean that:i t' s noet

6- feasible now and-they, have not demonstrated 'that'

7 it'ts feasible, andso -I would just conclude with

"8 -that. Thank - -you.

9 JUDGE YOUNG: Anything further from

10 anyone?

11 (No response.)

12 JUDGE -YOUNG: Thank you very much. I

13 think we're going; to meet tomorrow, m0rnihg..at nine

14 o'clock at the plantt,-<and we have "the .maps that you

15 provided which Iý overlobked.at first-. But, anyway,

16 we have those, and so we'11- see you all there at

17 nine o'clock tomorrow morning.

18 - MR. FRANTZ:. 'Judge Young, if I may, the

19 building where we're going.to be meeting is, I

20 believe, the second nmajor building on the right as

21 you go into the site, and-there are two large-flags,

22 the Texas flag and-the:U.S*U. flag,, out front.

23 JUDGE YOUNG::. So that's after the gate?

24 MR. FRANTZ:. There's a turnoff to the'.

25 left as you'"re: igoing dowh Route 56 from Granbury,
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and there will- be'a red light there.. So you turn

left onto the access road, and the building in

question, I believe, is the second major -building on

thle ri1ght

JUDGE YAiUG: So is there a -gate before

that?:

MR. FRANTZ: No, there'.s not.

JUDGE YOUNG: There's not.

MS,. VRAHORETIS: Your Honor, do you

still want us•:to b e available on Aptil ý20? Do you

believe that:you'll need us then.?

..JUDGE YOUNG: I'm sorry. 'What?

.MS..V.:,vRAHORETIS: April 20, we were

holding. the, -

J

JUUIE YUUNG: I aon't tnlnK so. I'm

surprised that"we got done this soon, but I don'-t

think so. Thank.you.

Al.l=-right. See you tomorrow.

(Whereupon, at 4:31 p.m., the hearing in

,the above-=enttie-d matter was concluded.)
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